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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Intersectional Pedagogy: Complicating Identity and Social Justice
Chair: Kim A. Case

TALK 1: Effectively Helping Students Move from Uniqueness and Toward Intersectional Awareness
Desdamona Rios
Intersectionality is commonly taught in Gender Studies, Psychology of Women, Ethnic Studies, and LGBT Studies, yet there
are no empirical studies measuring effective strategies for teaching intersectionality. As intersectionality becomes increasingly mainstreamed, key features of the theory are becoming diluted with students understanding intersectionality as
uniqueness at the junction of race, gender and sexuality. Teaching intersectionality becomes especially challenging when
addressing social justice issues and resisting ideals of meritocracy in American culture (hooks, 2010). This presentation includes empirical evidence of the effectiveness of Case’s Intersectional Pedagogy Model within a master’s level course titled
Psychology of Gender, Race, and Sexuality where the focus is on intersections of gender, race, sexuality, and other dimensions of difference within systems of oppression and privilege (Cole, 2009; Crenshaw, 1991). The course is taught at the
University of Houston-Clear Lake and attracts a diverse representation of students. Qualitative and quantitative data will
be presented to illustrate improved student comprehension of intersectionality theory (i.e. writing assignments), as well as
increased levels of empathy, intersectional consciousness (Curtin, Stewart & Cole, 2015; Greenwood, 2008), and privilege
awareness (Case, 2007), and decreased levels of social dominance (Pratto, Sidanius & Mallie, 1994) and belief in meritocracy (Zimmerman & Reyna, 2013).

TALK 2: Pedagogical Considerations for Teaching at the Intersections of Oppressed Identities
David P. Rivera
This presentation will focus on concepts and techniques for teaching about the intersectional identities of people with
multiple oppressed identities, with a concentration on the experiences of LGBTQ people of Color. Given the historical
and contemporary backlash against promoting the experiences of people of Color and those with marginalized gender
and sexual orientation identities, teaching about these particular intersections of identity is often met with challenge from
students, peer faculty, and the administration. Additionally, LGBTQ people of Color may experience a certain amount
of struggle and challenge when aspects of these identities do not complement one another due to the opposing values
and judgments from their communities, institutions, and society at large. As such, this presentation will illuminate some
of the individual, institutional, and societal conflicts that make teaching and understanding these intersections challenging for teachers and students alike. Drawing from the results of a qualitative study, this presentation will incorporate “best
practices” from instructors who report success in teaching their students about the intersections of race, ethnicity, gender
identity, and sexual orientation.
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TALK 3: Teaching Intersectionality: Reflections from a Minority Serving Institution
Naomi Hall
Much of the literature about teaching intersectionality, or teaching and learning from an intersectional perspective, highlights course development and application in predominately White institutions (PWIs) (Lee, 2012; Sharp, Bermudez,
Watson, & Fitzpatrick, 2007). Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs), specifically Historically Black College/Universities (HBCUs) maintain a unique cultural milieu, and the ways in which the critical dialogue and practice of utilizing an intersectional
approach is often different than in PWIs. In HBCUs, issues of race, ethnicity, and culture are often at the forefront of course
development and instruction. Banks and Pliner (2012) posit that all institutions of higher learning need to be mindful of
the ways intersectionality and structures of privilege and oppression enter into educational settings. Course content at
HBCUs inevitably include issues such as marginalization, oppression, and privilege based on race. This talk focuses on ways
to incorporate an intersectional framework into undergraduate classes at MSIs, while focusing on the importance of issues
such as diversity, power, and privilege within courses where the majority of students are racial/ethnic minorities. The talk
concludes with successes and challenges, and suggestions for infusing intersectionality into the classroom at MSIs.

TALK 4: Toward an Intersectional Pedagogy Model: Engaged Learning for Social Justice
Kim A. Case
Most existing literature about teaching diversity, multiculturalism, or the impact of group identities focuses on a single
aspect of social identity at a time such as gender or race (e.g., Caplan, 2010; Dottolo, 2011; Frankenberg, 1993; Lawrence
& Bunche, 1996; Rothenberg, 2008). Only recently have attempts to unpack pedagogical approaches to teaching intersectional theory begun permeating the literature (Pliner & Banks, 2012). Jones and Wijeyesinghe (2011) encouraged consideration of how teaching might be altered when instructors infuse intersectional theory. Without intersectional theory
applied in the classroom, educational spaces serve to both perpetuate invisible privilege and construct only mythical
norms as worthy of inclusion within course materials and broader curricular designs. Valid pedagogies must stop pretending, for example, that White women possess no race, Latino men are genderless, or Black and Asian women embody mutually exclusive gendered and racial social locations. As with any topic that gains momentum across disciplines, pedagogical
discussions often splinter and form into vague and imprecise conceptualizations. In the end, educators need a clear model
to unite these efforts to infuse intersectionality across the curriculum. This concluding talk introduces the newly developed
10-point pedagogical model which draws from intersectional theory literature and data-based research.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
SPSSI Publications: Meet the Editors
Peggy S. Stockdale, Ann Bettencourt, Heather E. Bullock, Lou Penner, Dan Perlman
SPSSI publishes a Contemporary Social Issues book series and three scholarly journals, the Journal of Social Issues ( JSI),
Analyses of Social Issues and Public Policy (ASAP), and Social Issues and Policy Review (SIPR). This informal session provides
the opportunity to meet SPSSI editors, share ideas and ask questions regarding potential submissions, and learn more
about each publication, the types of works published, and the timeline and process for each venue.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Giving Psychology Away to Inmates: Teaching In Prison
Sarah Herrmann, Rachel Albert
Today, America’s state and federal prisons hold approximately 1.6 million people, more than half of whom will be rearrested following their release from prison (Durose, Cooper, & Snyder, 2014). Correctional education has been shown to
increase inmates’ well being and reduce infractions while in prison (Tewksbury & Stengel, 2006). Additionally, participation in prison education programs reduces recidivism rates by 46 percent by increasing prisoners’ chances of thriving upon
release (Chappell, 2004; Davis, Bozick, Steele, Saunders, & Miles, 2014). While some form of higher education is offered
to inmates in 32 states, many prison education programs do not teach psychology, due to concerns that it may be used to
make “smarter criminals” or to provide unlicensed therapy. Teaching in prison is rewarding, but challenging; classes take
place inside the prison, instructors may have limited classroom resources (e.g., textbooks, whiteboards, no computers
2
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permitted), and no contact with students outside of class. This interactive discussion will focus on strategies for teaching
psychology in prisons, including the development of prison education programs and partnerships, by drawing on the experiences of psychology instructors in minimum, medium, and maximum units from prison education programs at Arizona
State University and Cornell University.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Engaging Qualitative Methods
The Role of Race in the Job Acquisition Process
Yolanda Niemann, Nadia Sanchez
Twelve individuals—three African American, one non-U.S.-resident African, and eight White—completed a prestigious federally funded multi-institution doctoral training program. Two years post-graduation, the three African American program
fellows were the only graduates who had not obtained permanently funded academic positions. Did the program fail these
students in some way? Were they less prepared or less accomplished than their White colleagues? Was the outcome the
result of racial bias in the field? This study explored answers to these complex questions through the perceptional lens of the
program faculty and fellows, and through the theoretical lens of tokenism. Results indicated that the credentials of African
American graduates were similar, equal to, and/or, in some cases, exceeded those of their white peers. As such, qualifications were ruled out as contributing to negative job outcomes. Further examination indicated that among the likely factors
accounting for job acquisition outcomes were: tokenism; aversive racism; microaggressions; and inadequate professional development for graduates entering a White-male-dominated field. Recommendations for practice suggest amending graduate programming to include anticipatory socialization relative to being a member of a historically underrepresented group
in the field, and mentorship and coaching to help diffuse impacts of tokenism and facilitate career success in academia.

Mobilizing an Ethic of Care: Creating Change in Rural Nicaragua
Anjali N. Dutt
As psychologists meet to discern what it means to “give psychology away” for the purpose of societal betterment, it is
useful to consider the experiences of women actively working to create social change in their own communities. In this talk,
I share findings from a study exploring marginalized women’s efforts to create change in rural Nicaragua, and how their
experiences reflect a process of mobilizing an ethic of care. An ethic of care is a moral orientation that focuses on maintaining relationships, responding to the needs of others, and a responsibility not to cause harm. Recently, scholars have argued
for the need to politicize an ethic of care to ensure that these values are reflected in social policies and culture at large. The
current study documents a process in which women are mobilized to ensure that a care-based orientation forms the basis
of social practices in their communities. Twenty-four women residing in rural Nicaragua were interviewed about their goals
for their communities and their involvement in activities to realize these goals. Using thematic analysis, several patterns
were identified related to psychological processes of mobilizing care. Findings have implications for how psychologists can
work to support the self-determination of marginalized women.

Building Community via Participatory Research
Krista Craven, Julia Geaney-Moore
This presentation will focus on the participatory process used to engage in a study of sense of community among students,
staff, and faculty at a small liberal arts college in the southern U.S. This project began as a collaborative endeavor between
a faculty member and an undergraduate class to examine if and how the college community fulfills the needs of its members, contributes to member’s sense of belonging, builds a shared emotional connection among members, and creates opportunities for members to influence the nature of the college community (McMillan & Chavis, 1986). Data were collected
over a period of five months in 2015 via structured surveys (n=136) and semi-structured focus group interviews (n=44).
Our group engaged in an initial analysis phase of grounded theory coding for the interview data and descriptive analyses
of quantitative survey data. To develop a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of the data and develop a
collective plan of action, we shared these preliminary, de-identified findings through a series of collaborative data analysis
sessions that were open to all members of the college community. This presentation will detail the collective processes
used to conduct this study and how these may be applied in similar contexts.
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Faculty Attitudes about Qualitative Research Methods in U.S. Psychology Graduate Programs
Jennifer D. Rubin, Sara McClelland, Sarah Bell, Ozge Savas
The visibility of qualitative research methods (QRM) in U.S. psychology has increased with the dissemination of qualitative
research in journals and through formation of professional organizations. Little is known, however, about the current state
of QRM training in U.S. graduate psychology programs. To assess departmental climate, Division 5 (Evaluation, Measurement, and Statistics) of the American Psychological Association formed a research task force aimed at developing policy
recommendations for QRM graduate training. An online survey was sent to 487 psychology department administrators
(chairs or directors) with questions assessing perceived value of QRM within departments and level of training in graduate
education. Results indicate that respondents valued QRM for providing in-depth data, while others perceived QRM as
lacking objective and generalizable findings. Most importantly, respondents pointed to the lack of knowledge in their faculty to develop a QRM course, lack of funding to hire new faculty who have knowledge about QRM, and a lack of enthusiasm to support students with interest in QRM. We suggest improvements for departmental climate and types of courses
offered. Overall, providing graduate students with diverse analytic tools not only increases potential areas of inquiry but
also diversifies the types of questions asked within the field of psychology.

SYMPOSIUM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
The Intersection of Personal and Structural Approaches to Stigma
Chairs: Carol T. Miller, Sylvia P. Perry

TALK 1: Multilevel Analysis of Stigma and Health
Laura S. Richman, Mark L. Hatzenbuehler
In our research, we examined how stigma contributes to health inequalities for disadvantaged groups. At both the interpersonal and societal levels, when a group or individual stigmatize others, negative health consequences reliably ensue.
Considering the interplay between these different levels of stigma processes can contribute to a better understanding
of how the experience of stigma translates into poor health outcomes. We discuss the multiple methods that are used in
research on interpersonal stigma such as experimental and observational designs and in research on societal stigma, which
primarily uses observational, longitudinal, and quasi-experimental designs. Each of these methods has its strengths and
limitations, but together they provide compelling evidence for the harmful effects of stigma on health. We also discuss how
recognition of this dual action is critical for policy makers.

TALK 2: Community HIV Prejudice and the Well-Being of Residents with HIV
Carol T. Miller, Susan E. Varni, Janice Y. Bunn
Many theories of prejudice assume that prejudice “out-there” sets off processes within stigmatized people that can have
disastrous consequences for their well-being. There is an abundance of evidence that stigmatized people’s perception
of prejudice is associated with their well-being. A growing body of work on structural stigma indicates that independent
estimates of levels of prejudice prevailing in different environments also are associated with the well-being of stigmatized
people living in those environments. Curiously, there has not been a demonstration that it is stigmatized people’s perception of prejudice that links prejudice in the environment with their well-being. This presentation presents a study showing
that residents of New England communities who have HIV report reduced positive psychological states (e.g., low selfesteem) in communities with relatively high levels of HIV prejudice (assessed with community surveys), and more importantly, that their perceptions of HIV discrimination mediate this relationship.

TALK 3: Social Identity Contingencies and Outcomes of Black Medical School Students
Sylvia P. Perry, Michelle van Ryn, John F. Dovidio
Structural stigma is the key to understanding the underrepresentation of Blacks and other racial minorities among healthcare providers. Using a sample of medical students from 49 schools across the country, this longitudinal study examined
how the self-reported prejudice of non-Black medical students creates an atmosphere that has negative downstream
consequences for Black medical students from year 1 to year 4 of medical school. Results indicated that in environments
in which White medical students express greater interracial anxiety toward Black patients, Black medical students report a
4
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decreased sense of belonging in medical school, and this in turn leads to decreased psychological well-being, decreased
racial identification, and less interest in working with underserved populations upon graduation. These findings suggest
that one way that structural stigma contributes to health disparities of minority populations is by discouraging the training
of physicians from those populations.

TALK 4: Structural Stigma and Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenocortical Axis Reactivity in Lesbian, Gay,
and Bisexual Young Adults
Mark L. Hatzenbuehler, Katie A. McLaughlin
The purpose of the study was to examine whether structural stigma shapes stigmatized individuals’ physiological responses
to identity-related stress. We recruited 74 lesbian, gay, and bisexual (LGB) young adults from 24 states with varying levels of structural stigma surrounding homosexuality. State-level structural stigma was coded based on several dimensions,
including social policies that exclude sexual minorities from social institutions (e.g., same-sex marriage). Values for structural
stigma ranged from -4.69 to 8.23, indicating substantial variation. Participants were exposed to a laboratory stressor, the
Trier Social Stress Test (TSST), and neuroendocrine measures were collected. LGB young adults who were raised in highly
stigmatizing environments as adolescents evidenced a blunted cortisol response following the TSST compared to those
from low-structural stigma environments. Results suggest that the stress of growing up in high-structural stigma environments may exert biological effects that are similar to other chronic stressful life experiences.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Trigger Warnings and Sexual Violence
Pluralistic Ignorance and the Motivation Behind Requests for Trigger Warnings
Katherine Muschler, Jessica Salvatore
In recent years higher education professionals have become increasingly aware of requests for ‘trigger warnings’ in the
classroom. What is the primary motive behind these requests? Some social commentators have argued that students who
request trigger warnings are primarily motivated by a belief that educators can and should protect them and their peers
from challenging or threatening ideas (Lukianoff & Haidt, 2015). We suggest, alternatively, that students are primarily motivated by an altruistic or prosocial interest in standing up on behalf of their peers. One initial piece of evidence comes from
our finding that students show pluralistic ignorance about each others’ sensitivities. Students overestimated the prevalence
of self-reported sensitivity to topics like suicide and domestic violence. In a second study, we will be contrasting students’
motives for requesting trigger warnings to see whether this misperception of the actual prevalence of sensitivity is the
primary driver behind them. If so, students could be requesting trigger warnings for legitimate (and prosocial) reasons but
simply mis-calibrating the actual level of their peers’ need, and interventions aimed at debiasing their perceptions could
ratchet down the conflicts that social commentators have recently bemoaned.

Addressing Social Reactions in Intervention with Rape Victims and Their Social Networks
Sarah E. Ullman
Social reactions are commonly received by victims disclosing rape to others, yet negative responses such as blame and
disbelief are still common, whereas positive reactions of emotional support and listening are critically important for victims
to seek help and recover. This presentation gives an overview of research on correlates and consequences of positive and
negative social reactions to rape victims disclosing their assaults primarily to informal social network members and present necessary components based on empirical evidence for needed social support interventions that can reduce negative
reactions made by network members to victims associated with harmful physical and mental health consequences. Educating both victims and social network members may enhance post-rape recovery by improving reactions to disclosure and
should be part of preventive interventions targeting rape.
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Predictors of Child Sexual Abuse Myths on an Alaskan University
Maia R. Wen
Child sexual abuse (CSA) is among the greatest public health problems nationally, especially in Alaska with rates six times
the national average. The experiences of CSA victims can be exacerbated by the public’s erroneous perception of CSA.
The public largely maintains inaccurate attitudes for numerous facets of CSA, including victims, perpetrators, and prevalence. Incorrect opinions influence CSA victims and their communities through a variety of avenues: public policy, reactions
to CSA disclosures, and available interventions. This study will explore gender and history of CSA as predictive factors to
CSA myths at the University of Alaska Anchorage. The myth endorsement of UAA’s student body will be assessed using
the CSA Myth Scale. Bivariate analyses will determine statistically significant predictors of CSA myths, which will then be
entered into a simultaneous multiple regression in order to identify which factors remain statistically significant in a single
model. Data will be completely analyzed by June 2016. The study aims to produce data that can inform future interventions that ameliorate CSA myths among UAA students and beyond. The study is part of a larger effort to engage the community in discussing CSA in Alaska, which includes the production of the acclaimed play, Stalking the Bogeyman.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Sharing Tips on Facilitating Difficult Discussions on Diverse Groups
Gwendolyn Hampton VanSant, Eden-Reneé Hayes
Campuses across the nation are issuing demands that their colleges and universities do more to address institutionalized
discrimination. Faculty have expressed solidarity with student groups issuing these demands, yet many of these proposals
for change call for faculty to become more culturally competent in handling classroom discussions involving difference.
Faculty across many disciplines have, appropriately, turned to themselves wondering if they have the skills to help their
classes through difficult discussions involving oppression and privilege. As researchers of social issues, our colleagues in
various departments have turned to us to ask, “What should I do?” This interactive discussion offers a space to discuss both
what we have done to facilitate difficult discussions involving race, sexuality, gender, and class as well as to share what tips
we have used to help our peers. Multicultural BRIDGE, a non-profit organization offering cultural competence workshops
to faculty in both K-12 and higher education will also be involved in this discussion.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Contact and Confrontation
Creating Better Confrontations: The Role of Context-focused Confrontations
Kathryn M. Kroeper, Mary Murphy
Confrontation – speaking out against prejudice – effectively reduces prejudiced attitudes and stereotyping among highstatus group members. Until now, research has exclusively examined individual-focused confrontations wherein an individual
is reprimanded for their biased behavior. This experiment explored whether context-focused confrontations-confrontations
that emphasize the cues/contexts that create racially disparate outcomes-are similarly effective. White participants read
vignettes about a teacher who overheard a colleague make blatantly racist remarks about the Black students in his class.
Vignettes varied by the race of the confronter (i.e., Black or White) and confrontation type (i.e., no-confrontation, individualfocused confrontation, or context-focused confrontation). We predicted that by pointing to biased contexts instead of
biased people confronters may be perceived as more insightful and, thus experience less interpersonal backlash. Results
indicate that although people who engaged in context-focused confrontations were perceived as more insightful than those
using individual-focused confrontations, insightfulness reduced backlash only toward Black (but not White) confronters.

Affect vs. Cognition: Experiments on Social Capital, Contact, and Categorization
Emily L. Fisher
Correlational research suggests that social capital – one’s beliefs about the social norms regarding trust and reciprocity
within a defined community – has positive associations with one’s assessment of intergroup contact quality, with a common
6
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ingroup categorization style, and with attitudes about outgroups. (Fisher, 2015). However, understanding causal directions
requires experimental research. In Study 1, participants engaged in either a same-group or cross-group interaction, based
on the Fast Friends paradigm (Aron et al., 1997). Those in the cross-group condition subsequently reported higher levels
of social capital in their campus communities. (A replication of this study is currently underway.) In Studies 2 and 3, participants were primed to consider either a subordinate or superordinate group membership and subsequently reported the
social capital levels of their community. In both studies, the categorization manipulation had null effects on social capital
despite successful manipulation checks. Results across the studies suggest that affective variables may be more important
to the connection between social capital and intergroup experiences than cognitive variables are. Civic leaders who value
diversity can use these results to design community-building interventions.

Multiple Group Relations: Maintaining Balance through Indirect Contact Effects
Diala R. Hawi, Linda R. Tropp
Most research on intergroup relations has focused on two groups, yet real-life intergroup contexts are likely to involve
multiple groups. Therefore, attitudes and perceptions that members of one group form about another target outgroup
depend not only on their direct contact experiences with that outgroup, but also on their relationship with third-party
groups, and the perceived relationships these third-party groups have with the outgroup. A field survey study in Lebanon
examined how Lebanese contact with and attitudes toward Palestinians (third party) predicted their attitudes toward Israelis. The study uses structural balance theory and emerging research on indirect contact effects as a guiding framework, and
demonstrates how third-parties may exert indirect positive or negative influences on intergroup attitudes and relations.
The processes described in this paper carry important implications for how members of different groups form alliances or
enemy relations. Furthermore, in current peace-building efforts, programs that are designed to improve relations or end
conflict between two groups may be neglecting the potential influence a third group may have on the impact of such a
program, or inversely, the impact that this program might have on relations with that third group.

9:50 AM – 11:00 AM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Interrogating Activisms, Subjectivity, Oppression, Liberation, and Accountability:
Embodied Practice
Chair: Regina D. Langhout

TALK 1: Exploring Whiteness, Masculinities, Privilege, and Conscientization among White,
Male-Identified Activists
Robert D. Majzler
Conscientization, i.e. the psycho-social process of understanding and taking action to transform oppressive conditions, is
the “fundamental horizon” for a psychology committed to social justice (Martín-Baró, 1994). For members of oppressed
groups, conscientization includes a praxis of critical reflection about material conditions, dialogical relationships with one’s
community of struggle, and revolutionary action (Freire, 1970/1998). It is so far relatively unexplored whether and how
members of colonizer, oppressor, and privileged groups engage conscientization (especially White men). We conducted
semi-structured life-story interviews with 15 activists who identify as White and male, and who identify and are identified as anti-racist and feminist or pro-feminist. A research team analyzed the interviews both thematically across the entire
group and holistically using a version of the Listening Guide (Gilligan, Spencer, Weinberg, & Bertsch, 2003) and a codebook that we developed. Some of the themes and narratives of conscientization, including (1) ruptures/turning points of
radicalization and (2) struggles of solidarity from the position of the oppressor, will be presented.
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TALK 2: Complicity with Oppression: Dissonance, Conflict and Care in Community Organizing
Erin R. Ellison
Oppression can be reproduced in interpersonal relationships, and therefore it can be reproduced within groups organizing for social justice. This often, but not exclusively, takes the form of microaggressions. Such behaviors negatively impact
individuals and the effectiveness of the social justice organization. Building upon the framework of relational empowerment to understand the challenges of community organizers to build and maintain relationships within their organizations,
this paper draws on qualitative data from a social network survey and in depth, semi-structured interviews. Participants are
organizers from diverse backgrounds within an academic workers union known for its commitment to anti-oppression work
and contributions to social justice unionism. This paper seeks to understand the lived experience of organizers, and is guided by the following questions: How do organizers confront and process their reproduction of oppression in the organizing
setting? How do individuals make sense of their complicity in those systems and take steps to build solidarity? This refers
specifically to individuals’ addressing their own problematic behavior, such as engaging in racial and/or gendered microaggressions. This research has implications for addressing the reproduction of injustice in order to create well-functioning
relationships of solidarity, build socio-political power and create change.

TALK 3: Positioning Ourselves within a Photovoice Project Using a Diffraction Methodology
Regina D. Langhout, Edith Gurrola
This paper draws upon the intellectual legacies of Gloria Anzaldúa, María Lugones, María Elena Torre, Karen Barad, and
Donna Haraway to further develop a methodology of diffraction as a way to practice critical reflexivity. Diffraction is “a
way to study the entangled effects difference makes” (Barad, 2006, p. 73). We use diffraction as a framework for positioning two university-based researchers in an activist-based photovoice research project. We are a white working class raised
female professor and a first-generation Chicana graduate student raised by working class parents. The photovoice project
lasted almost one year, with the participants gradually organizing themselves and their community actions. Participants
were predominantly white (67%), and also Mexican American (25%), and varied greatly in social class background (e.g.,
50% in low-income housing, & 33% homeowners). In this paper, we modify Carol Gilligan’s Listening Guide so that we
may examine how one participant, a white woman in her 50s living in low-income housing, understood the research team.
We weave her understanding with our own understanding of ourselves and our differing theories of change. We end this
example with a discussion of what a methodology of diffraction can offer to critical reflexivity.

TALK 4: Discussant
Michaela Hynie

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Making Research Matter: Insights on Engagement Beyond the Academy
Linda Tropp, Geoff Maruyama, Meg Bond, Lou Penner and Roberta Downing
Academic psychologists often desire to apply their scientific expertise to pressing social issues and public debates. Unfortunately, although psychologists have much substantively to offer, most have never developed expertise in how to effectively work with and communicate research to non-academic audiences. Individual psychologists have been highly effective
in articulating the social relevance of their work, partnering with communities, and being identified as valuable expert
sources informing public debates. As a field, however, we have not yet succeeded in having the presence and impact
we could have in the public sphere, and specifying how insights from psychological research enrich society and people’s
lives. This interactive session is designed for academic psychologists who seek to enhance their ability to engage with
non-academic audiences. It highlights the importance of: intentional partnership building and engagement throughout
the research process, the broader relevance and accessibility of the work, and identifying strategies to translate academic
research so it will be utilized across social institutions and public settings. The session displays the many ways that academic
psychologists can become engaged scholars, drawing from the collective expertise and experience of established and successful psychologists who have amassed a great deal of knowledge across a variety of engagement domains.
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Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
How Can Psychologists Use Intersectionality to Promote Social Justice?
Lisa Rosenthal, Nicole Overstreet, Isis Settles, Stephanie Shields
Psychology and other fields are increasingly interested in intersectionality, which grew out of activist struggles, particularly
work of Black feminist scholar-activists. With these roots, intersectionality draws our attention to interlocking systems of oppression and goals of promoting social justice and equity. Current interest in intersectionality therefore provides psychologists an opportunity to make social justice and equity agendas more central to our work, including exploring ways to “give
psychology away” through interdisciplinary collaborations and engagement with communities in social justice struggles.
However, intersectionality and other social justice scholars are dispersed across institutions and study varied topics, making
collaboration challenging. This interactive discussion will address how to use intersectionality to form coalitions within and
outside of academia of organizations and individuals committed to various aspects of social justice, and to have greater
impact on social justice struggles through our work. Drs. Overstreet, Rosenthal, Settles, and Shields will introduce ideas and
lead the interactive discussion with attendees. Attendees should take away a greater understanding of intersectionality in
current and historical context, as well as ideas for creating coalitions connecting researchers and communities. We hope
that specific action points and individuals interested in working collaboratively on these efforts will emerge, launching
future planning.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Criminal Justice in Nebraska: Community Corrections and Evidence Based Policy
Richard Wiener, John Colborn, Deborah Minardi
As in many other states, Nebraska is undergoing criminal justice reform triggered by three factors: 1) prison overcrowding, 2) endorsement of evidence-based practices, and 3) endorsement of evidence-based policy making. In response, the
Nebraska Unicameral passed and the Governor signed into law two major reform bills in 2015, one expanding the role of
probation in community corrections and rehabilitation, LB 605, and a second moving the parole system towards a more
evidence based approach, LB 598. This interactive discussion will focus on probation but will also describe the not always
smooth road toward increased collaborative efforts between the judiciary, community corrections and institutional corrections in the state that emerged out of these legislative initiatives. A District Court Judge and the Deputy Probation Administrator will describe the reform movement in the state focusing on LB 605, changes in probation, and the enhanced role of
community corrections. The panel will highlight the role of the state university law/psychology team conducting empirical
research, engaging in advocacy and generally supporting this local policy initiative. After introductory comments, the panel
will open the discussion to the audience to share comments, similar work in other jurisdictions, and their own experiences
as applied policy researchers.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Economic Inequality and Ethnic Discrimination
Use of an Educational Online Game about Poverty to Increase Support for Poverty-Alleviating Programs
Gina Roussos
Poverty negatively affects people’s opportunities for advancement and their mental and physical health. Yet the general
public often does not support policies to benefit poor people because they believe that poverty is personally controllable, which is a central aspect of meritocracy. The current study investigated the impact of an intervention, an online
game emphasizing the uncontrollability of poverty through the consequence of a series of decisions made by players,
on support for anti-poverty government policies. Undergraduate participants, who previously completed a meritocracy
belief scale, played the poverty game (n=49), or, in two control conditions, read about the situations faced by poor people
presented in the game (n=55) or played an online game unrelated to poverty (n=62). Playing the game generally lead
to more support of anti-poverty policies. This main effect was qualified by a Game x Meritocracy interaction. Whereas
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people higher in meritocracy were generally less supportive of anti-poverty policies in the control conditions, when they
played the poverty game, and their meritocratic beliefs were challenged, they were more supportive. This study reveals
the important role games can play in influencing peoples’ understanding of social issues and their support of government
programs to address those issues.

Inequality and Opposition: Status Misperceptions Fuel Resistance to Government Intervention
Alina Oxendine
Scholars have been in disagreement about whether rising economic inequality triggers public support for correcting the
imbalance or, conversely, heightened opposition to government intervention. Using Hierarchical Linear Modeling and data
from the General Social Survey and United States Census Bureau, this project supports the stance that economic inequality
is self-reinforcing (rather than self-correcting) and that those living among inequality are less likely to support government
intervention in order to reduce income differences. This research also finds that the opposition is driven less by real income
and more by the perception of elevated status relative to others. When controlling for absolute income and other relevant
individual-level factors like political ideology, perceptions of relative affluence trigger hesitance to support government
intervention. Moreover, forces that moderate the relationship between economic inequality and opposition to intervention are associated with perceptions of comparative rank and/or status anxiety. In particular, those who overestimate their
income ranking relative to national average are more likely to oppose government involvement in the face of high inequality. Because many Americans with below-average incomes misperceive their standing as average or above average, this
dynamic may help to explain why poor and middle-class Americans are reticent to challenge the status quo.

Teaching About the Causes of Poverty: A Mixed-Methods Study
Katherine M. Griffin, Lindsey Nenadal, Rashmita S. Mistry
Children’s reasoning about social class develops early (Leahy, 1981), yet little attention has been paid to best practices for
teaching young children about poverty and inequality (Mistry, Brown, Chow, & Collins, 2012). The central aim of this study
was to collaborate with teachers to design, implement, and evaluate an inquiry-based poverty unit using a mixed methods
design. Based on Developmental Intergroup Theory (Bigler & Liben, 2006), we hypothesized that children’s attributions
for poverty would change after participating in the unit. Participants were 89 kindergarten, 1st, and 2nd graders (M = 6.81
years old, SD = .93); split between intervention and control classrooms. Intervention teachers used a variety of methods they identified as appropriate and engaging for their specific-aged students, such as read-alouds, art activities, and
action-oriented projects. Contrary to our hypothesis, post-intervention results indicated no change in children’s reasoning
about the causes of poverty. To better understand what specific classroom practices and interactions may have influenced
student outcomes, classroom observation video data are currently being analyzed with regards to causal attributions. In
undertaking this study, we hope to contribute to a wider literature that pushes researchers, educators, and policy makers
towards curricula that promotes engagement with issues of inequality.

Framing Effects on Support for Empowering Policies Following Ethnic Discrimination
Ziv Levin, Nurit Shnabel, John F. Dovidio
Rights framing – presenting intergroup discrimination as violating a minority group’s basic rights – challenges the status
quo of intergroup relations because it implies that the solution lies in a fundamental structural change. We suggest that
majority-group members may show a backlash response to this challenge. Three studies revealed that Israeli Jews’ support
for policies that empower Israeli Arabs was lower when exposed to rights framing, compared to distress framing, i.e., presenting discrimination as causing distress to the minority group (Studies 1-2), or a no-framing condition (Studies 2-3). This
backlash response was mediated by increased zero-sum perceptions (Study 2), and did not generalize to non-empowering
help (i.e., charity; Study 1). When rights framing was combined with a manipulation highlighting intergroup interdependence (thus countering zero-sum perceptions), its negative effect disappeared (Study 3). Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Using Developmental Skills Supports to Improve Youth Outcomes
Chair: Michael Rodriguez

TALK 1: Rigorous Measurement from a Statewide Youth Survey
Kory Vue, Luke Stanke
This presentation will review the process through which Developmental Skills, Supports, and Challenges were measured
and scored from the MSS. Using a positive youth development framework, survey items were identified to create measures
of developmental skills, supports, and challenges. These measures were evaluated through confirmatory factor analysis
(Brown, 2006), using Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2012), accommodating the ordinal nature of rating-scale data to provide
evidence that the proposed measures fit the observed data. The measures were Rasch-scaled using Winsteps (Linacre,
2010), a powerful measurement model based on the idea that an underlying trait causes observed responses to survey
questions. A person’s response pattern can be used to estimate a person’s location on the underlying trait (a continuous
scale), producing an interval-level measure to support statistical analyses addressing important applied research questions. Measurement invariance was examined to determine if the measures functioned similarly among age, race, ethnic,
and gender groups; a core requirement to support score interpretation across diverse communities. Finally, Rasch score
scales were transformed into scores that support interpretation. With sound and rigorous measures built from a theoretical
and empirical validity framework, important and practical questions about positive youth development can be addressed
across diverse communities.

Talk 2: After-School Participation and the Association with Developmental Outcomes
Jose Palma, Martin Van Boekel, Okan Bulut
The positive effects that afterschool activities have on youth are widely supported (Eccles, Barber, Stone, & Hunt, 2003).
Breadth – the number of different activities a youth participates in, and intensity – the time spent engaging in extracurricular activities, are new ways to capture the multifaceted nature of activity participation. Breadth of involvement provides
a description of a youth’s broad range of skills and interests, whereas intensity represents commitment and possibly skill
development/mastery (Bohnert, Fredricks, & Randall, 2010). Traditionally, the impact of breadth and intensity on developmental outcomes has been studied in isolation or has assumed that the association is best described by a linear trend.
The present study investigates a nonlinear association between breadth and intensity with GPA and Family/Community
Support on 9th grade students from the MSS. Similar to previous studies, results suggest a positive association between
breadth and intensity with the two developmental outcomes. However, a threshold (or sweet spot) may exist where benefits of participation level-off or begin to have a negative impact on GPA and Family/Community Support. Even though
the point of inflection (threshold) is very high for both GPA and Support, the results suggest that at some point too much
participation can be detrimental.

Talk 3: School Sports and Positive Youth Development
Kyle Nickodem, Martin Van Boekel
For many students, school-organized sports are an important part of their educational experience. In a series of three studies, the MSS was used to investigate the impact of school sports participation on academic and social variables. In Study 1,
a standard regression analysis found that 9th grade student-athletes tend to have higher grades, perceive their school as
safer, and feel more supported by their family, teachers, and community, than their peers who do not participate in school
sports. For Study 2, we matched 12th grade student-athletes within their schools to similar non-participating peers using
propensity score matching, observing similar effects as those in Study 1. In Study 3, we investigated whether these results
hold for specific groups of students by exploring the associations between school sports participation for students who
identify as Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual and the self-reported developmental challenges, assets, and support they experience.
This study suggested that the role of sports participation as a mechanism for positive youth development might differ for
Heterosexual, Gay or Lesbian, and Bisexual students. Collectively, the three studies suggest that sports participation can
benefit students in specific and meaningful ways, but those benefits are not universally shared by all students.
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Talk 4: Exploring American Indian Students’ Non-Response to Educational Goals
Youngsoon Kang, Kory Vue
Much can be done to transform traditional courses on psychology research methods to improve the learning environment
for all students and prepare a new generation of researchers and practitioners to study and work with diverse populations.
This presentation will discuss strategies related to course content, course structure, and resource materials. Most methods
courses and texts emphasize research design and ethics with little critical analysis of power dynamics between and among
scholars and participants. Introducing students to concepts and methods related to cultural sensitivity (e.g., Rogler, 1989),
field-based research (e.g., Sieber & Sorensen, 1992), participatory action research (Stoudt, Fox, & Fine, 2012), and/or critical race theory (e.g., Salter & Adams, 2013) can help fill this gap. Using contemporary studies on stereotype threat, implicit
racism, and diversity science in homework and class examples can engage students and open discussions on links between
basic research, application, and social justice. Strategies of inclusive teaching can also improve dynamics among students
working together on team projects, serving as peer reviewers, and in classroom conversations. Methods courses are important curricular locations that can strengthen students’ identities as scientists, and inclusive teaching can make such courses
and the field more relevant for underrepresented students and activists.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Environment and Climate Change
Do Employee Energy Benefits Influence Environmental Behavior and Employee Morale?
Alexander Maki, Emmett McKinney, Michael P. Vandenbergh, Mark Cohen, Jonathan Gilligan
Employers are increasingly offering employee energy benefits to help their employees change their environmental behaviors at home, such as subsidies for home solar panels, free home energy audits, and incentives for carpooling to work.
Although employee energy benefits target employees’ home environmental behaviors, these benefits could also influence
employee environmental behaviors at work, and could improve employee morale, recruitment, and retention. Guided by
theory from social psychology and organizational studies, our in-depth literature search and preliminary survey of 482 U.S.
full-time employed adults examined (1) the frequency with which different types of employee energy benefits are offered,
(2) perceptions of why employers are offering these benefits and why employees are enrolling, (3) perceptions about
what effect these benefits have on environmental behaviors at home and at work, and (4) employee level of interest and
satisfaction with the benefits that are offered. The findings highlight a vast array of employee energy benefit types, distinct
employer and employee motivations, and evidence that employees vary in the types of employee energy benefits they
have interest in. Furthermore, correlational evidence suggests these benefits could influence behavior at home, behavior at
work, and employee satisfaction. Implications for future research and policy will be discussed.

Green Demarketing: Reducing Consumption for the Sake of the Environment
Brandon J. Reich, Catherine A. Armstrong Soule
Consumerism, and its focus on ever-increasing consumption of tangible goods, is considered by some to be the most
pressing issue currently facing the human race, particularly in regard to climate change and environmental degradation.
Marketing, with its core tenet of demand creation, has often been implicated in fostering a culture of consumerism. Our
research investigates the role that marketing communications and strategy can play in reducing (rather than increasing)
consumption. Specifically, we introduce the “Green Demarketing” (GD) strategy, whereby a for-profit company encourages
consumers to buy less at the category level through purchase of the company’s brand for the sake of the environment. Our
published work has explored initial consumer response to this counterintuitive practice, and shows that the success of a GD
strategy largely depends on the environmental reputation of the company, mediated by consumers’ inferences of company
motives. Our current, ongoing project contrasts GD advertising to traditional green advertising in driving these motive
inferences, particularly among self-identified “green” consumers. Our talk will introduce this line of research to scholars
and researchers across disciplines, with the hopes of developing further research into GD and its potential to foster more
sustainable consumer behavior by encouraging reduced consumption.
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Inequality Salience Increases Public Support for Climate Change Mitigation Efforts
Adam R. Pearson, Jonathon P. Schuldt and Julie Davydova
Social equity has become a key focal point of international climate negotiations as the world’s nations seek to address the
differential impacts of climate change on the rich and poor. Although the problem of climate change may make both present and future inequities salient, we reasoned that the opposite might also be true. Specifically, in an experiment using a
large national quota sample of U.S. adults (N=1044), we examined whether awareness of rising economic inequality would
motivate actions to mitigate climate change, and particularly among those with more egalitarian worldviews. Consistent
with this hypothesis, participants who read about growing income inequality in the U.S. showed a greater willingness to
donate to a global environmental charity and greater support for mitigation policies compared to a control group who
read about the role of the arts in the U.S. economy. Effects were especially pronounced for individuals lower in social
dominance orientation (SDO). Moreover, low SDO participants made stronger intergroup causal attributions for climate
change (blaming wealthier citizens), which predicted greater support for mitigation efforts. Results were obtained overand-above effects of education, income, and political orientation. In sum, the public may view climate change mitigation as
a means to reduce salient social inequities.

Community-Based Participatory Research to Build Climate Resilience
Christie M. Manning, Roopali R. Phadke, Jared Sousa
The impacts of climate change will exacerbate already-existing inequities, yet those most vulnerable are rarely included in
climate adaptation planning discussions. We employed community-based participatory action research methods to identify and overcome barriers to engagement faced by historically marginalized communities of color and lower income. Our
project brought together residents from four diverse districts of a Midwestern city to discuss how their everyday lives will
be affected by climate change and to generate strategies for personal and community resilience. Local city leaders attended our meetings and listened to participants’ concerns and strategies. Across all districts, residents cited strong community
connections as an essential component of resilience. More than a year later we held structured interviews and listening
sessions. Results indicate that our community meetings lowered the psychological distance of climate change and made the
issue personally relevant but not overwhelming. Participants reported increased understanding of local impacts and solutions and high motivation to join in community-building efforts. Most people had taken individual-scale action. However,
despite high motivation, very few had become involved in existing community-level efforts. We will discuss these findings
using the social-cognitive framework for climate activism proposed by Roser-Renouf et al. (2014).

Invited Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Highlighting Research and Action at Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Institute for Diverse Voices: Giving Voice to the Marginalized and Oppressed
Brian Turner

Cultural Identity and Consciousness: Imperatives for Social Justice
Jermaine Robertson

The Impact of Culture-Based Interventions on Reducing Rates of Violence among African American Men
Candice Wallace

Policing in the South: Occupational Perceptions of Female Law Enforcement Officers
Denise Nation
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11:10 AM – 12:30 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pinnacle
Early Career Scholars Professional Development Roundtable
Chairs: Stephenie R. Chaudoir, Tess M.S. Neal
This set of roundtable discussions focuses on a variety of issues relevant to early career scholars. The 90 minutes will be
broken into two back-to-back 45 minute sessions; the idea is that each session will be offered twice, allowing participants
to attend those that are of interest. The sessions will be led by 1-2 facilitators, who will give a short presentation on the
topic (possibly including hand-outs and other resources for attendees), and then lead a 10-15 minute discussion/Q&A.
Topics to be covered include: (1) successfully applying for SPSSI funding opportunities; (2) successfully applying for federal grants; (3) writing strategies/managing time effectively; (4) teaching about diversity/social justice; (5) work-life balance;
(6) tips for being on the job market and negotiating your new job; and (7) navigating the tenure process. We anticipate
recruiting senior, mid-career and advanced junior scholars to chair each table. This session will be followed by a lunch,
allowing participants to continue conversations as desired, but also building early career networks and connections early
during the conference.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Giving, Taking, and Using Psychology: Student Perspectives on Community-University
Engagement
Organizer: Geoffrey Maruyama
Facilitator: Andrew Cory Greene, CUNY
Student participants:
City University of New York: Chengyao Zhou, Cristal Pantaleon, Brenda Velazquez, Darlene Laboy, Rosio Santos, Jazmin Cruz
University of California Santa Cruz: Jessica Torres-Manzo, Rabiah Almajid, José Saucedo, Julio Garcia, Roquel Canton, Carol Amaya
University of Georgia: Elizabeth Salimonu, Dominique Gardner, Corrie Jackson, A’ja Johnson
University of Illinois, Chicago: Christopher Kooy, Usama Ibrahim, Samuel Castro, Sahari Perez
University of Memphis: Jaquille Bennett, Dekitra Durant, Ashli Martin, Jose Meza
University of Minnesota: Samira Ahmad, Kyle Lau, Estela Mejia Ortiz, Tyra Reed, Thu Tuyet Nguyen

Student voices shaping psychological and social sciences are critical to help researchers understand how faculty and
academic curricula support and/or undermine racial/ethnic/class/sexual struggles, create visions for inclusion premised on
institutional and programmatic transformations, and engage communities. Under-represented college students from six
public research universities share perspectives about campus life and community engagement. They have been involved in
participatory projects engaging communities while in college. The projects, part of a U.S. First in the World grant, focus on
increasing persistence of students from under-represented groups through development of richer engagements between
universities and communities. Each institution developed or refined appropriate engagement programming. The youthscholars examine similarities and differences across institutions, identify critical positive and negative factors shaping their
experiences, and present data on what contributes to and constitutes “success” in times of widening inequality gaps, swelling debt, and uncertain post-graduation possibilities. They provide ethnographic, survey, and interview analyses of facilitators and strategies for navigating college within our historically white universities. They document barriers they confront
and present evidence on the unique (and sometimes unacknowledged) gifts they bring to our universities. This session will
engage attendees in a conversation about how to programmatically and institutionally support under-represented students via community-university engagement.
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15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Cultural Perspectives on National Identities
Personal Values and Intergroup Outcomes of Concern for Group Honor
Shana Levin, Sonia Roccas, Jim Sidanius, Felicia Pratto
Using random samples of approximately 200 Lebanese and 200 Syrian citizens, we examined the antecedents and consequences of individuals’ desires to maintain the honor of different groups to which they belong. As expected, the importance of group honor was positively associated with the conservation values of conformity and tradition, negatively associated with the openness to change values of hedonism and stimulation, and positively related to the self-transcendence
values of benevolence and universalism. Group honor concern was positively related to conforming and tender-minded
personality traits and empathy. The intergroup outcomes of concern for group honor in Lebanon and Syria were examined
in the context of relations between Arabs and Americans. Beyond related effects of RWA and SDO, Lebanese and Syrians’ concerns about maintaining the honor of their ingroups predicted support for violence against Americans through
perceptions that Americans disrespect, mistreat, and want to humiliate Arabs. Similar patterns of relationships emerged in
both Lebanon and Syria, bolstering confidence in the generalizability of the findings across cultures of honor with similar
intergroup power dynamics. Implications for understanding the meaning of group honor across cultures with different
intergroup power dynamics are discussed.

Implications of Sharing (Silenced) Memories for National Identity and Perception of Injustice
Sahana Mukherjee
I use a cultural psychological perspective to examine the bi-directional relationship between collective memory and national
identity. In a free-recall task, Study 1 participants generated three historical events that they considered as important/relevant. Majority of events generated reflected nation-glorifying themes, compared to events that focused on assassinations
of national leaders and wrongdoing against subordinate groups in India (critical events). There was an absence of events that
explicitly focused on social injustices and wrongdoing (silenced events). Study 2 exposed the events generated (in S1), along
with four silenced events, to a new sample of participants using a within-subjects design. Results indicate a similar nation-glorifying bias. National identification predicted this bias. Studies 3 and 4 indicate that events focusing on historical wrongdoing
reduce national identification, and are more effective in promoting perception of injustice in present-day Indian society,
compared to glorifying events, and a control condition. Particularly, Study 4 indicated that exposure to dominant group representations (i.e., Hindu-focused glorifying condition) led to lower perceptions of injustice compared to glorifying events
focusing on independence from British colonization, control, and then critical condition. Discussion emphasizes the collective
character of psychological experiences and its relevance to the study of injustice and oppression.

The Symbolic Exploitation of the Ebola Epidemic
Stefan Stürmer, Anette Rohmann, Agostino Mazziotta, Birte Siem, Maria-Luisa Barbarino
Public discourse in Western countries on the 2014 Ebola epidemic provided a unique opportunity to study the relationship between a disease’s sociocultural representation and health policy support. Our main prediction stated that among
Western citizens, support for restrictive health policies (e.g., mandatory quarantining of newly arriving African immigrants)
would be determined more through preexisting prejudice towards African immigrants than fears of Ebola infection. A
questionnaire study with time-lagged measurement of predictor and criterion variables employing a German heterogeneous sample (N = 218) provided clear support for this assumption. Path analyses confirmed that right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) predicted support for quarantining via its association with symbolic threat (but not Ebola threat), while perceived vulnerability to disease (PVD) predicted support for quarantining via its association with threat of Ebola (but not
symbolic threat). Although variables related to fear-of-infection (PVD, Ebola threat) were significant predictors, prejudicerelated variables (RWA, symbolic threat) explained several times more variance in participants’ support for restrictive
health policies (ΔR2 = .03 vs. ΔR2 = .13). Finally, moderated mediation analysis confirmed that the degree to which participants adopted prevalent beliefs regarding the sociocultural origins of Ebola (e.g., eating bushmeat) amplyfied the link
between prejudice-related processes and support for restrictive policies.
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The Impact of Victimhood Discourse and Forgiveness Rationale on Intergroup Relations
Reli Gilad, Samer Halabi and Masi Noor
Recently, extensive research has investigated the power of apology in establishing positive intergroup communication and
dialogue between rival groups. However, less is known about the factors that influence perpetrators’ responses to being
forgiven by a victim group. The present study aimed to explore how the framing of forgiveness communication shapes intergroup relations between disadvantaged and advantaged groups. In particular, we examined the effects of the way Israeli
Ethiopian immigrants present their groups’ victimhood (i.e., victimhood discourse: exclusive vs. inclusive) and the motivation that underlies granting forgiveness to the Jewish Native Israelis (i.e., forgiveness motivation: self-focused vs. otherfocused) on the attitudes and willingness of Jewish Native Israelis to reconcile and promote positive relationships with the
Israeli Ethiopian Jews in Israel. In line with our predictions, findings indicate that the negative reactions of Jewish Native
Israelis to receiving a forgiveness message from the Ethiopian group, were limited to the condition in which the victimhood
discourse was presented as exclusive. Further, Jewish Native Israelis, who were presented by a forgiveness message from
Ethiopian Jews, experienced an increased sense of distrust when the forgiveness motivation was ‘self-focused’. The theoretical and applied implications to promoting intergroup cooperation and harmony between advantaged and disadvantaged
groups are considered.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Commitments to Advocacy and Activism: Political, Relational and Developmental Contexts
Chair: Abigail J. Stewart

TALK 1: Are Allies Activists? Comparing Allies and Non-Allies’ Political Engagement
Kendrick Brown, Joan Ostrove
Although studies of dominant group allies to members of non-dominant groups are an increasing focus of social psychological and other inquiry, little work has addressed how people of color (POC) perceive White allies and how identified
White allies may differ from White non-allies. We will review three studies comparing POC’s perception of White allies to
activists and friends (study 1), and comparing White people nominated as allies by POC to a sample of non-nominated
Whites (study 2) or a sample of nominated White friends (study 3). Each study focused specifically on White allies’ perceived or self-reported levels of activism. In study 1, POC perceived White allies as more interpersonally supportive than
activists, but saw White activists as displaying more formal, confrontational activism. POC perceived White activists and allies as equivalent in informal, non-confrontational activism. Study 2 found that White allies nominated by POC were more
likely to self-report higher activism than non-nominated White people. Study 3 further reported that White allies self-reported higher activism than nominated White friends. The activism most likely expressed by White allies will be discussed.

TALK 2: Qualities of Allies from the Perspectives of People with Disabilities
Marium Ibrahim, Maddie Kornfeld, Leah Beckmann, Maren Bettermann, Elena Torry-Schrag, Joan Ostrove
Taking proactive action on behalf of the rights of members of non-dominant groups is considered a hallmark of ally behavior; in addition, allies display a willingness to understand their own privilege and behave in a non-discriminatory manner
(Broido, 2000; Reason et al., 2005). Little research, however, asks members of non-dominant groups themselves to define
the qualities of effective allies. The domain of disability is a compelling one in which to study alliances, both because of
the history of segregation on the basis of disability and the nature of ableist discrimination. We conducted fifteen qualitative interviews with individuals with physical and sensory disabilities and asked them about people in their lives who do
not identify as disabled but who understand and care about the concerns of people with disabilities. Content analysis of
these interviews revealed that allies: acknowledge complexity, are willing to learn, help, make personal connections, communicate effectively, and advocate and act. Our interview participants thus described both political and social aspects of
being an ally. We will discuss these findings in the context of the existing literature on allies and will imagine possibilities for
advancing relations between disabled and non-disabled people.
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TALK 3: Critical Gender Consciousness among Pious Turkish Women
Mukadder Okuyan, Nicola Curtin
Any critique of gender relations is affected by one’s intersectional experience of womanhood. This project focused on how
navigating both religious and secular spaces informed pious Muslim women’s understanding of, and critical perspectives
on, gender. Twenty self-identified pious women from Turkey were interviewed about the meaning and practice of piety,
experiences of marginalization based on gender and/or religious identification, and attitudes towards collective action
and the women’s movement in Turkey. Muslim women’s critical engagement with their religion involves reinterpretation
of traditional teachings from a woman’s perspective through hermeneutic readings (Rinaldo, 2014; Zion-Waldoks, 2015)
and forms the basis of their critique of male-dominant religious practices. Their experience in secular contexts (the state,
educational settings, protest movements, interactions with secular feminists, etc.), on the other hand, may involve experiences of being stereotyped as compliant and passive (Hoodfar, 1993). A thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006), using
both inductive and deductive codes, was conducted. Findings focus on how experiences in religious and secular contexts
mutually inform pious women’s gender consciousness, as well as how pious women’s discussions of gender relations reflect
tensions between both religious and secular (in particular secular feminisms) understandings of women’s roles.

TALK 4: Alternative Pathways to Political Activism: A Contextual-Developmental Approach
Ozge Savas, Abigail J. Stewart
The current study examines alternative pathways to political activism by making use of Global Feminisms Project Archive
(Stewart & McGuire, 2011). We conducted a qualitative thematic analysis of interviews with 44 women’s rights activists
from China, India, Nicaragua and the US. Participants’ accounts provide evidence for the formation of activist identity at
different life stages, including childhood, adolescence and adulthood. We examined the role of structural injustice, family
atmosphere, socio-political milieu, role models, and positive communal experiences in the formation of activist identities at
different stages of life. Our findings suggest that individuals are likely to develop activist identities (1) in childhood, growing up in a socio-political environment where violence prevails, (2) during adolescence, with the accumulation of unjust
experiences and/or after a powerful negative societal experience, and finally (3) in adulthood, with the accumulation of
unjust experiences, and/or after a strong unjust experience. In all three life stages, individuals are likely to be moved in the
presence of at least one of these: supportive family context, role models, social networks, and/or positive communal experiences. The results will be discussed in the context of Stewart and Healy’s (1989) model linking individual development
and social changes.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Health and Well-Being
A Lifecourse Model of Racial Health Disparities via Social Factors
David M. Doyle, Bruce G. Link
The aim of the present study was to test a lifecourse model in which racial disparities in physical health are determined by
both proximal and distal social factors. A sample of 523 white and black American men and women were prospectively
tracked from a birth cohort initiated in the 1960s. Reports of parental relationship functioning were obtained from participants’ mothers in adolescence and participants completed self-report measures of lifetime and everyday discrimination,
romantic relationship strain and support, and physical health in midlife. Resting heart rate and mean arterial pressure were
also assessed in midlife. Structural equation modeling was used to fit the proposed model. The model evidenced good
fit, with adult romantic relationship functioning a strong predictor of the latent physical health variable. Furthermore, the
model supported a hypothesized lifecourse pathway from racial minority status to perceived discrimination to adult relationship functioning. Evidence for intergenerational transmission of relationship functioning was more equivocal. Overall,
paths were generally consistent across sexes, with some evidence for greater magnitude among men. This research suggests
that racial disparities in physical health may be maintained via social factors that contribute to health throughout the life
course, such as perceived discrimination and romantic relationship functioning.
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“It Won’t Happen to Me!” Factors Predicting Health Message Denial
Michele M. Schlehofer
Many people deny health messages, limiting the effectiveness of health promotion campaigns. The Threat Orientation
Model (Thompson et al., 2007) suggests that some people have a dispositional tendency to deny health threats. This study
explored the conditions under which those high in this dispositional tendency, optimistic denial (OD), display stronger denial reactions to health messages. Participants (N = 38; 73.7% female; 81.6% Caucasian) completed the OD subscale of the
Threat Orientation Scale-Short Form (Thompson & Schlehofer, 2008) and measures of objective risk of skin cancer. After,
they read a message about skin cancer which promoted daily sunscreen use, worded to either describe skin cancer as more
or less severe. Participants then completed measures of several types of denial, attitudes towards wearing sunscreen, sunscreen use intentions. There were marginal (p’s < .10) or significant (p’s < .05) interactions between optimistic denial, risk,
and message severity on most dependent variables. The general pattern of findings indicate that people high in optimistic
denial who are at high risk exhibit greater forms of denial, lower behavioral intentions, and less favorable attitudes towards
sunscreen when exposed to a more severe message. These findings have implications for health promotion campaigns.

Cultivating Doubt and Quarantining Knowledge: What Do We Lose by Ignoring Hazards to Human
Health?
Naomi B. Podber
Our understanding of epistemology has evolved from the study of knowledge production to also include an interrogation of how we come to not know certain things. When we encounter a critical mass of information that we seemingly have
developed no tools with which to explain, we must ask whether ignorance is being cultivated as a willful practice, informed
by social, political, economic, and cultural forces. For example, between 25 and 50% of all symptoms that people present
to medical care providers cannot be explained by general medical conditions, and many patients with them wind up with
either no diagnosis or one in the psychiatric realm. What processes of knowledge production do we halt when we relegate
unexplained medical complaints solely to the psychiatric realm, and how does this effect trickle down into people’s lives?
I examine the epistemology of ignorance with regard to health by presenting the prevalence of medically unexplained
symptoms (MUS) and paths through which doubt about hazards to human health - many of which affect people differentially - has been cultivated. I then examine how our resulting understandings come to impact individuals’ lives, by reviewing
social research on the experiences of people living with ill-defined chronic illness.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Socio-Cultural Constructions: Contextualizing Difference
Chair: Danielle M. Kohfeldt

TALK 1: Constructions of Civic Identity and Social Capital Through a Youth Organizing Network
Mariah Kornbluh, Matt Calvert
Civic participation is a critical pathway for young people developing empowerment and agency to engage in social change
efforts (Kahne & Sporte, 2008). Civic identity formation does not occur in isolation, but through iterative interactions with
an individual’s surrounding relationships (Neal & Christens, 2014). Social networks offer one way to examine the complexity of young people’s social environments, by quantifying the structure of relationships between actors within a bounded
system, and offering multi-level analysis of a social environment’s connections among individuals, groups, and organizations
(Kornbluh & Neal, 2015). Examining the evolution of young people’s social networks within purposeful spaces of civic
discourse and organizing builds understanding of young people’s formations of civic identity (Christens & Dolan, 2011;
Flanagan & Levine, 2010). The presentation explores young people’s constructions of civic identity and social capital within
the context of a statewide network. This youth/adult partnership-driven annual conference fosters youth-youth connections and bridges youth to adult issue-based networks, emphasizing a focus on the identity of youth activists rather than a
specific issue or geography. Here, we employ a multi-method approach consisting of ethnographic field notes, and youth
participatory research, with youth participants using network-mapping methods to explore and strengthen their own
organizing network.
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TALK 2: Rethinking Ethnicity and Culture: U.S. Vietnamese Diaspora as an Example
Angela Nguyen
This presentation aims to further question our notions of ethnicity and culture in psychological research, and the implications we draw from them, by highlighting enduring aspects of within-group variability among Vietnamese diaspora in the
United States. Ethnicity and culture, like race, are often treated as static, essential traits through our measures and through
the implications we draw from our results; however, although we consider “Vietnamese” one ethnicity representing a
similar group of people, Vietnamese American communities are comprised of multiple ethnic and social groups, migration
circumstances, histories, languages, dialects and cultural practices. What these groups share is a common national origin or
point of emigration: Vietnam. That said, as a population that predominantly first arrived in the U.S. as war refugees through
varying means of escape and migration, political hostility toward the Socialist Republic of Vietnam remains pervasive
among these different groups for different reasons. Study results pertaining to the Vietnamese in the U.S. therefore should
not be assumed to generalize to the Vietnamese in Vietnam or to a broader Vietnamese culture. As psychological researchers, it is pertinent that we discuss how constructions of ethnicity and associated assumptions regarding culture influence
what we and others take away from our research.

TALK 3: Hidden Contradictions: Student Experiences of Implicit Communication in School Spaces
David Gordon
Though a setting may fulfill its manifest function, a critical approach to practice demands that we consider the latent functions of the setting as well. These latent functions may arise as unintended side effects of processes within the setting or as
unspoken goals of the space. For schools, the manifest function consists of preparing students for participation in society,
however, “appropriate participation” in society is often prescribed by dominant groups. Consequently, some school practices have the latent function of implicitly communicating to students how members of their social group should participate
in a given space. This study examines implicit communication in the form of a hidden curriculum within a school classroom. In
addition, this study considers the utility of empowering school settings as an implicit contradiction to the hidden curriculum.
The research draws on qualitative data (fieldnotes and interviews) from an ethnographic study conducted in an elementary
school classroom. Results explore student experiences of both the hidden curriculum as well as empowering processes in
their classroom. Ethnographic data were also collected in a youth participatory action research program at both time points
to explore student experiences of the hidden curriculum and empowering settings in alternative school spaces.

TALK 4: “We Can Help”: Children’s Conceptualizations of Citizenship Participation
Danielle Kohfeldt
Children in the U.S. are often perceived as not yet competent to participate in the civic life of their communities ( James &
James, 2004). Thus, opportunities for community engagement afforded to children tend to fall within the two most conventional categories of citizenship participation: the “individually responsible citizen” and the “participatory citizen” (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004). This study traces the sociocultural construction of children as “helpers” as opposed to agents of
change, and implications for their citizenship education. Drawing on data from an elementary school-based participatory
action research (PAR) project with 4th and 5th grade working-class Latina/o students, this study argues that conventional
modes of children’s civic participation are truncated, particularly for low-income youth of Color, and are misaligned with
the quality of participation to which children themselves aspire. Based on qualitative analyses of ethnographic fieldnotes
and participant interviews, findings highlight how children conceptualized the PAR context as an opportunity to engage
in action consistent with the “social justice oriented citizen” (Westheimer & Kahne, 2004). Furthermore, these children
conceptualized their participation as change agents involved in collective caring efforts to improve their community, which
expands our understanding of children’s citizenship engagement.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Facilitating Civic Engagement through Higher Education: Challenges and Opportunities
Chair: Lauren B. Cattaneo

Talk 1: Civic Engagement and Social Class in College: Whose Engagement Are We Facilitating?
Lauren B. Cattaneo
Higher education has an important role to play in developing the civic engagement of the citizenry, but there is evidence
to suggest that this opportunity is less available to students of lower social class backgrounds. The engagement of these
students is particularly important, as their voices are needed in addressing social problems. This paper explores the connection between social class and civic engagement in a sample of 270 undergraduates in a diverse university, in order to
inform efforts to facilitate engagement across classes. We measured objective, subjective and stigma-related indicators
of social class, and controlling for social desirability, explored their connection to both cognitive (political awareness and
sense of responsibility) and behavioral (current involvement and requests to get involved) civic engagement. We found
that students of lower social class have greater interest in becoming engaged, but that they are less likely to belong to organizations. Results have implications for the measurement of social class in college, including the importance of measuring
the ways in which students carry their social class background with them (i.e. stigma and stress), and provide evidence that
universities need to open avenues for engagement that are practical and relevant across classes.

Talk 2: Assessing Classist Associations: Implicit and Explicit Attitudes and Pro-Social Behavior
Rachel Shor
The way that people think about community service and marginalized populations can impact their intention to civically
engage. Educators can have a substantial impact on how students think about civic engagement and social justice advocacy.
This study sought to extend research on the relationship between social cognitions and behavior related to socially sensitive topics to the area of social class. We examined the extent to which implicit and explicit attitudes about people living in
poverty, and explicit attitudes about community service, account for variance in self-reported and observed civic engagement. A sample of 189 participants completed a cross-sectional survey electronically. Explicit attitudes about community
service were better predictors of both reported and observed civic engagement behaviors than were either implicit or
explicit attitudes about people living in poverty. However, implicit attitudes towards people in poverty moderated the relationship between community service attitudes and reported civic engagement; participants with more negative associations about people in poverty and high community service attitudes reported the most civic engagement. These findings
are important because they are among the first to show how the interaction of implicit and explicit attitudes about socially
sensitive topics relate to corresponding behavior, which has implications for educators.

Talk 3: The New Normal: Social Media and Expression of Civic Engagement
Tiffany R. Becker
Many people view young adults’ lack of physical and observable civic engagement as a total lack of involvement in civic
activity. However, this is not the case, as young adults today are changing the venue in which they are politically active. This
study’s objective was to examine how useful social media activities are in predicting political intentions and behavior. A
sample of 130 participants completed measures regarding the usefulness of Facebook in finding information, how often
they used Facebook, what news apps appear in their news feed, and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). Results showed
that participants regard Facebook as an acceptable place to find information. Many indicated that they check Facebook
several times a day. Participants also reported that US news apps appear the most frequently in their news feeds. Analysis
of TPB showed that participants’ intentions to engage in civic behavior were motivated by perceived control, attitudes
about politics, and social norms. Participation intentions were related to actual behavior. Social media sites like Facebook
provide many opportunities for young adults to gather, comment on, and share political information and therefore provide an access point for engagement to be facilitated.
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Talk 4: Discussant: Challenges and Opportunities in Civic Engagement in Higher Education
Sandra Neumann
The discussant will build on her work in teaching and increasing awareness of diversity to frame a discussion of opportunities and challenges in facilitating civic engagement among college students.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Beware the Trojan Horse: Decolonial Caution about “Giving Psychology Away”
Chair: Tuğçe Kurtiş
Discussant: Glenn Adams

Talk 1: Problematic Implications of Scientific Discourse: Anthropomorphic Descriptions of Nonhuman
Mating
Natasha Bharj
The project of “giving away” psychology raises the issue of whether we sometimes give more than we intend. Psychological
scientists are not separate from society and do not conduct culture-neutral science; but instead, necessarily engage and are
shaped by the same structural affordances, cultural knowledge, and social discourse as nonscientists. These cultural forces
guide the focus and language of psychological science, and are the lens through which the public engages with it. An examination of this interactive process (social discourse shapes scientists, scientists shape social discourse) offers insight into how
the enterprise of “giving psychology away” can serve to reify and reinforce oppression. To explore this idea, I consider the
use of human cultural concepts (e.g., harem, rape) in scientific descriptions of mating behavior among nonhuman animals,
and I investigate the effects of these descriptions upon public understanding of culture, gender, and human nature. Results
confirm that the use of human cultural forms to describe nonhuman animal behavior can have unintended consequences
(e.g., naturalizing violent behavior). This research suggests that the process of giving psychology away must include critical
interrogation and conscious self-reflection to avoid unintended reproduction of global systems of oppression.

Talk 2: The Integration of “Bottom-up” Approaches to Discourse Analysis Research
Krystal Perkins
Before psychology can “give its stuff away,” it is first imperative that its knowledge base includes a broader representation
of people. For example, a substantial amount of research examines the discursive construction and reproduction of dominance, prejudice, and racism in majority groups. Questions of how minority groups discursively construct prejudice and
racism have remained relatively unexplored. Through a review of four research exemplars, this talk articulates the importance of “bottom-up” approaches in minority groups’ discourses to these discourse analytic traditions. Collectively, these
studies suggest that minority groups are not “locked inside their groups” but instead linguistically construct accounts of racism using discourses that both maintain and resist domination and marginalization. These ideas suggest that the discursive
construction of racism and prejudice is not merely one-sided and determined by one’s group status, but instead is interactive and contextual and occasion different possibilities for personal agency and social action. The inclusion of “bottom-up”
approaches offers increased insights into the linguistic construction of dominance, prejudice, and racism in society.

Talk 3: Turning the Lens: Critical Race Psychologies in the Classroom
Phia Salter
Standard advice to students of psychological science is that they should check any sociopolitical identities (e.g., gender,
race) at the laboratory entrance, conduct their research as “objective” observers, and allow the (quantitative) data to speak
for themselves. Ostensibly shaping psychology’s future, this type of advice mirrors post-racial and colorblind rhetoric by
claiming positionless observations are possible, asserting that positionless observations are desirable, and implying that
identity-consciousness constitutes a form of bias. In contrast, critical race perspectives in psychology encourage self-critical,
identity-conscious, reflexive forms of inquiry in theory and method (e.g., Salter & Adams, 2013). Critical Race Psychology
suggests researchers let go of the colorblind positivist ideal that a mythical “view from nowhere” (Nagel, 1986) exists. Instead, researchers with awareness of the ways in which their own identities shape views are indispensable to the field. Consistent with this approach, I utilized weekly reflections, exam questions, and an autoethnography (an approach to research
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and writing that describes and systematically analyzes personal experience in order to understand cultural experience) as
pedagogical tools to promote identity-conscious forms of inquiry among students in a Black Psychology course. Students
learned to utilize identity as an analytic lens and critically examine mainstream psychological science.

Talk 4: Decolonial Intersectionality: Implications for Theory, Research, and Pedagogy
Tuğçe Kurtiş, Glenn Adams
Intersectionality is an influential paradigm within feminist scholarship that centers subaltern experience to rethink conventional understandings of identity oppression and to reveal dynamics of privilege and subjugation within otherwise
progressive formations. Despite these critical interventions, prevailing approaches to intersectionality focus narrowly on
experience in the Global North. Our work draws upon epistemic standpoints of the Majority World to illuminate possibilities for a decolonial intersectionality that reveals how mainstream psychological science and similarly “progressive” knowledge formations reflect and reproduce coloniality and racial domination. Rather than “giving away” intersectionality to
Majority-World settings in ways that perpetuate neocolonialist tendencies, a decolonial intersectionality analysis proposes
that scholars and activists interested in social justice can fruitfully learn from the experiences of people inhabiting such
spaces and can more adequately serve interests of the global majority.

2:00 PM – 3:10 PM

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Teaching for Social Justice: Networking and Sharing Resources
Jamie L. Franco-Zamudio, Abigail J. Stewart, Jessica Salvatore
In addition to theoretical discussions, interactive and experiential-learning assignments aid students in becoming more
aware of their own unique standpoint while simultaneously developing perspective-taking skills. The inclusion of social justice-based activities and assignments enables students to actively engage with the theoretical concepts and gain practical
experience working toward interrupting the cycle of oppression (Russo, 2004). Over the past few years, the SPSSI Teaching
and Mentoring Committee have been collecting and publishing teaching materials and resources focused on social issues.
The SPSSI Teaching webpages contain many innovative courses, assignments, and activities designed to enhance student
understanding of social and policy issues. The main goal of this interactive discussion is to provide attendees with a space
to share resources, assignments, and pedagogical tools. A second goal is to develop a network of social justice educators
interested in continuing the dialogue and sharing resources. Interested attendees are encouraged to bring sample syllabi
and assignments to the session.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Body Politics
Psychological Benefits of Legislation Prohibiting Weight Discrimination: A Preliminary Investigation
Rebecca L. Pearl, Rebecca Puhl, John Dovidio
Weight-based discrimination is pervasive and increases vulnerability to poor mental health among targeted individuals.
Legislation prohibiting weight discrimination has been proposed as an avenue for reducing social injustice, but no research to date has investigated the potential effects of this legislation on psychological well-being. Adults with overweight/
obesity (N = 214) completed a brief experiment administered online. Participants read a vignette exemplifying weight
discrimination and were randomly assigned to one of two conditions, in which they were informed that weight discrimination was illegal or legal. Participants then responded to questionnaires assessing internalized weight bias, affect, perceived
pervasiveness of weight discrimination, and support for anti-discrimination legislation. Analysis of covariance revealed that
participants with obesity in the Illegal condition exhibited lower levels of internalized weight bias than participants in the
Legal condition (p = .044). Participants in the Illegal condition also exhibited less negative affect and more positive affect
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than those in the Legal condition (ps ≤ .001). No significant effects of condition on perceived pervasiveness of weight
discrimination or legislation support emerged. Findings suggest that mere knowledge of legislation prohibiting weight
discrimination has the potential to reduce weight bias internalization and improve affective responses among individuals
with obesity.

Weight Controllability Beliefs and Body Satisfaction Predict Dieting Intentions
Paula M. Brochu, Rebecca Lewis, Brooke Rogers
Previous research demonstrates that body esteem predicts both weight bias and dieting behavior. No research to date,
however, has examined the influence of weight bias on intentions to diet. The present study examined the influence of
weight bias and body satisfaction on women’s dieting intentions. One hundred thirty four women recruited online via
amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk service completed measures of weight bias (i.e., the Antifat Attitudes Questionnaire: Dislike,
Willpower, and Fear or Fat subscales), body satisfaction (i.e., the Body Image States Scale), and dieting behavior (i.e., the
Dieting Intentions Scale and Dietary Restraint Scale). Linear regression analyses revealed that weight controllability beliefs
positively predicted dieting intentions, whereas body satisfaction negatively predicted dieting intentions. Furthermore,
perceived weight status and dietary restraint also positively predicted dieting intentions. Following Preacher and Hayes
(2008), both weight controllability beliefs (95% CI: -.136, .0248) and body satisfaction (95% CI: -.013, .319) were found to
mediate the association between perceived weight status and dieting intentions, even when controlling for dietary restraint. Implications of these findings for health behavior and health behavior change, including the importance of considering weight bias and body satisfaction in public health initiatives, will be discussed.

Meta-Analysis of Self-Objectification and Non-Body-Specific Negative Affect
Shanila Sattar, Benita Jackson, Shelly Grabe, Jean Twenge
Self-objectification is the viewing of one’s body primarily from an outsider’s perspective. The literature on this seemingly
innocuous phenomenon demonstrates strong links to body shame. Yet the consistency and magnitude of the links with nonbody specific affect are yet to be quantified. We meta-analyzed the association between self-objectification and the three
predominant negative affect categories in the literature: anxiety, depression, and neuroticism, representing a general host of
mental health markers. We analyzed self-objectification in 55 correlational samples across 38 independent studies, including females and males across the lifespan, and published studies and dissertations. Self-objectification showed a remarkably
robust and consistent moderate association with negative affect collapsed across categories (d = .48 fixed-effects; d = .47
random-effects). Looking within affect categories, effect sizes were about comparable for anxiety (d = .52 fixed-effects; d =
.54 random-effects), depression (d = .46 fixed-effects; d = .46 random-effects), and neuroticism (d = .50 fixed-effects; d =
.47 random-effects). Notably, not a single sample demonstrated that higher self-objectification was linked to lower negative
affect. These data are consistent with the notion that self-objectification, beyond increasing body-specific shame, may confer
much broader mental health risk; meta-analyses of experimental data are warranted to further test this claim.

Obesity and Exercise: The Mediating Effect of Social Physique Anxiety
Lisa Auster-Gussman and Traci Mann
An abundance of past research has indicated a negative relationship between Body Mass Index (BMI), a proxy measure
of the extent to which someone is overweight, and exercise such that increased BMI is associated with decreased weekly
exercise or conversely, that decreased BMI is associated with increased weekly exercise (e.g. Spees et al., 2012). Some researchers have suggested that weight stigma leads to decreased exercise among overweight and obese individuals (Puhl &
Dovido, 2015; Vartanian & Novak, 2011; Vartanian & Shaprow, 2008), but they have not specified the distinct psychological processes that explain how stigma actually leads an individual to avoid exercise. This line of research takes a social cognitive perspective to examine the role of body-related social anxiety, one mechanism by which stigma leads to decreased
exercise. Social physique anxiety is anxiety specifically related to worry about negative judgement because of one’s body
shape or size (Hart, Leary, & Rejeski, 1989). Our research gives evidence for the mediating role of social physique anxiety
in the relationship between BMI and exercise behavior.
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Invited Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Psychology Matters for Environmental Conservation: From Research to Practice
Kevin Kim-Pong Tam

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Challenges in Assessing University and Student Impacts from Community-University
Partnerships
Geoffrey Maruyama, Michaela Hynie, Regina Langhout, Megan Loew
Consistent with its action research (e.g., Lewin, 1946) roots, SPSSI has valued translational engaged research working with
communities. Typically, researchers examine impacts of the work on communities. This session shares experiences evaluating impacts on universities of university-community engagement programs, and particularly their impacts on historically
underrepresented university students. We draw from a First in the World grant (U.S. Department of Education) focused
on how community-university partnerships engaging under-represented students can bridge gaps between university
cultures and those of varied communities, and affect student university engagement, sense of belonging, and subsequently
academic persistence and success. This session will engage the audience in: (1) discussing challenges in collecting data and
conducting research documenting effects of engagement on university programs and students, including challenges in:
thoroughly and critically evaluating effectiveness of our programs, obtaining data on student participants and comparison
groups of other college students, response rates to large scale surveys, the presence of multiple programs and their implications for finding “untreated” comparison groups for designs, developing experimental and quasi-experimental designs,
and obtaining institutional support levels for such research, and (2) learnings regarding doing this work well, what the right
questions are, and where we should be expecting. Reference Lewin, K. (1946). Action research and minority problems.
Journal of Social Issues, 2, 34-46.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Understanding Race Post Ferguson
Judith Glassgold, Ralph Crowder
This interactive discussion focuses on how psychologists can address racism and the violence directed toward minority communities. It recognizes that one way for psychology to be given away is for its insights to enter the public domain
through media and human interaction. The interactive discussion will start with clips from a documentary (Hands Up Don’t
Shoot Our Youth Movement), filmed in Ferguson, Missouri on the day of Michael Brown’s funeral. The film is from the perspective of African Americans in Ferguson and contrasts with the mainstream media coverage of the events. The filmmaker
Ralph Crowder, III, will be present to discuss his experience both filming the documentary and in his efforts to highlight the
lived experience of African Americans to audiences from around the country. Also, co-leading the discussion, Judith Glassgold, PsyD, Associate Executive Director of American Psychological Association Public Interest Government Relations. She
will discuss the issues for psychologists as professionals and individuals. Key themes are racism and privilege and the lack of
awareness by many of persistent racial injustice. A key goal is to help participants go away with a sense of how to they can
make change in their daily lives.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Just Words: Law, Psychology, and Limitations on “Free” Speech
Chair: Lauren E. Clatch
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TALK 1: Free Speech, “Safe Spaces,” and Disparate Experiences on College Campuses
Heidi Kitrosser
Recent events breathe new urgency into a debate that, in one sense or another, has been taking place on and about college
campuses for decades. That is, the question of whether free speech on campus is compatible with an environment in which
all students have an equal opportunity to learn and to flourish. In my SPSSI comments, I plan to focus predominantly on the
light that free speech doctrine and theory can shed on this debate. From a theoretical perspective, there is an argument
to be made that the debate is not one between “free speech” and some extrinsic value, but rather, that there are speech
interests on both sides of the balance. Yet even granted that point, there are deep practical and theoretical difficulties with
enabling government authorities - including public universities - to pick winners and losers in the realm of speech content.
I will round out my comments by discussing how these considerations do and do not manifest themselves in modern free
speech doctrine, and how these considerations, as well as the modern doctrine, bear on some specific recent controversies.

TALK 2: What are the Psychological Underpinnings of Intransigence andPpolarity in Ideological Conflict?
Howard Lavine
By all accounts, American politics has become increasingly divisive. Political discourse is more vitriolic and the prospects
for legislative compromise are increasingly grim. To some extent, the current acrimony is a reflection of elite polarization.
By providing a clear and programmatic choice between highly divergent policy packages, polarization among political
elites has led to a greater partisan spirit in the electorate. At the same time, the partisan system has been undergoing a
secular realignment in which changes in the policy focus of the parties gradually led to changes in the basis and distribution of partisan loyalties in the electorate. In particular, in an effort to reshape electoral competition long dominated by the
Democratic Party, Republicans embraced a number of emotionally laden symbolic concerns related to race and ethnicity,
crime, law and order, religion and gender. By staking out positions on these issues that resonated with a large swath of the
electorate (including a disproportionate number of working-class Democrats), Republicans succeeded in persuading the
public to consider whether the government should take an active role in promoting traditional ideas about morality and
social order.

TALK 3: “As Welcome as a Bee Sting”: Protecting “Outrageous” Speech on Campus
Jane E. Kirtley
The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution has been interpreted to prohibit most prior restraints on speech, including
so-called “hate speech.” But increasingly, the “heckler’s veto” is being utilized to shout down or otherwise censor or punish controversial ideas. Both private and public universities (which are bound by the First Amendment and could not exist
without it) have succumbed to pressure to prohibit speech to which some individuals take offense - even when the topics
are contemporary issues of profound importance. The reality is that anywhere ideas are freely exchanged, someone will
be offended. The “cure” for the speech that some find offensive is counter-speech. As the Supreme Court of the United
States has found, “The fact that society may find speech offensive is not sufficient reason for suppressing it. Indeed, if it
the speaker’s opinion that gives offense, that consequence is the reason for according it constitutional protection.” [FCC v.
Pacifica Foundation, 438 U.S. 726, 745-6 (1978)]

TALK 4: Social Networks, Campaigns, and Reasoned Candidate Preferences
Pierce Ekstrom
We investigated the effects of social network disagreement on political reasoning, focusing on changes in candidate preferences and voting behavior. Existing research on social networks has focused primarily on the effect of disagreement with
close others on the outcomes of individuals’ political decisions. The present study examines the role of social networks
in how political decisions are made. Because instances of clear disagreement with close others 1) exposes individuals to
alternative points of view and 2) motivates them to take those points of view more seriously than they would if surrounded
by like-minded others, we predicted that perceived disagreement should promote more effortful political reasoning. Using
panel data from the 2008 and 2012 elections, we find that respondents in high-disagreement networks tend to shift their
attitudes and behavior to align with their policy preferences rather than with their party identification. In relatively lowdisagreement networks, the reverse was true. The effects of disagreement were nonlinear; only respondents who reported
especially pronounced and frequent disagreement with close others followed this “policy over party” pattern. Results sug-
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gest that the determinants of individuals’ attitudes differ depending on their social networks, and that disagreement may in
some cases promote more normatively desirable political decision-making.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Causes, Consequences and Forms of Intergroup Bias Across Development
Chairs: Antonya M. Gonzalez, Andrew S. Baron

TALK 1: Implicit and Explicit Intergroup Bias in Childhood
Melanie Killen, Shelby Cooley, Aline Hitti, Amanda Burkholder
Implicit and Explicit Intergroup Bias in Childhood

TALK 2: Examining the Role of Categorization in Children’s Implicit Racial Bias
Amanda Williams, Jennifer R. Steele
White children’s implicit racial biases, as measured by the Implicit Association Test (IAT), emerge by early childhood at
levels equivalent to older children and adults (Baron & Banaji, 2006; Dunham et al., 2008). In the current research we
examined White children’s implicit racial biases using exemplar-based priming measures that, unlike the IAT, do not require
that targets be categorized by race (Degner & Wentura, 2010). Across three studies, White children, aged 5- to 12-years,
completed child-friendly versions of an Affective Priming Task (APT, Degner & Wentura, 2010; Study 1) or Affective Misattribution Procedure (AMP, Payne et al., 2005; Williams et al., in press; Studies 2 & 3), as well as child-friendly IATs. Consistent with previous research, both younger and older White children showed similar implicit pro-White (versus Black)
biases when they categorized by race on the IAT. However, across each of the studies, only younger children demonstrated
pro-White bias (favoring White over Black children) on exemplar‐based priming measures; older children did not. These
findings suggest that implicit racial biases may not be as stable as was initially thought, and point to the importance of racial
categorization in the expression of implicit racial biases.

TALK 3: The Development of Gender Stereotyping in Preschoolers: Do Sexist Parents Matter?
Carlo Tomasetto, Veronica Guardabassi, Sara Terbio, Sara Cattani
Literature on gender development suggests that children’s gender-role stereotypes are mildly related to parent’s gender attitudes. However, no study to date has addressed the unique influence of parents’ sexist beliefs on the development of both
stereotype knowledge and stereotype rigidity (vs. flexibility) in preschoolers. In the present study, knowledge of gender stereotypes and stereotype rigidity were measured when children (N=99) were 4-to-5 (T1) and 5-to-6 years old (T2). Mothers (N=90) and fathers (N=72) completed the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory at T1. Results revealed that stereotype knowledge was higher for girls and increased with age, and was unrelated to parents’ sexism. Conversely, mothers’ sexist beliefs
emerged as predictors of children’s stereotype rigidity both concurrently (at T1) and longitudinally. In detail, controlling for
parents’ age and education and children’s age and gender, rigidity of preschoolers’ stereotypes were positively related to
mothers’ hostile sexism, and negatively related to mothers’ benevolent sexism. No relation emerged with fathers’ measures.

TALK 4: Foundations of Math-Gender Stereotype Threat in Preschool
Antonya M. Gonzalez, Andrew S. Baron
We investigated the foundations of math‐gender stereotype threat prior to children’s introduction to school‐based math
curricula. We administered a math task measuring children’s (ages 3-4, N=227) approximate number system (ANS) aptitude, which supports children’s ability to compare magnitudes of different sets and correlates with formal math performance later in life (e.g., SATs) (Libertus et al., 2012). In our stereotype threat condition, children were told our task was a
test of math ability diagnostic of gender differences in performance. In our control condition, children were told the task
was a game that boys and girls typically enjoy. After the math task, we measured children’s explicit beliefs about gender,
math ability and math interest. For girls only, condition moderated the relationship between math‐gender beliefs and math
performance. When under stereotype threat, explicit beliefs about math and gender predicted girls’ math performance
such that girls who associated their gender less with math performed worse. These results indicate that beliefs about math
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and gender can influence girls’ underlying number sense. Additionally, girls may be susceptible to math-gender stereotype
threat in preschool, prior to formal schooling in math. Results will be discussed in terms of emerging theories of the developmental foundations of stereotype threat susceptibility.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Trust: Deconstructing the Relationship of Institutions to the Public They Serve
Chairs: Tess M.S. Neal, Lisa M. PytlikZillig

TALK 1: Helping Institutions Understand and Assess Public Trust
Ellie Shockley, Lisa M. PytlikZillig, Tess M.S. Neal, Joseph A. Hamm
Prior reviews of the literature on trust in institutions have identified a broad and diverse array of trust-relevant constructs,
ranging in type, target, and content. However, it remains unclear to what extent various constructs are more or less closely
related. In other words, it is unclear if public trust is best understood as one overarching attitude or as several different assessments of an institution (whether its personnel are competent, are respectful, and so on). Further complicating the situation is that different measures tend to be used across studies of different institutions. This presentation will discuss results
from seven studies, each assessing of 6-14 trust-relevant constructs, as part of a program of research designed to advance
the measurement of trust constructs and understanding of their dimensionality. Studies 1-7 examined trust-relevant constructs as they pertained to specific institutions. These studies found dispositional constructs (such as a personality-related
propensity to trust) were consistently separable from specific perceptions of trustworthiness (whether an institutions’
members have integrity, or are legitimate, etc). Across studies, some common themes emerged. However, the evidence
also suggests that trust may operate differently across differing types of institutions. Finally, we discuss implications for
helping specific institutions understand and assess public trust.

TALK 2: Closing the Loop: A Research Agenda for Trust and the Criminal Justice System
Joseph A. Hamm
Extreme events in Minneapolis, Ferguson, and Baltimore have become national flashpoints for an already strained relationship between the public and the institutions responsible for the administration of the law. In recognition of this, politicians,
practitioners, and scholars have begun a concerted effort to address trust, especially in the police, but also in courts and
corrections. These efforts typically draw heavily from the existing scholarship regarding public perceptions of CJS institutions to craft practical interventions that seek to actually improve the relationship between the public and the CJS. In this
way, they take advantage of this important policy window to accomplish the first half of a research to practice loop (integrating research into practice). What is needed however, is an agenda for closing the second half of the loop by integrating
the issues highlighted by practice back into research. This talk will address this by highlighting major, under-researched
issues that are ripe for scholarly investigation. In particular, scholarship is needed to address (1) the nature of trust for individuals beyond those who have direct contact with the system, (2) the propensity for perceptions of specific CJS institutions to bleed over into others, and (3) international applications of research conducted primarily in the developed world.

TALK 3: Trust in Government when Government “Nudges” the Public
Tess M.S. Neal, Lindsey E. Wylie
“Nudges” - small changes in how options are presented to people - exert powerful effects on behavior (Thaler & Sunstein,
2008; Wansink, 2005). Governments have taken notice and nudge-related laws and policies have been developed by
“nudge squads” in the U.K. and, most recently, the U.S. In September 2015, President Obama signed an Executive Order
establishing the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team to “improve the effectiveness and efficiency of Federal programs by
leveraging research insights about how people participate in, engage with, and respond to programs” (whitehouse.gov).
Despite government enthusiasm, little is known about how the public perceives nudges. Guided by Regulatory Fit (Higgins,
1997) and Cultural Cognition (Kahan, 2008) theories, we conducted three studies - two in the laboratory and one online
(total N=537) - to examine experiences and reactions to being nudged as well as trust in institutions purportedly instituting such nudges. Results indicated transparency or non-transparency of the nudge did not matter, but “approach” poli-
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cies (toward good choices) were more acceptable and elicited greater public trust than “avoid” policies (away from bad
choices). As hypothesized, political liberals (people higher in communitarianism and egalitarianism) were more supportive
of nudges than conservatives (people higher in individualism and hierarchism). Policy implications will be discussed.

TALK 4: In Drones we Trust? A Trust-Centered Model of Responsible Innovation
Lisa M. PytlikZillig, Carrick Detweiler, Sebastian Elbaum, Adam Houston, Janell Walther
Responsible research and innovation (RRI) aims to integrate public values into the developmental trajectories of new
technologies. Currently, RRI and trust literatures only occasionally overlap, and little empirical guidance exists for how to be
responsive to oftentimes conflicting public values. In this talk, we will discuss the potential helpfulness of psychological science relating to trust for facilitating RRI in applied contexts. We also describe efforts to begin to fill RRI research gaps in the
domain of unmanned aerial systems (UASs). Our central hypothesis is that the effectiveness of different forms of responsivity depends upon the characteristics of the specific public values raised by a technology (e.g., are they moral or nonmoral?)
and the targets of trust (e.g., persons, institutions, or technologies). To explore this hypothesis and the role of trust in RRI
generally, we have been conducting surveys and focus groups across the nation. We will discuss our preliminary results
which suggest (a) trust is an important factor in predicting public support for new technologies, but not the only factor; (b)
perceptions of distrustworthiness vary in importance when predicting support across contexts; and (c) a potentially useful
typology of different types of responsivity that may benefit future research.

3:20 PM – 4:30 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Contagious Harm? Exploring the Spread of Violence and Discrimination
Chairs: Winnifred R. Louis, Catherine E. Amiot

TALK 1: Contagious Violence in a First-Person Shooter’s Task and Euthanasia Decisions
Winnifred R. Louis, Catherine E. Amiot, Emma F. Thomas, Christine A. Cullip, Sarah Chaplin
The “spillover” of normative violence from one context to another was examined in two studies. Study 1 focused on
“protecting bystanders” in a first-person shooter task, with a sample of American gun owners (N=125). Study 2 focused on
decisions to euthanize animals under ambiguous circumstances, across three samples of veterinary students, veterinarians,
and American pet owners (cumulative N=182). We found that American gun owners completing a shooting task under a
norm to protect bystanders were more likely to shoot unarmed targets. Participants were reluctant to internalise shooting
behaviour when shooting targets were humanised, but when participants strongly identified with the police, their group
identification facilitated internalization of the norm. Similarly, willingness to euthanize an animal under ambiguous circumstances was significantly higher after a pro-euthanasia norm, and this norm appeared to generalize to impact on reported
difficulty of euthanizing one’s own pet. Identity dynamics, religious factors, cognitive mechanisms of resistance and assimilation, and well-being outcomes are discussed.

TALK 2: Historical Violence Increases Support for Future Violence Against Unrelated States
Mengyao Li, Bernhard Leidner, Hyun Euh, Hoon-Seok Choi
Five experiments investigated the phenomenon of war contagion in the context of international relations, hypothesizing
that past inter- (but not intra-) state war will facilitate future, unrelated inter-state war. After being reminded of the Korean
War as an interstate rather than intrastate conflict, South Koreans showed stronger support for violent responses to new,
unrelated interstate tensions (Study 1). Replicating this war contagion effect among Americans, we demonstrated that it
was (a) mediated by heightened perceived threat from, and negative images of, a fictitious country unrelated to the past
war (Study 2), and (b) moderated by national glorification (Study 3). Study 4, using another international conflict in the U.S.
history, provided further conceptual replication. Finally, Study 5 included a baseline in addition to the inter- vs. intra-state
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manipulation, thus yielding further support for the generalized effect of past inter-state war on perceptions of aggressive
approaches to new inter-state relations.

TALK 3: Can Harmful Behaviors Represent the Self: Compartmentalization and Intra-Individual Conflict
Catherine E. Amiot, Oulma Maalouf, Winnifred R. Louis
How do people make sense of their normative harmful actions, and can such behaviors truly come to represent who we are
more globally? Two studies tested how following harmful (discriminatory) ingroup norms impacted on group members’
feelings of intra-individual conflict and the extent to which these behaviors are compartmentalized in the self-concept. Using an experimental design, Study 1 (N=222) revealed that behaving congruently with pro-discriminatory ingroup norms
heightened compartmentalization of this behavior in the self, and increased intra-individual conflict. Mediated moderation
analyses further revealed that following discriminatory norms was associated with more intra-individual conflict, which in
turn was associated with higher compartmentalization. Study 2 (N=116) was conducted among fans of highly competitive
hockey teams. Correlational analyses revealed that the intra-individual conflict felt when engaging in derogatory behaviors
against fans of outgroup teams was not significantly associated with perceiving pro-derogatory ingroup norms (descriptive
or injunctive). However, compartmentalizing derogatory behaviors was associated positively with the perception that the
ingroup endorses pro-derogation norms (both injunctive and descriptive), and with the frequency at which one engages
derogatory acts. Results are discussed in light of motivational, social cognition, and intergroup theories, and the likelihood
of generalisation of harmdoing with and without compartmentalization is discussed.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Improving Psychology Departments’ Climate for Diversity: Your Effective Strategies?
Ann Bettencourt
In 1995, APA put out a Diversity Pipeline Report; ten years later APA reported success in meeting some of their goals.
Nevertheless, many psychology departments have made few advances since APA’S report. This roundtable will encourage
SPSSI members, who have experience with advancing diversity and inclusive climates in their psychology departments,
to discuss their tips with members who seek this information. The facilitator will foster discussion about practical and
implementable strategies that have the capacity to enhance a department’s climate for diversity and inclusion among staff,
students, and faculty. In addition, the facilitator will encourage discussion about effective strategies for increasing diversity
among staff, students, and faculty with in psychology departments. The roundtable welcomes SPSSI members who are willing to share their experiences as well as members seeking to learn from these experiences.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
How Can Academics Be Allies to Activists?
Kris T. Gebhard, Lauren B. Cattaneo, Stephanie Hargrove
In this interactive discussion, we will briefly present a case study example about the first author’s experience organizing
with the Free CeCe McDonald Support Committee in Minneapolis. CeCe McDonald, an African American and transgender
community leader, was charged with 2nd degree murder after defending herself during a racist and transmisogynist hate
attack in June 2011. In the effort to support McDonald, organizers developed a campaign that generated national media
coverage, funds to bond her out of jail, and a petition to the County Attorney with over 15,000 signatures demanding her
charges be dropped. Kris will reflect on the ways that academic support could have buttressed the work of the Free CeCe
Committee, but was largely lacking. We will then facilitate a discussion exploring ways that academics can support activist
efforts related to our areas of scholarship, the barriers to scholars and activists working together, and strategies for overcoming them.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Racial and Gender Bias: Experiences and Attitudes Toward Minority Groups
Chair: Ashlee R. Barnes

TALK 1: We Gon’ Be Alright: Microaggressions and Resilience of Black Students
Kristen J. Mills, Jennifer Watling Neal
Racial microaggression research has provided language to identify the subtle indignities that persons of color experience
day to day (e.g., low expectations of intellect). African American students who attend predominantly white institutions
(PWIs) have been negatively impacted by racial microaggressions ( Johnson-Ahorlu, 2010; Smith, Yosso, & Solórzano,
2007); however, some studies have found that African American students recount positive outcomes despite these experiences (e.g., perceived preparedness for the future). Given the trend of enrollment at PWIs for African American students,
and the upsurge of racial tensions in the United States, the exploration of racial microaggressions and related impacts on
students is increasingly important. Using resilience theory as a theoretical framework, the goal of this study was to understand students’ experiences of racial microaggressions and students’ resilience in response to racial microaggressions. Four
focus group interviews were conducted with African American sophomores, juniors, and seniors attending a large Midwestern PWI. Following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) approach to thematic analysis, ten environmental (i.e., macroaggressive)
and non-environmental racial microaggressions themes emerged (e.g., perceived undervaluing and offensive remarks).
Moreover, students identified protective factors (e.g., social supports) and adaptations (e.g., self-care and assertiveness)
that contributed to their resilience. Implications for future research and practice are discussed.

TALK 2: Thinking Outside the Gender Box: Predicting Attitudes Toward Transgender Individuals
Sheila Brassel, Veanne Anderson
Trans people are a diverse group of individuals who fall under the transgender umbrella. Transprejudice refers to the
negative attitudes, stereotypes, and treatment of individuals whose gender presentation or identity does not match social
expectations and conventional conceptions of gender (King et al., 2009). To identify factors that contribute to transprejudice, the present study examined the predictive values of gender traditionalism, gender self-esteem, feminist attitudes, and
feminist identity in a sample of cisgender male (n = 242) and female (n = 720) college students. Participants completed the
Social Roles Questionnaire (Baber & Tucker, 2006), Gender Self-Esteem Scale (Falomir-Pichastor & Mugny, 2009), Liberal
Feminist Attitudes and Ideology Scale, Short Form (Morgan, 1996), Myaskovsky and Wittig’s (1997) Feminist Social Identity
scale, and the Transphobia Scale (Nagoshi et al., 2009) online. Results revealed that higher levels of gender traditionalism
and gender self-esteem, and less feminist attitudes predicted transprejudice for both women and men. Although reporting
a more feminist identity predicted less transprejudice in men, it was not a significant predictor for women. Moreover, men
reported higher levels of transprejudice and gender traditionalism, less feminist attitudes, and were less likely to identify as
feminists than women. Implications for future research and practice are discussed.

TALK 3: Investigating Potential Racial and Gender Bias in Reducing Recidivism Risk
Ashlee R. Barnes, William Davidson II
Racial and ethnic disparities occur at every level of the juvenile justice system (e.g., arrest, incarceration). The debate over
the cause of these disparities continues, as some studies have found that youth of color are more frequent and more serious offenders. Other research suggests that the justice system may be biased towards youth of color; therefore increasing
their likelihood of making contact with the police and juvenile court. Many courts use risk assessment to assess criminogenic (i.e., crime causing) needs, however, few studies have used risk assessment to evaluate the differential impact of court
supervision across race and gender. The current study used a well-established risk assessment, Youth Level of Service/Case
Management Inventory, to examine changes in risk score across two time points-at the beginning of probation, and following probation completion. Archival risk assessment data on 360 young probationers was collected at a Midwestern juvenile
court. Results demonstrated that while female probationers’ risk scores significantly decreased across all criminogenic areas
of need (i.e., family, substance abuse, education, peers, leisure, attitudes, personality), minority offenders’ and male offenders’ risk scores significantly decreased across all areas but family needs. Future research directions and implications for
lacking culturally relevant intervention strategies are discussed.
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15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Policing Race
Police Shootings: Effects of Suspect Race and Justifiability on Mock Juror Perceptions
Mauricio J. Alvarez, Jessica L. Huff, Monica K. Miller
Recent high profile incidents involving police shootings of African Americans have raised public awareness to issues of
police use of force. One of these issues is whether citizens are aware of the circumstantial factors police officers rely on to
determine whether a situation justifies using lethal force against a suspect (e.g., suspect has a weapon visible), and whether
citizens can distinguish between justifiable and unjustifiable police shootings. The present study evaluated the impact
of suspect race and circumstantial factors on mock jurors’ verdicts in a case involving a police officer lethally shooting a
suspect. The scenarios describing the justified or unjustified cases were developed in consultation with law enforcement
agents. Results indicate that mock jurors differentiate between justifiable and unjustifiable shootings, and report more favorable perceptions of the defendant in justifiable shooting conditions. Mock jurors reported greater certainty on a guilty
verdict in justifiable (vs. unjustifiable) shootings when the suspect was African American, but reported no differences when
the suspect was White. These results highlight the benefits of collaboration between researchers and law enforcement to
promote sharing of psychological research. Specifically, law enforcement might be more open to accepting these results
because it reflects their real-world experiences.

White Phenotypic Racial Stereotypicality Reduces Police Use of Force
Kimberly Kahn, Phillip Goff, J. Katherine Lee, Diane Motamed
Focusing on intergroup anti-Black bias in the criminal justice system, little attention is given to how Whites may additionally
be protected from negative police treatment. This study examines intragroup bias via perceived suspect phenotypic racial
stereotypicality (e.g., how strongly members exhibit physical features typical of their racial group) on severity of police use
of force. It is hypothesized that the Whiter one appears, the more the suspect will be protected from police violence. Internal use of force case files from a large police department were coded for severity of police force and suspects’ booking
photographs were scored for phenotypic racial stereotypicality. Regression analyses confirmed that police used less force
with highly stereotypical Whites, and this protective effect was stronger than the effect for non-Whites. Results suggest
that intragroup bias is a protective factor for Whites, but not for non-Whites, providing an additional route through which
racial disparities in policing operate.

Race in Suspect Descriptions: Use It or Lose It?
Lauren L. Mitchell, Rafael Aguilera
Though university crime alerts routinely include race in suspect descriptions, this practice may reinforce negative stereotypes, without truly helping the public identify criminals. There is little empirical work on this issue, but one study suggests
that racialized suspect descriptions may indeed bias readers against African Americans (Akalis et al., 2008). Furthermore,
including race may actually worsen readers’ accuracy at identifying suspects (Loggins, 2009), as racial descriptors are
ambiguous. Some universities have opted to replace race with skin tone. However, there is no empirical evidence that using skin tone descriptors would either reduce stereotyping against African Americans, or improve community members’
accuracy in identifying suspects. In our experiment, participants are presented with one of nine possible crime alerts. The
crime alerts are identical, except for race or skin tone. After reading the crime alert, participants are asked to rate several
mugshots for closeness of match. From their responses, we can reconstruct the prototypes that participants imagine when
they are presented with a suspect description. We predict that suspect descriptions that include only race, or only skin
tone, will yield a relatively wide range of prototypes. The results will address concerns that including race may not increase
accuracy in identifying suspects.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Using Technology to Give Mental Health Interventions Away
Chair: Patricia Frazier

Talk 1: Theory-Based Online Interventions to Reduce Student Stress
Liza Meredith, Kelli Howard, Viann N. Nguyen-Feng, Jacob A. Paulsen, Patricia Frazier
College students report high levels of stress and face barriers in accessing mental health resources. In 2010, we began
developing a free online stress management program based on the temporal model of control. According to this model,
people report less distress when they focus their attention on things they can actually control such as their current thoughts
and behaviors (e.g., present control) rather than on past behavior (e.g., past control) or things that could happen in the
future (e.g., future control). Over the past six years, we have conducted seven randomized control trials (RCTs) on our
theory-based, present control intervention (PCI). The results of these studies will be summarized in this presentation. The
efficacy of our PCI has varied somewhat depending on study design and participation characteristics; however, the PCI
generally benefits users with small to medium effects. For example, in the first RCT, the mean between-group effect size
for the PCI compared to stress-information only was d = .30 at posttest and d = .35 at 3- week follow-up based on various
mental health outcome measures. Overall, our research has demonstrated that translating basic research on control beliefs
into an online intervention can improve student mental health.

Talk 2: Technology-Based Interventions to Reduce Distress among Voice Disorder Patients
Stephanie Misono, Addie Merians, Carol Peterson, Kelvin O. Lim, Patricia Frazier
Although distress is common in patients with voice problems, it is not typically addressed during treatment due to lack
of access to psychological services. We first describe findings from 546 voice patients that confirm high rates of distress
in this patient population. We also identified a significant role for present control in the association between distress and
vocal function such that vocal handicap was related to distress only for those with low perceived control. Based on these
findings, we adapted the perceived control intervention (described in the first presentation) for voice disorder patients.
The intervention includes education on the relations between distress, perceived control, and voice; examples of successful strategies to increase control; and self-guided exercises designed to help patients focus on what they can control. The
intervention has been developed and a pilot trial began in March 2016. For this pilot trial, 20 patients seeking care at a
university-based voice clinic will be recruited to complete intervention. Pre- and post-intervention measures assess voice
handicap, distress, and perceived control. Initial findings regarding recruitment, satisfaction with the program, and efficacy
(i.e., changes in voice handicap, distress, and perceived control) will be presented.

Talk 3: Incorporating Online Psychological Interventions Into Student Mental Health
Patricia A. Frazier, Derek Richards, Jacqueline Mooney, Deborah Beidel, Stefan Hofmann, Patrick Palmieri
In recent years, University mental health services have reported an increase in the number of clients seeking services. As a
result, counseling centers often have long waiting lists and cannot meet service demands. One way to address this problem
is to offer online mental health interventions as an alternative to face-to-face therapy. Although many studies support the
efficacy of internet-based interventions through randomized controlled trials, few studies assess how best to incorporate
these interventions into routine care at colleges and universities. This presentation will describe the results of a feasibility
study investigating the effectiveness and acceptability of internet-delivered treatment for depression, anxiety and stress
for university students. The programs are administered as part of service delivery at three campus offices that provide
mental health services. The programs were developed by SilverCloud Health and are 8-module Cognitive Behavioral intervention programs. Participants are assigned a supporter who provides weekly feedback on progress and exercises. Participants complete measures of depression, anxiety, and stress pre-intervention and after 8 weeks and 3 months. Secondary
outcomes include measures of acceptability of and satisfaction with the interventions. To date 39 students have been
enrolled with an enrollment goal of 105 students. Initial results will be presented.
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Talk 4: Do Health Apps Increase Mental Health Access and Reduce Distress?
AnnaMarie Vu, Patricia A. Frazier
Self-guided interventions delivered via smart phone applications (mHealth) are often touted as increasing service access.
However, little information is available on whether they do increase access or are effective. This presentation describes the
results of two studies addressing these issues. The first is an analysis of use data from 746 community users of Pacifica, a
commercial app containing CBT and Mindfulness tools for stress and anxiety management. Data suggested that use of one
of the core app features (i.e., mood ratings) was greater for users who were insured than for users without insurance and
for users reporting concurrent treatment for mental health compared to no concurrent treatment. Thus, the app did not
necessarily increase access for those experiencing systems-based barriers to care because use was greater among those
with insurance and in treatment. The second study assessed the efficacy of the full Pacifica app compared to a version of
the app without the CBT/mindfulness skills among 40 undergraduate students. Results of user ratings of the app on the
Mobile App Rating Scale and preliminary data on changes in depression, anxiety, and stress symptoms and general wellbeing following one week of app use will be presented.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Women in the Workplace: Intersectional Perspectives and Integrative Policy Solutions
Chair: Gabriel Twose

TALK 1: Women and Paid Employment: The Need for an Economic Justice Agenda
Heather E. Bullock
Women face significant barriers to employment outside the home and economic equality. Approximately 57 percent of
U.S. women participate in the paid labor force (U.S. Department of Labor, DOL, 2015), but significant barriers and genderbased inequities persist. In 2014, women earned 79 cents for every dollar earned by their male counterparts, with the
wage gap even larger for women of color (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). Gender segregation in the workplace remains high
and women tend to earn less than men even in so-called “feminine” occupations in which they are overrepresented (U.S.
DOL, 2015). Discrimination against women employees (e.g., sexual harassment, pregnancy discrimination) is prevalent.
Women who are caregivers face additional obstacles. Access to affordable, high quality care remains out of reach, and the
U.S. stands alone among industrialized countries in failing to guarantee workers paid family leave. Only 12 percent of U.S.
private sector workers have access to paid family leave through their employer (U.S. DOL, 2015) and low-income workers rarely have the financial resources necessary to take unpaid leave. This presentation critically examines these and other
sources of women’s economic inequality in the workplace, focusing on the need for a strong economic justice research and
policy agenda.

TALK 2: Gender, Parenthood, and Race Impact Workplace Help and Harm
Kala J. Melchiori, Robyn K. Mallett, River H. Simpson
Research on stereotype content (Cuddy et al., 2004; Fiske et al., 2002) and the Behaviors From Intergroup Affect and
Stereotype (BIAS; Cuddy et al. 2007) map suggests that stereotypes should shape helpful and harmful workplace behavior. We predicted that warmth and competence evaluations will explain differential treatment of employees based upon
their gender, parenthood status, and race. Participants read about a parent or nonparent male or female target employee
(Study 1; n = 331) or viewed one of six websites that varied the target gender, parenthood status, and race (Study 2; n =
508) and completed measures of perceived warmth, competence, and workplace help and harm. Study 1: PROCESS analyses revealed that mothers (vs. other targets) received more help due to increased warmth and less harm due to increased
warmth and competence. Study 2: replicating study 1, PROCESS analyses revealed that women received more help than
men due to increased warmth and competence and less harm than men due to increased warmth for all target conditions
except Black parents. Our research suggests that Black employees may face harsher workplace penalties for parenthood
than White employees, and we call for workplace policies designed to inhibit stereotypic behavior.
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TALK 3: Effects of In-group and Peer Modeling on Sexual Harassment Intervention
Jonah Cabiles, Wendy R. Williams
In 2014, 29 percent of Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) cases involved sexual harassment (EEOC, 2015).
To combat sexual harassment, intervention programs employ psychological concepts such as peer modeling (e.g., PACT5)
and in-group favoritism (e.g., Stop Street Harassment). Research indicates that peer models can increase or decrease sexual
harassment (e.g., Hunt & Gonsalkorale, 2014). Additionally, in-group favoritism predicts positive outcomes for in-group
members and negative outcomes for out-group members (Billig & Tajfel, 1973). Yet, research has only investigated the effect
of women as out-group threats on sexual harassment (e.g., Maass, Cadinu, Guarnieri, & Grasselli, 2003), but not whether seeing women as part of males’ in-group decreases sexual harassment. Finally, no previous research has examined the combined
effect of peer models and in-group favoritism. Heterosexual male participants’ proclivity to sexually harass was measured
after being exposed to peer model primes (traditional sexism, egalitarian, or neutral). They were also exposed to in-group,
out-group, or neutral primes. Preliminary data suggests that peer modeling can increase sexual harassment proclivity, but
that in-group information does not decrease it. Moreover, in-group and traditional sexism primes may interact in ways that
facilitate sexual harassment proclivity rather than decrease it. Implications for sexual harassment interventions are discussed.

TALK 4: Federal Policies and Women in the Workplace
Gabriel Twose
As highlighted by other presentations in this symposium, women in the workplace face significant barriers to equality.
This inequality has gained the attention of policy-makers, resulting in a number of pieces of recent federal legislation (in
addition to seminal policies like the Equal Pay Act and the Civil Rights Act). This presentation will discuss current bills that
address topics brought up by other speakers, including paid family medical leave (including after the birth of a child),
pregnancy discrimination, equal pay, non-traditional careers, and affordable childcare. As highlighted in this session, these
kinds of polices can be supported by psychological science, displaying the importance of advocacy from the psychological
community. Accordingly, the presenter will also review the work of professional organizations like SPSSI and the American
Psychological Association, and suggest how attendees can advocate for legislation that addresses the findings highlighted
in this session.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Engaging Professionals in Social Change
Socially Just Pedagogy: Bridging Classrooms and Communities through Publicly Engaged Research —
The Case of Real Change
Charles R. Collins
Community-based learning is a pedagogical approach assuming the richest learning environments are those that bridge
classroom concepts with a related community context. In other words, students learn best when they can apply information outside of the classroom and in the community. Paired with values of social justice, community-based learning can be a
powerful tool in which to pair classroom concepts with community needs. Socially just community-based learning bridges
the gap between university actors (e.g. faculty and students) and the communities in which they are situated with the goal
of creating a symbiotic relationship. This approach has the potential to enrich students’ knowledge domains and raise
consciousness about larger social issues in addition to providing communities with additional resources to address social
issues. The purpose of this presentation is to discuss how socially just pedagogy was utilized in partnership with a social
justice organization - Real Change - a newspaper organization with the goal of empowering homeless and underemployed
individuals. This presentation will first outline the partnership with Real Change. Second, I will briefly present findings from
a survey conducted by the class on behalf of Real Change. I will conclude with lessons learned from the partnership.
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Care, Connectedness, and Motivation: Giving Teachers Their Hearts Back
Michelle L. Tichy
This study aims to emphasize the importance of care in the schools by investigating the relationship between school connectedness and prosocial and health risk behavior, as well as the relationship between school connectedness and academic
motivation. The responses provided by 119 high school students on their self-reported perception of connectedness to
school, participation in risk behaviors, and academic motivation were analyzed. Results indicate that students who report
higher connectedness to school are more likely to take prosocial risks, more likely to be academically motivated, and less
likely to participate in health risk behavior. This study provided the opportunity to validate and in essence give back to
teachers the right to be heart centered educators. In the No-Child left behind era many teachers burned out because of
the shift from being caring practitioners, to being hyper focused on outcome measures. This study brings psychological
validation to the power of care and connectedness in our schools to increase motivation and positive risk taking. By focusing on one of the things that motivates so many pre-service teachers to enter education this study offers a path forward to
return the heart and soul to our schools in this post no child left behind era.

Family Childcare Providers’ Workplace Networks, Job Burnout, and Stress
Candace Mootoo
In the United States, roughly 15 percent of children under age five who are in childcare are in family childcare (FCC),
businesses in which providers offer childcare in their homes (NACCRRA, 2012). FCC providers face unique stressors in
managing childcare services in their homes with limited support (Gerstenblatt, Faulkner, Lee, Doan, & Travis, 2013; Tuominen, 2003). Workplace support is critical, as it is associated with job stress and childcare quality (Kontos & Riessen,
1993; Doherty, Forer, Lero, Goelman, & LaGrange, 2006). Yet, there are gaps in our knowledge. First, researchers have not
studied job burnout in this population, despite the fact that providers have high turnover, and burnout is prevalent in
similar populations (NAEYC, 1985; Kristensen et al., 2005). Second, there are multiple types of support (e.g., emotional,
informational), and this distinction has not been investigated (House, 1981). Third, social network analysis, which assesses
an individual’s connections within a group, is a compelling way to measure workplace support that scholars have not used
in this population. This study builds on a partnership with a community organization in New York that trains FCC providers.
The study was designed to: (1)improve the organization’s understanding of providers’ experiences, (2) improve services offered to providers, and (3) inform policy around regulations for FCC providers. This presentation will present preliminary
findings from provider interviews, which investigate the relationship between workplace support, job burnout, and stress.

4:40 PM – 5:50 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Empirical Advances in Social Psychology and Discrimination Law
Chair: Richard L. Wiener

Talk 1: ADEA Age Discrimination Judgments: Causality and the Stereotype Content Model
Colin Holloway, Katlyn Farnum, Richard L. Wiener
Federal employment discrimination law under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act protects workers from adverse employment
actions where employers rely on prohibited factors such as race, gender, religion, ethnicity, or national origin to make
decisions. Under Title VII’s mixed motive legal standard plaintiffs alleging employment discrimination prevail by showing
consideration of a prohibited factor contributed in any way to an adverse employment decision. Age discrimination is
prohibited separately under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), which, despite nearly identical language
prohibiting discrimination as Title VII, establishes a but for legal standard, forcing plaintiffs to prove the employee’s age
was the “cause in fact” of the adverse employment action instead of just a contributing factor. This research used a national
online sample and two study phases to first measure age related stereotypes before experimentally testing jury decision
making under both mixed motive and but for legal standards . Decision making analysis demonstrated mock juror reliance
on multiple factors, suggesting jurors are more inclined to find in favor of a plaintiff under a mixed motive model. Further,
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stereotypes of older workers as measured by the Stereotype Content Model’s warmth and competence ratings moderated
instruction effects for specific jury decisions.

Talk 2: Mental Illness Discrimination and the ADA: Implicit Attitudes and Emotion
Richard Wiener, Jordan Blenner, Katlyn Farnum, Katherine Kimble
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) proscription against discrimination based upon disability prohibits covered
agents from acting as if individuals are physically or mentally impaired when they are not. We asked, “When do people
discriminate against others they regard as having mental illness?” After measuring participants’ explicit and implicit attitudes toward mental illness, we induced them to feel anger, fear, pride, or surprise and then asked participants to interview
confederates for a lab job. As manipulated through false demographic sheets, half of the confederates suffered from selfdescribed mental illness. Participants with implicit attitudes disfavoring the mentally ill sat farther away from self-described
mentally ill confederates. When induced to feel negative emotions—anger or fear—those high in authoritarianism or social
restrictiveness toward the mentally ill were more likely to assign the self-described mentally ill undesirable lab jobs (i.e.,
sorting abstracts rather than creating colorful posters), and after controlling authoritarianism, participants induced to feel
certainty emotions (pride and anger) were also more likely to assign mentally ill confederates the unenjoyable job. We
discuss the ADA “regard as” clause” in light of findings, which show that people may not always be in control of how they
react to those with mental illness.

Talk 3: Sexual Objectification and Sexual Harassment: Affective Forecasting and Title VII
Evan McCracken, Trace Vardsveen, Sarah Gervais, Richard L. Wiener
U.S. courts currently use a two-prong, subjective/objective test to determine the viability of a sexual harassment claim.
Under this test, it must be determined that there was adverse treatment sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter conditions
of employment based on gender from two perspectives: the individual complainant (subjective prong), and a reasonable
person (objective prong). To examine this sexual harassment jurisprudence, two studies were conducted. In Experiment 1,
trained male research assistants administered sexually objectifying gazes and comments to female participants. We found
that pervasive objectification by multiple men, as compared to one man, neither elicited more negative emotion nor
worsened the experiencers’ task performance. Experiencers, however, did make increased judgments of sexual harassment.
In Experiment 2, observers (who viewed a recording of an experiencer’s interactions) and predictors (who read a protocol
describing of the interactions) anticipated female targets would experience negative emotions, show impaired performance, and find more evidence of sexual harassment after sexual objectification. Observers’ judgments were similar to the
experiencers’ while predictors showed affective forecasting errors. In particular, predictors were more likely to anticipate
negative emotion, worse performance, and greater likelihood of sexual harassment. These studies demonstrate the importance of multiple perspectives in judging harassment allegations.

Talk 4: Veterans and the FHA: Mental Illness and Physical Disability Discrimination
Alisha Caldwell, Katherine Kimble, Katlyn Farnum, Richard L. Wiener
Over fifty thousand veterans returning from the Middle East remain homeless and an estimated 30 percent of Iraq and
Afghanistan war veterans returning home since 9/11 suffer from Posttraumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD). Public stereotypes
portray individuals suffering from PTSD as violent, dangerous and responsible for their own illnesses. The Fair Housing Act
prohibits discrimination on the basis of a myriad of factors including disability. Furthermore, Title II of the Americans with
Disabilities Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability with regard to access to public housing assistance and
rentals. We used Stereotype Content Model mapping to examine the roles of warmth and competence ratings in shaping
the way rental agents react to individuals seeking housing. We tested the role of warmth and competence stereotypes as
determinants of the way agents treat veterans with PTSD, as compared to veterans without PTSD and non-veterans. Two
experimental studies and one field study looking at housing practices towards veterans in Nebraska and Iowa suggest
rental agents view veterans differently based on type of disability and homelessness, as well as, the agents’ reactions on
indices of competence, pity, and admiration. These findings inform our understanding of housing practices and whether
legal reform is needed.
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Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Microaggressions Workshop: Learn What to Say and How to Respond
NiCole Buchanan
This workshop will provide a brief overview of the concept of microaggressions, including examples and outcomes associated with experiencing microaggressions. The majority of the time will be spent on reviewing concrete strategies for responding to microaggressions in professional settings. Audience members are encouraged to bring examples of microaggressions
they have experienced or witnessed. These examples, as well as examples provided by the workshop facilitator, will be the
basis of group activities to practice different ways of responding. The group will also be encouraged to discuss challenges
they face in responding effectively to microaggressions and share suggestions and strategies they have learned to overcome
these barriers. The goals of the workshop are for all group members to leave the workshop with new strategies they can use
for responding to microaggressions in professional settings and to increase their confidence when doing so.

Invited Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Ableism: Causes and Consequences of Disability Prejudice
Michelle Nario-Redmond

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Psychological Perspectives on Health Behavior: Addressing Hand Hygiene and Vaccination
Chair: Johannes Keller

TALK 1: Thinking Social about Vaccination
Robert Boehm, Cornelia Betsch, Lars Korn, Cindy Holtmann
Most vaccines protect both the vaccinating individual as well as nonvaccinated others by building up herd immunity. That
is, the more people are vaccinated, the less likely is the transmission of the disease to non-vaccinated others, such as babies
who are too young to vaccinate or immunecompromised patients who cannot vaccinate. Therefore, knowing about herd
immunity makes vaccination also a social decision. At the same time, however, it might invite free-riding on the indirect
protection provided by others. We investigate how the communication of herd immunity affects individuals’ vaccination intentions using different communication formats. Participants are either from countries with a collectivistic cultural
background (South Korea, India, Vietnam, Hong Kong) or from countries with an individualistic cultural background (USA,
Germany, the Netherlands). The experiment (N = 2,107) shows that vaccination intentions are generally higher among
participants from cultures with a stronger focus on collective benefits. Communicating herd immunity is particularly effective in increasing vaccination intention (1) among participants from individualistic cultures, and (2) when the disease is less
contagious. Moreover, communication via an interactive simulation leads to a deeper understanding of herd immunity and
increases vaccination intentions more effectively than text-based explanations.

TALK 2: Boosting Hand-Sanitizer Use with a Worse Alternative: Two Field Studies
Meng Li, Yan Sun, Hui Chen
Traditional solutions to promoting hand hygiene have focused on education of the benefits and importance of hand washing, with limited success. The present research used choice architecture, and specifically, the decoy effect to promote hand
sanitizer use among workers in a food-processing plant in China. The decoy effect refers to the phenomenon that adding
a “decoy” option that is clearly inferior to one of the two existing options increases the appeal of that option. We applied
the decoy effect to hand sanitizer use in a food factory: In addition to the existing hand-sanitizer spray bottle that workers
normally used, we provided workers in the intervention group with a second harder-to-use sanitizer squeeze bottle (Study
1), or an even harder-to-use hand soaking basin (Study 2), and measured sanitizer use and hand hygiene conditions for
20 days prior to and 20 days after the intervention initiated. In both studies, hand sanitizer use from the spray bottle (and
total use) increased dramatically, and passing rate for hand sanitation test increased from 65% before intervention to 82%
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(Study 1) and 95% (Study 2). These findings suggest that slightly altering the decision environment can effectively influence
hand sanitation, and perhaps other important health practices as well.

TALK 3: Emotional Empathy Fosters Hand Hygiene Practice
Johannes Keller, Svenja Diefenbacher, Claudia Sassenrath
Hand hygiene is vital when it comes to the prevention of infections, specifically in health care institutions. We argue that
empathy fosters hand hygiene behavior, since an orientation towards others’ fortunes (in hand hygiene relevant situations) should highlight the costs of insufficient and benefits of adequate hand hygiene for the other individuals involved.
We tested this prediction in a series of studies. In Study 1, we assessed empathy using a self-report measure of emotional
empathy and hand hygiene behavior with a self-report measure inspired by Kahneman and colleagues’ Day Reconstruction
Method in two samples. In Study 2, we experimentally manipulated empathy and assessed actual hand hygiene behavior
by observing hand sanitation during a food preparation task, simulating work processes in a retirement home. In Study
3, an empathy-intervention was tested in a German hospital, where an empathy induction was implemented in a hospital
unit and disinfectant usage frequency was assessed during a baseline and an intervention period in the intervention and
a control hospital unit. Results of the studies indicate that empathy fosters hand hygiene behavior. This effect emerged in
professional and everyday life settings in both correlational and experimental studies.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Sexuality and Sexual Well-Being: Perspectives from Young People and Young Adults
Meaning(s) of Womanhood: Young Women’s Narratives of Desire and Identity
Zeneva Alexandra Schindler, Phillip L. Hammack
While the last half-century has brought tremendous change to the ways we think about gender and sexuality in the United
States, cultural narratives surrounding womanhood and women’s sexuality have continued to marginalize and subordinate
the experiences and desires of women. This study sought to better understand how young women today define womanhood and negotiate sexual desire. Eleven semi-structured interviews were conducted with young women between the
ages of 19 and 35, who held a diversity of sexual identities and ethnical/racial identities. Findings revealed that participants
were in a process of negotiating the meanings of womanhood, developing two distinct counter-narratives that focused on
either reimagining or questioning the category of woman. Findings also illustrated the continued pervasiveness of compulsory heterosexuality and the compulsory family in young women’s lives. In discussions of desire, the consequences and
regulation of women’s sexuality emerged as a prominent theme; however, participants were in an active process of critical
engagement and resistance. Results have implications for how we conceptualize what it means to embody and enact womanhood and desire in our world today.

Understanding the Experiences of Central Pennsylvania LGBTQ Youth through Photovoice
T. Evan Smith, Allison R. Gensemer, Kendra L. Smith, Joshua Swint
While societal attitudes about LGBTQ populations have become much more positive over the past decade, most LGBTQ
youth still face stigma (Heck, 2015). The stresses from these stigma-related experiences contribute to the greater likelihood
that these youth will experience mental health challenges (Meyer, 2003). Given this, it is important to better understand
the positive and negative experiences of LGBTQ youth, and to develop a better sense of how their needs could be met.
This study seeks to understand the experiences of LGBTQ youth in Central Pennsylvania using PhotoVoice, a communitybased participatory research method that uses photography to engage community members in discussion about the
strengths and concerns of their community. This project has IRB approval and will be conducted with approximately 30
LGBTQ-identified youth (14-21) attending weekly safe space meetings at the LGBT Center of Central PA. Three PhotoVoice sessions will be held with youth in January and February. An exhibition of the photographs and captions created by
youth will be exhibited in a gallery space during April. The research team will conduct a thematic analysis of the photos
and captions and will consider how these themes connect with the research literature on the experiences of LGBTQ youth.
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The Nature and Change of Heterosexist Attitudes among Young Children
Caitlin M. Clark, Rebecca S. Bigler
Heterosexism is common among adolescents and, although rarely studied among pre-adolescents, likely to be present
among young children. In this talk, we will describe the results of two studies (N = 260) designed to test theoretically derived hypotheses concerning emergence and correlates (study 1), and reduction (study 2), of children’s heterosexist views
of relationships. In study one, children (ages 5 to 9) completed an original measure, the Heterosexist Attitudes Toward
Relationship Scale. In study 2, we tested the efficacy of classroom lessons aimed at reducing heterosexism (study 2). Results
indicated that most children (70%) posses a schema for romantic relationships that includes cross-sex relationships exclusively. Furthermore, children’s attitudes were more negative towards same-sex than cross-sex romantic pairs, suggesting the
need for lessons aimed at reducing heterosexism. In study 2, children completed pretest measures of heterosexism and
then took part in three 30 minute family diversity lessons. The experimental (but not control) lessons explicitly addressed
the existence and value of same-sex parents. Next, children completed posttest measures of heterosexism, including a
behavioral measure of bias. Preliminary analyses indicate significant effects of the experimental lessons on children’s knowledge and attitudes, shedding light on the origins and the malleability of such heterosexist views.

What Works to Improve the Well-Being of Homeless Girls?
Susana Castaños
Homeless girls are victims of physical, sexual, and psychological abuse more frequently than the rest of the population.
Consequently, their well-being is severely affected. Nonetheless, there is little information about this social group which
leads to lack of proper care that, in turn, reduces their quality of life. This research was conducted to develop and test a
path model of well-being in a group of 240 Mexican homeless girls ages 6 to 23 years old. Anxiety, depression, assertiveness, and emotion regulation strategies were used as predictors of well-being. Findings reveal significant direct effects
of depression and functional emotion regulation strategies on well-being. Results also show significant indirect effects
of anxiety, assertiveness, and dysfunctional emotion regulation strategies through depression. The fit indices achieved,
x2(3)=1.116, p=.773; NFI=.997, RFI=.985, IFI=1.005, TLI=1.026, CFI=1.000, p=.000; RMSEA(90% CI)=.000(.000-.073),
p=.889, demonstrate that the model reliably predicts well-being. Thus, the model fit is acceptable. The current study
provides unique findings in terms of a path model that highlights anxiety, depression, emotion regulation strategies, and
assertiveness as critical indicators for well-being in homeless girls. Hence, it is essential to consider such factors in order to
promote well-being in this group therefore improving their health and quality of life.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
2015 and 2016 SPSSI Teaching Award winners
Discussant: Jamie Franco-Zamudio
Co-chairs: Jamie Franco-Zamudio and Abigail Stewart

Talk 1: Compassion, Community, and Critical Analysis: Reflections on a Student-Centered Approach to
Learning About Social Issues
Rashmita Mistry

Talk 2: Invisibility and Intersectionality as Guides for Understanding Social Issues within Psychology
Courses
Desdamona Rios
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Community Partnerships: “Giving Psychology Away” through Collaborative Process and
Practice
Chair: Angela R. Robinson

Talk 1: Criminal Record Reporting Accuracy among Reentry Employment Program Participants
Laura S. Bogardus, Mark Small, Martie Thompson
Most U.S. employers can require job candidates to report information about their own criminal records during the hiring
process. Since most employers review commercially prepared criminal record consumer reports before hiring, discrepancies between job candidates’ self-reports and consumer report findings can dissuade employers from hiring qualified
candidates. For job candidates with criminal records, the ability to accurately recount one’s criminal record is an essential
factor in obtaining employment. Working with employment reentry programs, this study explored levels of self-reporting
accuracy among program participants with criminal records in Greenville, South Carolina and examined factors that affected accuracy. In this presentation, I share quantitative findings that reveal how accuracy in criminal record self-reporting
is affected by the complexity of criminal records reports as well as by study participants’ familiarity with their records, exposure to hiring processes, and human capital demographics. I conclude the presentation with an explanation of how local
employment reentry programs have leveraged study findings to improve the employment advising process.

Talk 2: Attitudes Toward Food Insecurity in the United States
Carley Ward, Lara Westerhof, Geoffrey Maruyama, Rob Zeaske, Lori Kratchmer
Seventeen and a half million American households regularly miss meals because they lack the means to buy sufficient food,
yet there is little literature discussing how the general population perceives food insecurity. Researchers collaborated
with executives at local food shelves to develop a measurement instrument capturing attitudes toward food insecurity.
Dimensions underlying attitudes were examined through confirmatory factor analysis of a representative sample of 510
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) respondents. Seven unique dimensions of attitudes toward food insecurity (FI) were
identified as: (a) FI has significant consequences, (b) FI individuals are to blame for their situation, (c) society has an obligation to reduce FI, (d) I have a personal responsibility to reduce FI, (e) FI can be reduced, (f) community organizations play
an important role in reducing FI, and (g) FI is inevitable. Participants’ knowledge about specific aspects of FI and patterns
of charitable giving were assessed. Results found females more likely to donate food but not money, and to blame FI less.
Conservatives were more likely to blame FI individuals and to see FI as inevitable. Implications of the findings for organizations addressing food insecurity are discussed including misconceptions about hunger.

Talk 3: A Collaborative Look at the Well-Being of Nurses in Uganda
Lauren M. Dewey, Maureen Allwood, Kalenzi Victor
In the context of the global nursing shortage, nurses are at an increased risk for work-related stress problems. This presentation focuses on the development and implementation of a 14-month longitudinal examination of the mental health
experiences of nurses (n=220) in rural Uganda. The research emerged through partnerships with a Ugandan school of
nursing and an American-based NGO that provides nurse training and medical outreach. The project utilized psychosocial
questionnaires and qualitative interview guides that had been vetted and adapted by local community members. In an
effort to maintain a participatory approach and aid in interpretation of findings, preliminary results were shared with interested local parties at the 14-month follow-up. As both a strategy for increasing recruitment and a way of giving back to
the community, the researcher provided a free training workshop about the physical and emotional effects of work-related
stress and evidence-based stress management techniques to nearly 300 Ugandan healthcare providers. This presentation
will describe the process of building and maintaining these community partnerships and the complexities of navigating the
different organizational and cultural expectations of each party from study development through efforts to disseminate
findings. This research was funded by one of SPSSI’s Applied Social Issues Internship Awards. Name: Lauren M. Dewey, M.A.
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Talk 4: Primary Prevention of Domestic Violence in New Zealand Immigrant Communities
Angela Robinson, James H. Liu
About 1 in 3 women worldwide have been victims of domestic and/or sexual violence. Community organizations are
instrumental leaders in primary prevention efforts that may reduce the incidence of violence, and these organizations are
often uniquely positioned to reach cultural minority groups. However, little is known about the strategies that these groups
employ in planning and delivering primary prevention initiatives. Through partnerships with community organizations, we
documented the primary prevention initiatives of two immigrant communities living in New Zealand. In this presentation,
I share findings from a thematic and discourse analysis of interview and focus group data. I highlight how cultural values
shaped an aspirational approach to preventing violence by invoking rights and responsibilities. I present our proposed
model for a two-pronged approach to family violence prevention: focusing primary prevention on the attitudes and responsibilities of potential perpetrators, while prioritizing victims’ rights in early identification and intervention. Throughout
the talk, I discuss the challenges associated with community partnerships, such as balancing urgent community needs with
the protracted timeline of academic research. Ultimately, I emphasize how community partnerships enhanced the quality
of the research process and maximized the potential for applied outcomes.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Representing Identities
The Role of Self-Compassionate Attitudes in the Personal/Group Discrimination Discrepancy
Jeannetta Williams, Kim A. Case
Although individual women tend to underreport personal experiences with sexism compared to their gender group overalla phenomenon called the Personal/Group Discrimination Discrepancy (Taylor, Wright, Moghaddam, & Lalonde, 1990)-sexist
experiences can nonetheless harm their psychological health. Fischer and Bolton Holz (2007) demonstrated that perceived
sexist events can both directly and indirectly increase depression and anxiety in women by negatively affecting gender
identity and self-esteem. The present student explored whether self-compassionate attitudes, or self-directed kindness
during duress (Neff, 2003), mitigate the effects of perceived sexism on gender identity, self-esteem, depression, and anxiety
in women. Previous research by Neff, Rude, and Kirkpatrick (2007) revealed positive relationships between self-compassion
and psychological well-being. A diverse sample of women (n=355) completed online surveys of self-compassion, perceived
sexist experiences, sexist attitudes, gender identity, personal self-esteem, depression, and anxiety. Perceived sexist experiences predicted poorer psychological indicators, but only for those with lower self-compassion. Hostile sexist attitudes
predicted self-esteem for the high self-compassion group only. The results indicate the potential of self-compassion as a
potential protective factor against the pernicious effects of perceived sexism on psychological well-being.

The Social Psychological Consequences of Disability Models
Thomas P. Dirth, Nyla Branscombe
Disability can be conceptualized in a number of ways, but the biomedical and social formulations of disability have received the most attention from theorists (Olkin & Pledger, 2003; Shakespeare, 2006). While the biomedical model individualizes disability, locating the source of difficulties within the person, the social model externalizes the disability, locating
the source of issues in a person’s environment and social sphere (Smart & Smart, 2006). In this project we investigated
social psychological outcomes associated with conceptualizing disability according to either the social and biomedical
models. In the first study we measured participant endorsement of social model values as well as their perceptions of disability discrimination and support for reparative policies for people with disabilities. We found that social model endorsement was predictive of policy support and this was mediated by increased sensitivity regarding instances of disability
discrimination. In an experimental extension of study 1 we manipulated the framing of an article about disability (social
vs. biomedical), measuring policy support and perceptions of discrimination. As in study 1, we found the social (but not
the biomedical condition) predicted increased perceptions of discrimination and this partially mediated the relationship
between the social condition and policy support.
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Assessing the Impact of Media on Blaming the Victim
Claire R. Gravelin
Media plays an important role in shaping public perceptions of various social issues and potential solutions (Hodgetts &
Chamberlain, 2007). Media, however, does not always provide individuals with solely factual evidence. Through the use
of framing techniques, media has the potential to shape the information which is presented to the audience by attending
to certain aspects of the information and obscuring others, thus potentially promoting discrimination and ignorance (e.g.,
Schneider, Chamberlain, & Hodgetts, 2010). The current work investigates the role of media, specifically newspapers, in
perpetuating the tendency to blame victims of sexual assault. First, a content analysis of over 100 articles reporting on
sexual assault indicate a tendency to over-report stranger rapes relative to acquaintance rapes (compared to data on actual
frequency of these assaults). This may delegitimize acquaintance rape as “real rape” thereby increasing the tendency to
blame victims of acquaintance rape. Additionally, greater amounts of victim blaming language were found in accounts of
acquaintance rape. Articles rated as high and low in victim blaming served as primes in two additional studies to establish
how exposure to victim blaming newspaper articles may transfer to subsequent evaluations of an unrelated sexual assault.

7:15 PM – 8:15 PM

Poster Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pinnacle
1. An Investigation of the Role of Psychological Altruism in Living Kidney Donors
Michaela L. McLaughlin, Hassan Ibrahim
Altruism is the selfless concern for the wellbeing of others. Multiple researchers have investigated altruism in the general
population, but altruism has not been measured in living kidney donors. This study assessed the altruism of 168 living
kidney donors, a representative sample from the University of Minnesota Kidney Donor Transplant Program. Three scales
measured altruism (Helping Attitudes Scale, Self-Report Altruism Scale, and Altruism and Gift Giving Battery). Participants
also responded to items eliciting their suggestions about questions to assess altruism in living kidney donors. Statistical
analyses revealed the present sample had significantly higher altruism scores than normative samples on the Helping Attitudes Scale and Self-Report Altruism Scale. There were no significant differences in altruism scores for living related donors
(n = 86.5, 62.9, 39.4) versus living unrelated donors (n = 88.5, 66.1, 38.5). Factor analysis of responses to items on the altruism scales yielded four factors: Physical help to stranger; Gifts; Volunteerism rewards; and Risk/ sacrifice in helping. Logistic
regression indicated likelihood of being a living unrelated donor increased if participants scored lower on Volunteerism
rewards, higher on Risk/sacrifice in helping, and they were older. Content analysis of participants’ responses regarding
questions to assess altruism yielded six themes: Questions regarding the donor’s cultural ideas of giving; Questions regarding how much risk and discomfort one is willing to endure for another; Comments regarding personal family obligation or
selfish motivation; Questions regarding the donor’s emotional expectations post-donation; Questions regarding the financial and long-term health cost to the donor; and Questions will not capture the true motivation as the decision to donate
comes without hesitation. Additional findings and practice, policy and research directions are presented.

2. A Phenomenology of Torture Survivor Well-Being
Corrina D. Salo
Since 1975 (National Consortium of Torture Treatment Programs, 2014), 125,000-750,000 torture survivors have arrived
in the United States (US). In 1948, the US signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, making it our responsibility
to protect human rights, including caring for immigrant torture survivors whose health and well-being have been threatened. The US healthcare system most commonly employs a deficit-based, disease-model. Alternatively, taking a wellness
approach is holistic and strengths-based. The field of torture survivor intervention rarely employs a wellness approach (Simon, 2014). Unless our research, policies, and interventions address well-being in a more ecological and holistic way, survivors may not receive the protection, respect, and fulfillment of human rights they deserve. Survivors from non-US cultures
may define well-being differently than American interventionists and it is important to understand what wellness means
to them to intervene effectively. Thanks to funding from SPSSI’s Grants-In-Aid Program, I investigated the lived experience
of well-being of immigrant survivors using a phenomenological (Moustakas, 1994) approach. Preliminary findings will be
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presented in this poster. In addition, I will discuss the ways that I partnered with a community agency to conduct this study
and how I worked with them to incorporate the results into their own practices of measuring and promoting well-being.

3. Ethnic Identity Development in Latino Youth: A Meta Analysis of the Research
Maria C. Pabon, Alexandra Boucher, Elizabeth Cardinal
Given the increased presence of Latinos in the media, politics, service-based production, and the national immigration
debate, Latino youth ethnic identity (EI) is being shaped by experiences, trends, and realities not present decades ago.
The core of healthy EI formation for Latino youth lies in overcoming the challenges of determining how to integrate one’s EI
with national identity during ongoing interactions with the U.S. environment and the mainstream U.S. culture. EI is a dynamic concept that develops and changes in response to environmental and developmental factors. However, there is a lack of
clear guidance in the field about what exactly influences the development of EI in Latino youth. The purpose of this study
was to develop a conceptual framework of EI development for Latino youth that included components that represents
this population’s realities and experiences. We used a meta-analytic method to evaluate the Latino youth EI literature. The
results showed that there is an immediate need for research focusing on how Latino youth develop EI and not only on the
impact this construct has on individuals’ psychological well-being. Therefore, we propose recommendations for researchers who want to provide data on EI development for Latino youth that informs practice and education.

4. Encouraging Anti-Gay Bias Confrontation Through Threat Reduction
Kayne D. Mettert, Katie Kroeper, Mary Murphy
Previous theories suggest that men are often hesitant to confront anti-gay bias due to masculinity threat and fears about
misclassification. Two experiments empirically explored the relationship between masculinity threat-the threat experienced
when men’s masculinity is questioned-and confronting anti-gay bias. In Study 1, male participants rank ordered the quality
of either feminine lotions or gender-neutral suntan lotions. All received positive feedback attesting to their excellent differentiation skill (thereby inducing masculinity threat in the feminine lotion condition). Afterwards, participants reviewed an
anti-gay article, ostensibly for a student publication, and were given an opportunity to challenge the author’s bias. Study
2 examined whether reducing masculinity threat through self-affirmation increased confrontation rates relative to a noaffirmation control condition. Results suggest that masculinity threat shapes men’s confrontation rates. Further implications
of this work for increasing men’s confrontation of gay bias are discussed.

5. Intergroup Friendships: The Inner Workings of Self-Disclosure in Interracial Relationships Between
Whites and Latino/as
Ashley L. Weinberg
Previous research has found that self-disclosure plays a powerful role in promoting positive outgroup attitudes. Trust,
empathy, and anxiety reduction all mediate the relationship between self-disclosure and positive outgroup attitudes. The
role that these and other mechanisms play for all parties in an interracial relationship is not well-known. We expanded on
previous self-disclosure research to analyze both majority-White and minority-Latino/a- perspectives. We considered the
role of an additional mediator as well: race-related self-disclosure. Our study used a two-group quasi-experimental design
to study Latino/a and White/Caucasian San Diego State University students with respective White/Caucasian and Latino/a
outgroup friends. Subjects were recruited through the SDSU psychology department participant pool and participated by
completing an online questionnaire. Findings from this study provide insight into the role and benefits of self-disclosure in
interracial interactions and the potential to use self-disclosure in cross-group interventions.

6. System Justification Beliefs Moderate Attitudes about Gender Imbalance in Mathematics
Elise A. Lundequam, David M. Marx
The purpose of the present study was to understand how women’s justification of the status quo moderates their attitudes
towards mathematics, a domain in which they are underrepresented. This study incorporates two lines of research (gender inequality in mathematics and research on system justification) in an attempt to answer the following question: why
are women not entering typically male-dominated fields such as mathematics? To do this, we first measured participant’s
gender-specific system justification (GSJ) beliefs. Afterwards, we created a stereotype threat or no threat situation and then
measured participant’s attitudes toward mathematics and their emotional reactions when presented with information that
women are either underrepresented or equally represented as men in mathematics. We hypothesized that under stereotype threat conditions, those high in GSJ would have more negative attitudes (e.g., less interest and lowered math self-efFRIDAY PROGRAM • JUNE 24, 2016
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ficacy) towards mathematics, but show little negative emotional reactions (compared to those low in GSJ) when presented
with information stating that women are underrepresented as opposed to equally represented in mathematics. The results
of this research could provide key insight into ways to enhance the effectiveness of real-world interventions that aim to
bolster the numbers of women in fields in which they are underrepresented.

7. Can Reframing Feminism Reduce its Stigma?
Jae Eun Lee, Stefanie Simon
While there is strong public support for women’s rights and gender equality, feminism—the belief in gender equality and
an awareness of gender discrimination—receives lower levels of support. People misunderstand the definition of feminism
and generally describe feminists with negative attributes, which serves as a barrier for people to self-identify as feminists
themselves. Given that most Americans hold egalitarian beliefs, the present research hypothesized that when feminists
are reframed as people who endorse equality between men and women, people will see feminism more favorably and
self-identify more as feminists. The present research used a 2 (Participant gender: Male vs. Female) x 2 (Feminism: Reframe
vs. Control) between-subjects design. One hundred and fifty people (78 women, 72 men) from the U.S. were recruited
to participate from Mechanical Turk. The results revealed that reframing feminism did not improve people’s identification with feminism or attitudes toward feminists. While women were unaffected whether feminists were reframed or not,
men self-identified significantly less as feminists and expressed more hostile attitudes toward them when feminists were
reframed as people in support of gender equality. Implications for strategies that define feminism as a means to improve
attitudes toward feminists will be discussed.

8. Psychological Predictors of Success in a Job Training Program
Lara D. Westerhof, Geoffrey Maruyama
The present study developed through a partnership between a large Midwestern university and an urban job training
program for chronically under- and unemployed adults facing severe poverty. This study built upon prior research finding that grit, or dispositional perseverance, was not related to success in the program, yet that more advanced participants
scored significantly higher in grit than those new to the program, suggesting that grit may be a malleable state rather than
a stable personality trait. The present study: (1) examines the relationship between success in this program and four social
psychological variables (grit; conscientiousness, the tendency to be careful, thorough, and vigilant; mindsets, one’s beliefs
about malleability of core human qualities; and goal orientations, the types of goals individuals hold in different domains);
(2) explores interrelations between the four variables; and (3) explores utility and validity of these variables in a population
that has, to date, been neglected in literatures. One cohort of students will begin participation in January. Participants will
be assessed on each of the four variables at the start of each new course session (about every two months). Their progress
will be tracked through summer, 2016. The poster will present preliminary findings.

9. Complexity Across the Spectrum of Nonreligious Identities
Kim A. Case, Stephanie Pranter, Genesis Granados, Briana Perry, Kelsey Braun, Justin Hackett
This study expands upon the limited social science literature regarding non-religious identity. To date, research in this area
focused on traits nonreligious identifying individuals are likely to possess (Hunter, 2010) and if they feel discriminated
against (Bloesch, Forbes, & Curtis, 2004; Gervais, Shariff, & Norenzayan, 2011; Nadal et al., 2010). Participants (N=289;
60% female) completed an online survey [ages 18-80, 75% heterosexual, 83% White]. Findings indicated non-religious
identity is claimed across a spectrum and individuals use multiple explanations to describe their ideologies. Participants
rated their personal identification with six nonreligious identity labels as well as level of self-identification with each term.
Highest identification with labels associated with the nonreligious included “nonreligious” (88%), “atheist” (79%), “humanist” (78%), and “secular” (77%). As a result of having the option to choose multiple labels, 85% self-identified with three or
more of the six presented terms. Only 4% identified with just one term. Qualitative responses explained typically oversimplified identities with complexity such as a “non-denominational, poly-spiritualistic, secularist,” a “non-believer of any
religion or god,” and “a continuum.” The results may have implications for practical applications such as teaching diversity
courses, prejudice reduction workshops, educational settings, and a more accurate understanding of non-religious identifying individuals.
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10. Back that Sexism Up: Analyzing Female Objectification in Music Videos
Randa D. Simpson, Amy H. Jones
Historically, music videos have helped to define contemporary culture. Survey results indicate that teenagers and young
adults make up the majority of the music video audience. Additionally, research suggests dominant themes in music videos
produce distorted ideologies of women’s bodies and sexuality. While the art form of the music video is produced to
entertain the public, these images also influence societal behaviors and attitudes. This study sought to expand upon the
existing body of literature with a longitudinal analysis of music videos across four different genres. Music video content
was analyzed for rock, hip-hop, pop, and rap genres from 1980-2015. Visual and verbal cues were analyzed for 48 music
videos, under the guidance of media framing theory. Triangulation was used in data analysis to examine the representation
of women’s bodies, actions of and toward women, and how those actions relate to the music lyrics. Results indicate that the
stereotypical portrayal of women in music videos has remained constant throughout four decades. Additionally, the hypersexualized portrayal of women in music videos has significantly increased over time. The article concludes with a discussion
of the implications of hyper-sexualized images presented to the young, impressionable teen and young-adult audience.

11. Advantages of Using Social Media to Disseminate Psychology Research
Marc E. Wolpoff, Anika Chowdhury
This study explores the potential advantages of using social media to disseminate psychology research. Community college
students in southern California were exposed to three recent psychology studies in one of two conditions: abstracts from
original publications (n=43), or Twitter style “tweets” capturing the main finding of each study (n=54). Immediately after
reading the abstracts or “tweets”, all participants were asked to summarize the main finding of the studies to measure their
comprehension, and were asked to do the same again approximately 20 minutes later to test their retention. Responses
for each answer were scored on a 0-3 scale reflecting how accurately participants captured the main finding of the study.
It was predicted that participants would comprehend and retain the material better in “tweet” condition than abstract
condition. Results indicate that although comprehension of the studies was similar between the abstracts and the “tweets”,
t=1.51, p= .13, r=.15, students in the “tweet” condition did retain significantly more of the main findings than students in
the abstract condition, t=2.27, p=.02, r=.23. This finding provides evidence to suggest that psychology researchers should
consider disseminating their findings via social media to inform a larger audience and potentially improve readers’ retention of the main findings.

12. Embodying the Police: How Enclothed Cognition Affects Implicit Race Bias
Saaid A. Mendoza, Melissa M. Sheild, Julie A. James, Bryan A. Blum
Research on enclothed cognition has suggested that wearing certain clothing can trigger psychological processes and
behavioral tendencies connected to its symbolic meaning (Adam & Galinsky, 2012). Though past studies have used clothing with distinctly positive associations (e.g., lab coats-attentiveness), the current research investigated these effects using
clothing with more ambivalent connotations. Specifically, we examined how embodying the role of a police officer through
physical clothing would affect the expression of racial bias. Participants were randomly assigned to wear or not wear a police uniform while completing the Shooter Task (Correll et al., 2002), in which they had to quickly decide whether to shoot
or not shoot Black and White male targets holding guns or objects. Given the racialized climate currently surrounding
American law enforcement, we predicted that participants wearing the uniform would make more errors overall and show
greater evidence of racial bias in their decisions. We found mixed support for our hypotheses. Compared with control
participants, those in uniform made significantly more errors, were faster to shoot armed Blacks versus Whites, and tended
to be slower to not shoot unarmed Blacks versus Whites. However, their error rates were not racially biased. Implications
for regulating implicit stereotyping effects are discussed.

13. Feminism and Support: Residence Staff’s Response to Sexual Assault Disclosures
Amber M. Gustafson, Kathryn J. Holland, Lilia M. Cortina
Sexual assault is widespread on college campuses; however, resident assistants’ (RAs) helping role and crisis intervention
training may place them in a unique position to provide support to sexual assault survivors. Help providers’ responses to
disclosures can affect survivors’ wellbeing-positively and negatively-so it is important to examine the social support RAs
offer to survivors and predictors of this support. We hypothesize that feminist identity and rape myth acceptance (RMA)
will play a crucial role. Thus, the current study examined how feminist identity and RMA affected RAs’ provision of tangible
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and emotional support. We examined data from 305 undergraduate RAs at a large Midwestern university. In response
to eight sexual assault scenarios, RAs indicated how likely they would be to refer survivors to the sexual assault center
on campus (i.e., tangible support) and described the emotional support they would provide (e.g., empathizing). Linear
regressions indicated that low RMA was a significant predictor of more tangible and emotional support. There was also a
significant interaction between RMA and feminist identity, where non-feminists with high RMA were least likely to provide
tangible support. These findings demonstrate need for improved training for RAs around rape myths and responding to
sexual assault disclosures.

14. Military Veteran Adjustment to the Civilian Workforce
Alicia B. Johnston
This quantitative study utilized principles from Bandura’s (1971) social learning theory to investigate the factors influencing
military veterans’ adjustment to the civilian workforce. Specifically, this investigation examined how self-efficacy, outcome
expectations, and social satisfaction affect job satisfaction in two independent samples: military veterans (n=101) and
undergraduate students (n=80). The results indicated that job satisfaction was significantly correlated to met expectations,
r = .613, p < .001; social satisfaction, r = .525, p < .001; and self-efficacy, r = .364, p < .001. Differences between veteran
and student participants were examined to determine how military transition compares to other groups in transition, and
the results indicated that there were significant differences between these samples for: self-efficacy, F (1,173) = 13.469, p <
.001; met expectations, F (1,177) = 7.089, p < .05; social satisfaction, F (1,177) = 4.142, p < .05; comfort, F (1,179) = 6.489,
p < .05; and reward, F (1,178) = 12.770, p < .001. Differences between military branches were also assessed to determine
differences in veterans’ transition experiences. The results indicated that there were no differences in adjustment outcomes
between military branches. However, there was a significant difference in met expectation domain scores for reward, F =
3.567, p < 0.05 between Army and Marine Corps veterans participating in this study.

15. Looking in the Mirror: Psychology Today 1967-1976
Jean Giebenhain, Ashley Bauman, Michaela Schleinz, Lauren Taylor-Sharp, Ellen Musser, Eliza Samuelson, Elizabeth Dorow,
Danielle Freetly, Johanna Younce, Kayla Null-Gracia, and Erica Zimmerman
Do you ever feel like we are reliving the 1960s and ‘70s? There may be no better place to investigate the interplay between psychology and society than in Psychology Today. Using qualitative content analysis, students in a History of
Psychology course investigate the first decade of Psychology Today to identify themes in the content across this turbulent
time. Although sometimes considered “fluff ”, we found Psychology Today contained significant coverage of social justice
concerns mirrored in today’s world, including racism, sexism, homophobia, civil rights, poverty, prisoner abuse, drug laws,
violence, gun control, mental health reform, war, environmental issues, and student activism.

16. Effects of Waste Console Design on Students’ Recycling Behaviors
Lindsay B. Miller, Jason M. Weaver
Many people recognize the threats posed by climate change but continue to act unsustainably. The Theory of Planned
Behavior indicates that this discrepancy between pro-environmental beliefs and unsustainable action can be reduced if
sustainable actions are made easy and rewarding. At Colorado College, the waste receptacles in the student center were
recently replaced with new color coordinated and clearly labeled MAX-R cabinets. This study measured the effects of the
new cabinets on students’ recycling behaviors in comparison to standard waste bins. On three of the six days of the study,
the MAX-R cabinet in the front entrance of the student center was replaced with standard bins, and the items thrown into
each receptacle were counted over two-hour periods. The new MAX-R cabinets reduced the proportion of items thrown
into the trash by 13.1%, p < .001. The proportion of items that students recycled was 2.3% greater for the MAX-R cabinets,
p = .024. MAX-R cabinets at Colorado College reduce waste and encourage individuals to recycle. To increase pro-environmental behavior, generic waste bins should be replaced with MAX-R cabinets. Sustainability at the level of individuals
may be achieved by simply changing the design of common tools to make pro-environmental actions easier.

17. Portrayals of Social Class in Mainstream and Underground Rap Music
Christine E. Rosales, Heather E. Bullock
Rap is one of the most popular genres of music in the U.S. (Loynes, 2014), and can be a powerful venue for challenging
hegemonic class and race relations (Rose, 1994). This study examined how social class, poverty, and wealth are portrayed
in mainstream and underground rap music. Lyrics from a sample of 200 rap songs (100 mainstream and 100 underground)
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were content analyzed to assess portrayals of social class and economic mobility, and how these depictions aligned with or
subverted dominant beliefs about wealth and poverty. Of specific interest was assessing potential similarities and differences between mainstream and underground songs. In both genres, wealth was commonly represented as the accumulation of material resources (e.g., cash, luxury items) and interpersonal and intergroup power (e.g., being part of an ingroup),
and less frequently in terms of negative consequences (e.g., being the target of jealousy). Poverty was most frequently
portrayed in relation to hardship (e.g., economic instability) and turning to crime to survive. Minimal differences between
the two genres were observed; however, underground songs offered more resistive messages about social class (e.g., portraying members of low-income groups positively, contextualizing experiences of poverty) than mainstream lyrics.

18. An Exploration of Moral Identity and Race Relations in Cyberspace
Vandna Gill, Jessica Decuir-Gunby
This study explored how emerging adults engaged with race-related issues via social media and whether this engagement
was related to moral identity. Using a series of multiple regression analyses with data from 47 White and 43 Black college
students, the following trends were found: (1) race was a significant predictor of engagement with race-related issues via
social media; (2) having a greater sense of belonging in social media communities was a strong predictor of more frequent
social media use; (3) greater frequency of social media use was a strong predictor of engagement with race-related issues
online; (4) symbolization of moral identity was a strong predictor of engagement with race-related issues via social media
when combined with race as a predictor, though internalization of moral identity was not; and (5) Black participants who
used social media frequently felt more inclined to engage with and comment on race-related incidents than White participants who used social media frequently. This study has the potential to help students and educators recognize ways in
which moral identity and social media use may be facilitating or impeding race relations online. It could also provide useful
data in examining racial climate on college campuses.

19. Wired and Detached: Correlation Between Technology and Youth’s Social Skills
Kellcey N. Schwartz, Clara J. Pierskalla, Nina Slota
One current controversy with the advancement of technology is the developmental impact on children’s cognition and
social skills (e.g., Gorge & Odgers, 2015; Giacomo, et al., 2014 ). This study will explore this potential link between the
use of technology and developmental status in children currently living in the Midwest. Sections of the MacArthur Health
and Behavior Questionnaire (HBQ) (Boyce et al., 2002) will be used in order to evaluate the mental, social, and academic
well-being of the children. Additional questions will be created in order to measure how often and which technologies are
being used by children. The findings will become the basis for a brochure aimed at educating parents. It will be distributed
locally, online, and at SPSSI.

20. Results of Experiential “Buy Your Opportunity” Workshop with College Students
Jonathan Kodet, Dia Mason, Della Mosley, Holly Brown, Katherine Cascio, Nicholas Simpson
The goals of this experiential workshop were to engage college students in a problem-posing simulation of privilege and
oppression as it relates to economic inequality, expose the myth of meritocracy, and increase positive feelings of openness
to diversity discussions. The workshop was conducted twice, once with 16 students enrolled in a Human Development
class and once with 36 ethnically diverse students who voluntarily attended a Homelessness and Hunger Awareness event.
Participants completed pre- and post-tests containing the Openness to Diversity and Challenge Scale (ODCS; Pascarella
et al., 1996) and a protestant work ethic scale (PWE; Ho et al., 2012). The 4-hour workshop consisted of three activities: a
values-based ice-breaker, an empathy-evoking Freirean-inspired activity, and the simulation entitled Buy Your Opportunity
which we designed to create a microcosm of socio-economic inequality, yet with cultural hegemony of equal opportunity
and individual merit. We then gave participants the opportunity to change the rules of the simulation as it progressed.
Currently, we only have results from workshop one: as predicted, students significantly increased in openness to diversity
dialogue; t(15)=3.89, p < .001, one-tailed, d = .69. Also, students significantly decreased endorsement of meritocratic beliefs; t(15)=3.20, p < .003, one-tailed, d = .86.

21. The Pernicious Effects of Blatant Racist Media
Rafael Aguilera, Christopher M. Federico
Though media coverage of blatant racist acts is broad and far-reaching, these acts may be perceived as rare, isolated
instances and not representative of American life in general. Furthermore, media coverage of racism may inadvertently
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define racism in a limited, traditional sense. Though counterintuitive, this may prevent people from recognizing subtler
forms of racism that are still rampant in American life and lead them to deny that racism is a pervasive, systemic issue.
Often, subtle discrimination takes the form of racial microaggressions, commonplace daily behaviors that belittle or insult
people of color, whether intentional or not. White Americans’ denial of systemic racism in America, then, may stem from an
inability to recognize manifestations of subtle racial prejudice behaviors such as microaggressions. In two studies I investigate whether exposure to blatant forms of racism in the media “distract” people from recognizing subtler forms of racial
prejudice and racism as an institutional problem. Study 1, investigates the extent to which people recognize subtle forms of
racial prejudice (e.g., microaggressions) as racist. Study 2 investigates how exposure to instances of blatant racism influences
perceptions of subtler forms of racism like microaggressions, as well as racism as a pervasive, systemic issue in America.

22. Dude Looks Like a Feminist!: Moral Concerns and Feminism among Men
Renee F. Precopio, Laura R. Ramsey
Although male participation in feminism is essential, men may not support the movement because of its association with
women (Holmgren & Hearn, 2009). This research investigated whether certain moral concerns relate to male endorsement
of feminism. The Moral Foundations Theory outlines five moral concerns: harm (i.e., the concern for someone’s physical
and emotional well-being), fairness (i.e., the concern for equality and justice), ingroup (i.e., the concern for loyalty to group
membership), authority (i.e., the concern for tradition and the social hierarchy), and purity (i.e., the concern for physical
and spiritual cleanliness; Graham et al., 2011). We predicted male feminist endorsement would be associated with greater
support for harm and fairness and less support for ingroup, authority, and purity. Using an online survey methodology,
participants (N = 124) completed measures on various aspects of feminism (e.g., beliefs, identity, and collective action) and
moral concerns. The results of correlation and regression analyses generally supported our predictions that higher support
for conservative moral concerns relates to less endorsement of feminism, whereas higher support for liberal moral concerns relates to more endorsement of feminism, even when controlling for political ideology. This research contributes to
our understanding of male resistance to and support of feminism.

23. Effects of Trait Mindfulness on System Justification and Outgroup Attitudes
Mollie A. Price, Ann Bettencourt
We examined whether trait mindfulness interacted with system justification in predicting outgroup attitudes among White,
African, and Hispanic Americans. Students in a psychology course completed a survey including measures of negative racial
attitudes (Stephan et al., 1993), racial-specific system justification (adapted from Kay et al., 2003), and five-facet mindfulness
(Baer et al., 2006). Minority participants (i.e., African and Hispanic Americans, n = 120) answered questions regarding White
Americans. White Americans answered questions regarding either African Americans (n = 186) or Hispanic Americans (n
= 180). Regression analyses showed that for minority members, higher levels of SJ was associated with less negative racial
attitudes, but minority members high in TM showed significantly less negative racial attitudes (interaction b = -.25, p < .05).
For the majority group members with low TM, higher SJ was related to more negative racial minority attitudes, but high TM
was associated with more favorable racial attitudes regardless of SJ. The interaction was marginally significant when collapsed
across ethnic minority target (interaction b = -.12, p = .07); those that answered questions regarding African Americans yielded a significant interaction (interaction b = -.177, p < .05) but not those asked about Hispanic Americans (p = .623).

24. As We Age: Boomers’ Perspectives on Positive Aging
Kristin M. Hultgren
Baby Boomers have a reputation for changing attitudes on topics ranging from dress and demeanor, to race, sexuality and
work (Mintz, 2009). As such, Boomers’ impressions of positive aging may differ from previous cohorts. While prior research
shows Boomers’ have unique concerns about aging (Adams-Price, Turner & Warren, 2012), their perspective on “positive aging” remains to be studied. The current study will utilize grounded theory methodology (Charmaz, 2006) to gather
information and develop a theory about positive aging for Boomers. Approximately 20-40 adults 51-69 years old will be
recruited from a variety of settings including health fairs. Focus groups will use semi-structured interviews leaving space for
new topics to arise. Interviews will be transcribed and thematically coded between each focus group. New themes will be
added to the interview for each subsequent group until novel themes are no longer generated (Charmaz, 2006). Data collection and analysis for this IRB-approved study will occur between December 2015 and June 2016. Themes will be used
in the development of a theory of positive aging for Baby Boomers. Results of this study may be used to influence and
uniquely tailor policies, resources, and structures placed around aging for this upcoming group of older adults.
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25. How Formal Volunteerism Impacts Homeless Men in Recovery
Christopher P. Cavanaugh, Rebecca V. Robinson, James M. Fitterling, Maria C. Crouch
The purpose of this mixed methods study was to explore empowerment and social connectedness among homeless
individuals within the context of formal volunteerism. A pilot project invited residents of a recovery program for homeless addicts to volunteer for a construction organization that builds homes for families that cannot qualify for traditional
mortgages. All residents of the recovery program were invited to participate in the volunteer activity, which occurred
weekly. Quantitative data was gathered from all residents of the addiction recovery program related to empowerment,
depression/distress, subjective affect, and subjective well-being. Then we gathered qualitative data using semi-structured
key informant interviews with multiple stakeholders of the program. Findings indicate that participating in formal volunteer activity led to a shift in the meaning of volunteerism for the residents, as well as a significant impact on the residents in
how they see themselves, and an observed increase in pro social behaviors. Future directions related to volunteerism as an
avenue to increase empowerment for traditionally marginalized groups are discussed.

26. YouTube as Cultural Setting for Identity Development
Michele N. Cantwell
Today’s emerging adults have grown up with an increasing reliance on technology for social interaction (Boyd, 2007).
Exploring one’s individuated identity may take place predominantly in online communities (Boyd, 2011), such as YouTube.
In Study 1, a digital ethnography of a self-defined group within YouTube was conducted to identify cultural values and
themes of identity and members of the community (n = 15) from culturally Western countries were interviewed. In Study 2,
participants (n = 135) completed a survey on YouTube participation and identity. Results of these two studies suggest that
themes of identity development and cultural values are prevalent within this particular YouTube community. Findings are
consistent with a goal of identity development outlined by Arnett, Ramos, and Jensen (2001), which is a desire to achieve
balance between autonomy and community. This negotiation plays out in the community studied as individuals seek to
express individuality yet profess the desire and importance of communitarian values.

27. Gender Non-Conformity and Well-Being
Myriam Padron, Paula M. Brochu
Although the sociocultural climate in the U.S. continues to change toward one with a more accepting attitude, genderatypical traits are negatively associated with well-being (Williams & Riger, 2011). There has been little research conducted
in the area of well-being and its relationship with stigma and discrimination that individuals who do not conform to gender
norms may endure. The present study examines the moderating roles of gender conformity, social support, and perceived
discrimination on well-being (N=150, recruited from the online community). Participants higher in gender non-conformity,
who reported adequate social support and lower levels of discrimination, had higher levels of well-being compared to
participants who reported inadequate social support and higher levels of discrimination. Furthermore, those with high
levels of social support and high levels of discrimination reported higher levels of well-being than those with low levels of
social support. This research highlights the importance of social support as a buffer for those in the gender atypical population who are often subjected to prejudice and discrimination, which has implications for clinicians and researchers, as well
as mobilizing societal change.

28. What’s Up, Doc?
Sydnee N. Torrence, Nina Slota
Psychiatrists may be an important piece of the social support networks for their patients with mental health impairments.
Psychiatrists are one of the key professionals in helping individuals understand their symptoms, goals, and identity as
someone with mental health impairments. Psychiatrists may play a huge influence on social issues placed on individuals with
mental health impairments. Limited research suggests that psychiatrists’ attitudes and interactions towards their patients,
who have developmental disabilities, are more stigmatizing (e.g., Lennox, 1995; Gething, 1994). These studies did not
explore psychiatrists’ attitudes to their patients who solely experienced mental health impairments. Additionally, there
has been little research that has explored whether psychiatrists impose stigmatizing attitudes onto their patients or hold
perceptions that support the social model of disability. This study will distribute a modified version of Darling & Heckert’s
(2010) Questionnaire on Disability Identity and Opportunity to psychiatrists in several Midwestern states. Psychiatrists’
attitudes may support or hinder their patients’ development of a positive or negative disability identity. The results of
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the study will disseminated to the original mailing list in the form of a brochure, which will encourage public education to
provide a positive experience for those who live with mental health impairments.

29. Development of a New IAT Toward Male and Female Scientists
Margaret S. Stockdale, Leslie Ashburn Nardo, Courtney A. Laughman
Girls’ and women’s interest and persistence in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) careers is an intractable
problem (see Nosek et al., 2009), and women who have pursued STEM careers continue to face a hostile attitude in their
work environments (Hill et al., 2010). We examined implicit attitudes toward male and female scientists as a possible explanation for prejudicial treatment of women in science careers. Our IATs assessed associations between images of male and
female scientists and evaluative categories of (a) competent vs. incompetent; (b) powerful vs. weak; and (c) alone vs. together to determine whether implicit stereotypes of women as scientists are consistent with agentic and communal gender
role stereotypes (Eagly & Steffen, 1984) and evidence of lower competence judgments of women in male-dominated careers (Eagly & Mladinic, 1994). A U.S. MTurk sample (n= 182; 50% male) completed three IATs. Means indicated that male
scientists, compared to female scientists, were implicitly associated with Alone (d=-.82, SD=.84), Power (d=.-.91, SD=.66)
and Competence (d=-.77, SD=.87). Alone and Power were significantly correlated, r=.91, but neither were correlated with
Competence (rs=.09). Therefore, while implicit attitudes favoring male scientists exist, perceptions of competence do not
appear to be related to perceptions of agency.

30. The Impact of Perceived Volunteer Probation Officers on Attitude of Offenders
Naoya Takahaski
In Japan, there are volunteer probation officers to promote rehabilitation of offenders. But volunteer probation officers are
rapidly aging and have low visibility with the public. This study carried out a questionnaire survey to clarify the impact of
perceived volunteer probation officers on attitude of offenders. This survey was conducted online, 304 people living in Tokyo has been answered. In this result, positivity on the work of criminals and sympathy on the circumstances of the criminals
increased with a higher level of visibility for volunteer probation officers. Senses of aversion decreased with a higher level of
visibility for volunteer probation officers. On the basis of these results, it was suggested that citizens improve their tolerance
of offenders by cultivating understanding of volunteer probation officers and offender rehabilitation in community.

31. Friendships, Sense of Belonging, and Academic Performance of Homeless Children
Wei Song
This research collected data from homeless children (N=48), examining relationships between friendship and homeless
children’s sense of belonging and academic performance. Research conducted on non-homeless children in school settings
has demonstrated positive effects of friendships on their academic functioning (e.g., reading and math) and school involvement, but few efforts have focused on homeless children, who in particular might be adversely affected by lack of friendships. A moderated mediation model was utilized to examine relationships among friendship quality, sense of belonging,
and academic performance of homeless children. The results found no relationship between friendship quality and ratings
of academic performance, or between sense of belonging and academic performance. However, the study found that
friendship quality was positively related to sense of belonging. Second, companionship and closeness, as two dimensions
of friendship quality, had respectively negative and positive relations with academic performance. The findings imply
that friends are important for helping homeless children living in a homeless shelter feel accepted. However, the negative
relation of companionship with academic performance suggests that children need role models other than friends who
are also homeless. For future studies, the relationship between friendship quality and other academic outcomes, such as
motivation and interests, needs further investigation.

32. Undergraduate Students’ Experience in a Socio-Psychological Intervention
Isabel Lopez, Suzanne Russ, Andrew Williams, Geoffrey Maruyama
This present study aimed to understand the different experiences and outcomes for participants in an undergraduate level
class at a large Midwestern university who received a socio-psychological intervention targeting academically challenged
and underrepresented students. In this intervention, participants were asked to watch videos, read articles and listen to recordings about the neuroplasticity of the brain and beliefs about how to navigate college and become successful students.
After engaging with these resources, participants were asked to write a brief reflection about the intervention content and
how these topics might be applied to their lives. The present study employs a phenomonographic approach to analyze
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170 reflections to: (1) identify the extent to which themes discussed focused on neuroplasticity, (2) determine which of
the intervention themes were most salient, and (3) analyze how students internalized these themes and applied them to
their lives to affect their future behavior. The poster will present findings and how one might tailor similar interventions for
future use.

33. Relationship between Diverse Friendships and Public Regard among Diverse Adolescents
Ashley M. Stewart, Diane Hughes, Juan Del Toro
Public Regard is one of the most understudied dimensions of ethnic identity and has been linked to a number of socioemotional outcomes. In an effort to understand relationships of a positive or negative public regard, this study aims to 1)
determine if ethnically diverse best friend groups in adolescence are associated with public regard 2) assess how changes
in public regard from 6th to 7th grade varies between youth with interracial and intraracial friendships, and 3) assess
how these relationships vary across ethnic-racial groups. Data come from a subsample of 992 African American (22.7%),
Puerto Rican (10.5%), Dominican (15.9%), Chinese (22.5%) and White (27.1%) adolescents from the Early Adolescent
Cohort. Public Regard is measured using three items from the Multidimensional Inventory of Black Identity (Sellers, Rowley,
Chavous, Shelton, & Smith, 1997) and the MIBI-Teen (Scottham, Sellers, & Nguyen, 2005). To assess racial composition of
best friend groups we used friend grids, in which participants were asked to identify his or her top three, same-sex friends
by name followed by an identification of their best friends’ race or ethnicity. We estimated an ANCOVA to assess the
relationship between public regard and racial composition of friendships. Findings highlight this relationship and its change
over time.

34. Advocating for Aging Adults and Caregivers
Stephanie J. Thorson-Olesen, Sydney R. Eckert
By the year 2030, the elderly population will grow to approximately 72.1 million individuals, which is about 19% of the
population in the United States (Census, 2010). With these demographic projections it is important to advocate for the
care of aging adults. The purpose of this research was to explore the compassion fatigue and satisfaction of formal caregivers (employed in a caregiver role), adult child (caring for an aging parent), and spouse/partner caring for a significant
other who was 65 or older. The Professional Quality of Life Inventory (ProQOL), a quantitative survey was utilized for data
collection. The results indicated a significant difference in the level of fatigue and satisfaction for the three different care
providers. It is important to improve the quality of life for our aging populations and their caregivers and psychologists are
in a unique position to advocate for the quality of care.

35. Ageism and Driving Performance: Older Adults Take Less Risks
Stephanie Weigman, Savanna Lindemann, Elizabeth Paitel, Raquel Cowell
Ageism includes negative stereotypes on driving in older adulthood (Lambert, 2013). This research seeks to answer community questions of aging and risky driving behavior. Sensation-seeking individuals may undergo intense feelings that
often include taking risks. Peers can strongly influence risky behavior in young adults and may have less of an influence on
older adults (Vorobyev, 2015). Younger and older adults were compared in peer and alone contexts to analyze risk taking
differences by using a simulated driving task. A 2 x 2 x 2 multivariate between subjects ANOVA compared the effects of
age, sex, and group context on risky decision making. There was a significant main effect of age (MYA= 3.12, MOA = 1.30,
SDYA = 0.22, SDOA = 0.20) and a significant sex by group context interaction, with males in the alone context taking the
least amount of risks. Post hoc Bonferroni t-tests revealed that males took more risky decisions amongst peers than females.
Future directions include hosting an open house to give these findings away to members of the community and spur discussion about driving stereotypes about older adults.

36. Criterion-Based Strategy to Assess Bias Component of Hate Crime Perpetration
Edward W. Dunbar
A crime scene record review was conducted to answer the following questions: 1) Are offender demographics associated
with bias motivation? 2) Do the bias motivation criteria demonstrate satisfactory sensitivity and specificity in distinguishing between hate crimes, hate incidents, and non-bias motivated crimes? 3) Is hate speech a poor determinant of offender
bias motivation? and 4) Is there a proportional increase in the degree of bias motivation and the severity of the hate
crime? The methodology employed review of the crime report and officer investigative records using the Bias Motivation
Profile-Revised (BMP-R); the sample consisted of 551 offenses reported in the city of Los Angeles during 2003 that were
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initially classified as a hate crime or a hate incident by law enforcement personnel. Among a myriad of findings, results of
this analysis showed that the criteria for hate group or racialized gang membership, punishment of sexually deviant behavior, and articulated religious ideology-based aggression varied by offender race/ethnic group. Juvenile offenders (under 18
years of age) were more likely to engage in offenses where the presence of hate paraphernalia/symbols was reported and
were more likely to be members of hate group or racialized gangs.

37. Differences in Sensation Seeking by Age Group and Sex
Shelby VanRossum, Elizabeth Paitel, Sarah Jensen, Raquel Cowell
Both younger and older adults spend an increasing amount of time with their peers. While research suggests that younger
adults significantly change their behaviors in the context of peers (Steinberg & Gardner, 2008), it is not clear if older adults
are also influenced. In the current study, impulse control on a decision-making task varied by age group and social context.
A one-way ANOVA showed that overall, a community sample of older adults had a slower reaction time on the decisionmaking task than younger adults, regardless of social context. Additionally, younger adults performed more quickly when
they were being observed by two similarly aged, same-sex peers (M = 6.09) than when they completed the tasks alone (M
= 5.95). This may suggest that young adults do not contemplate decisions as thoroughly in the presence of peers as older
adults. These results have the potential to inform the general public of the realities of cognitive aging, and to combat ageism within our communities by illustrating how a steady reaction time is more robust in older adults, regardless of changes
in the environment.

38. Hate and Revenge in the Life of a Repented Killer
Amanda Davies, Amalio Blanco, Lourdes Miron
This submission describes the parallelism between the personal biography of a repented killer and a piece of Colombian
socio-political development; that of the most vicious armed group in Colombia’s history of violence, the AUC. Several of
the mechanisms that Bandura (1999) identifies as basic mechanisms for moral disengagement can be observed in this story.
The perpetrator begins by justifying the morality of his actions to himself: he was helping the national army (patriotism), or
helping the population (defending the community). He does not feel ultimately responsible for his behavior, he considers
himself one more element in a hierarchical group and clarifies that he is not the one who decided who or how to kill (displacement of responsibility). Furthermore, he redefines his behavior in a euphemistic way. He uses the passive voice when
talking about his participation in murders (e.g., “the mission was carried out”), and he defines the victim in a dehumanized,
degraded way. All of these mechanisms aim towards distancing himself from his behavior while degradation distances him
from the victim. His autobiographical memory is a significant record of Colombian socio-political development, a history of
violence and hate crimes resulting in hundreds of thousands of innocent victims.

39. Religion and Well-Being: Differences by Dimensions and Majority/Minority Status
Marium Ibrahim, Cari Gillen-O’Neel
The transition to college is a significant and often difficult life event (Credé & Niehorster, 2012). Thus, it is important to
understand what factors contribute to successful adjustment to the college environment (Pritchard, Wilson & Yamnitz,
2007). Religion may be one such factor, as it is often related to greater psychological well-being in college students (Burris et al., 2009), although there are some mixed findings about this relationship (Maltby & Day, 2003). One of the reasons
behind these mixed findings may be that most research does not distinguish between different dimensions of religion (e.g.,
identity, spirituality, and religious practice), which may be differentially associated with well-being (Ellison & Fan, 2000).
Another explanation may be the majority or minority status of an individual’s religion, as belonging to a minority-status
religion may be associated with decreased well-being (Whittaker et al., 2005). In this study, 303 undergraduate students
(randomly selected from five colleges in the Midwest) completed measures of religious identity, spirituality, social and
private religious practice and psychological well-being. Our analyses will examine 1) the relationship between the various
dimensions of religion and psychological well-being, and 2) the role that the majority or minority status of an individual’s
religion plays in that relationship.
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40. PTSD Family Coach: Perceptions of an App for Veteran Caregivers
Beth K. Jaworski, Jason E. Owen, Eric Kuhn, Kelly M. Ramsey, Julia E. Hoffman, Craig Rosen
Family members play an important role in the recovery of loved ones with PTSD. However, caregiving can be stressful, and
services for caregivers of those with PTSD are not widely available. As smartphone ownership continues to rise, mobile
apps have increasing potential to deliver educational materials and evidence-informed tools to help caregivers. The
current study explores usage, perceived usefulness, and satisfaction with PTSD Family Coach, a mobile app designed for
family members of veterans with PTSD. Using social media, we recruited family members living with a veteran with PTSD
and experiencing significant distress. One hundred-thirty participants completed the baseline and 1-month follow-up
assessments. Over half (53.1%) reported using the app at least once per week, and for an average of 11.48 minutes (SD =
9.06) per session. Additionally, app use was positively correlated with caregiving self-efficacy (r = ,22, p < .05. Participants
reported that the app was useful and the majority (75.5%) would recommend it to other individuals in similar situations.
Qualitative findings indicate the app contains appropriate and helpful content. Collectively, these results suggest this free
app developed by national experts could help address the vast unmet need for caregiver support.
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Giving Psychology Away:

Sharing research through teaching, interdisciplinary collaboration,
and public engagement

2016 SPSSI CONFERENCE
The Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues
June 24–26, 2016 · Minneapolis, MN

PRESENTATION ABSTRACTS
8:30 AM – 9:40 AM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Giving Feminist Psychological Science Away to Effect Meaningful Social Change
Chair: Tomi-Ann Roberts
Discussant: Nicola Curtin

TALK 1: The Complicated Place of Feminist Psychological Science in the Field
Stephanie Shields
The first generation of feminist psychologists (Helen Thompson Woolley, Leta Stetter Hollingworth, and others) were the
first psychologists to argue that social factors and environment must be included in any explanation of gender differences
in behavior. In fact, they were the first to systematically consider the power of the social environment in human psychology.
As well, feminist research, besides creating new knowledge is concerned with the social implications of our work. Who is it
for? What is its intended purpose? What is the work’s contribution beyond creation of new knowledge? These questions
hover over every project, from start to finish. For many of us, this accountability is the lodestar of our research programs.
Today we have a rich and generative body of feminist research that has grown in sophistication and social usefulness over
the past 40 years. We need to give away our research to other psychologists, to scholars in other disciplines, and to the
general public in an easily read, easy to access form.

TALK 2: Mind the Thigh Gap? Feminist Psychological Science for the Masses
Tomi-Ann Roberts
In this talk I will describe some of the perils and pleasures of translating scholarly work in the realms of objectification, selfobjectification and sexualization to advocacy. Using examples of my own advocacy work in the media, as well as in collaboration with educational, corporate and legal entities working for the betterment of girls’ and women’s embodied lives, I will
illustrate some of the dilemmas and challenges of moving outside the closed room of academia, and into the public arena
as an advocate. In addition, I will provide concrete suggestions for feminist psychological scientists interested in becoming active advocates. Despite the many challenges, or perhaps because of them, I have found that advocacy work has the
potential to be among the most rewarding features of a feminist psychologist’s career.

TALK 3: Feminist Psychologists and Institutional Change in Universities
Abigail Stewart
In this talk, I will outline some of the ways that feminist and gender psychology research has been put to use in institutional
change efforts in higher education, particularly in the context of NSF’s ADVANCE efforts at institutional transformation in
science and engineering. I will show that both the conceptual tools and research in feminist and gender psychology have
provided a theoretical and empirical foundation for many change efforts. Feminist psychologists have been able to enjoy a
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special standing in their home institutions, as experts with specialized knowledge of use in altering policies and practices to
enhance faculty diversity.

TALK 4: Replacing Sexy and Skinny with Strong and Powerful
Elizabeth Daniels
This talk will address how women are portrayed in media and discuss efforts to change the current state of today’s media
environment. Specifically, I will address the following: (a) briefly summarize the dominant ways women are portrayed in the
media (i.e., sexy and skinny); (b) review my research on female athletes and other non-traditional media images of women
(counterweights to dominant images); (c) describe advocacy efforts (national and grassroots) to address media’s treatment
of women, and; (d) discuss how feminist psychological scientists can effect social change.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Ideology, Advocacy, and Giving Psychology Away: Implications for Researchers
Emily A. Leskinen, Alice H. Eagly
This interactive discussion continues the conversation sparked by Eagly’s (2015) SPSSI Presidential Address around the
challenges raised when advocates and their scientific allies ignore science and make sweeping claims that are not consistent
with research, particularly when related to controversial or ideologically charged topics. Together, we will think critically
about what it means to “give psychology away” within a social context that can be impatient with findings that should
temper advocates’ claims and encourage policy makers to reconsider the bases of their commitments. How can researchers communicate findings that are complex and challenging for some policy makers and public audiences? Does distilling
research conclusions to bullet points and 140 character tweets create a fundamental disconnect between the goals of
SPSSI members (i.e., to perform empirically sound research to inform public policy) and realities of research complexities?
We will consider the practical and ethical implications of conducting and disseminating empirically sound social scientific
research within a climate that is ideologically polarized and increasingly distrustful of science.

Invited Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Best Practices for Educating Students of Color: Lessons Learned from Historically Black
Colleges and the Morehouse Male Initiative
Bryant Marks

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Big Health Gains from Small Dietary Changes
Chair: Heather Scherschel

TALK 1: Using Mindfulness to Help People Reduce Sugar Intake in Coffee
Traci Mann
Making small changes to several everyday eating habits may be a more effective route to long-term weight loss than strict
dieting. One area for small, but regular, calorie reduction involves the sugar and fat people add to their coffee, which, if
removed, could save individuals from 100-300 calories per day. Plus, removing these calories from coffee may have less
impact on satiety than reducing calories consumed from solid foods, because liquid calories appear to be less satiating
than calories in solid form. We are testing two interventions to help high-sugar coffee drinkers eliminate the sugar they add
to their coffee. One intervention involves a gradual reduction of sugar over time, based on techniques used for reducing
the amount of salt in commercial products. The second intervention is based on mindfulness theory, and involves teaching
people to drink coffee with great attention and focus so that they notice and appreciate all the sensory aspects of it. We
expect both interventions to produce a relatively greater increase in (1) liking for sugar-free coffee, (2) intentions to con-
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tinue consuming it sugar-free, and (3) likelihood they continue to consume it sugar-free at follow-up, compared to participants in a no-intervention control group.

TALK 2: Spice Up Your Life: Awareness of Variety Increases Meal Satisfaction
Richie Lenne
Environments with a variety of foods are often associated with harmful consumption (e.g., overeat at a buffet). However,
variety is also critical to the enjoyment of food. People consuming a limited set of foods due to medical needs or dietary
restrictions often experience negative affect and satiation. Such circumstances can lead to severe reductions in eating
that carry negative health consequences. When food variety is limited, simple techniques that increase the perception of
variety may be used to increase enjoyment and consumption. We tested whether a brief intervention designed to increase
a person’s perception of variety in their diet reduces feelings of satiation and negative affect that follow from repeated exposure to monotonous foods. Participants ate the same snack at the same time every morning for 14 days, after which they
completed measures of satiation and mood on their smartphone. Prior to eating the snack, participants in the intervention
condition brought awareness to variety in their diet by recalling all the foods they ate yesterday. People in the control condition recalled musical artists. This brief food recall technique is easy to share and may improve the well being of people
experiencing negative affect and satiation due to restricted diets.

TALK 3: Two Eating Interventions for Increasing Vegetable and Decreasing Dessert Consumption
Mary Panos
Most adults in the United States do not meet the minimum vegetable consumption recommendations, whereas grainbased desserts are the leading source of calories in adults’ diets. This suggests that there is considerable room for psychologically based interventions to profoundly improve the diet of the average American. The current study is testing
two interventions for increasing vegetable consumption and reducing dessert consumption in everyday life. In the first
intervention, participants are taught a strategy in which they are instructed to eat an isolated serving of vegetables first
at lunch and dinner (Veggies First; VF). We predict that this will increase overall vegetable consumption because the
vegetables won’t be competing with a more appealing food option (Redden, Mann, et al., under review). In the second
intervention, in addition to the VF instructions, participants are asked to eat a single piece of chocolate at the end of every
meal (Veggies First/Chocolate Last; VF/CL). We predict that having a small treat after a meal will reduce the likelihood that
participants will indulge in other desserts and will reduce the total calories of the meal and of subsequent snacking. Taken
together, the results should be distributable as effective strategies for improving one’s diet.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Psychology, Social Issues, and Post-Racial Society: South African Perspectives
Chair: Glenn Adams

Talk 1: Symbolic Racism as Sense of Group Position
Kevin Durrheim
This talk presents an analysis of interview talk of white academics at a South African university, which communicates similar
moral feelings to those which have been labelled ‘symbolic racism’ in the USA. However, rather than treating ‘racial affect’
as the remnant of childhood socialization, I use social identity theory to develop a view of these moral feelings as expressions of a paranoid sense of group position in a changing world. I argue that their race-talk represents attempts by members of a downwardly mobile dominant group to manage their identity in a context where their power loss is stable and
legitimate, and they have limited powers for social mobility.

Talk 2: Gender, Social Cohesion and Everyday Struggles in South Africa
Puleng Segalo
Since the advent of democracy in South Africa, far-reaching changes have taken place in many areas of society. While many
positive changes have taken place in the new dispensation; however, the promise of democracy has not been fully met. The
hope for collectivity and trust in the government system seems to be an ideal to which many are still striving. Using gender
as a unit of analysis, this presentation interrogates the complexities of democracy and the ideation of social cohesion in a
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country that contends with perpetual everyday struggles. I will also draw briefly from a research project that I conducted
to show the complexities of cohesion amidst perpetual inequalities; furthermore, I will highlight the importance of revisiting and confronting historical injustices as a starting point towards the possibility of a truly cohesive country.

Talk 3: Southern Psychologies? Thinking Psychology in/from Africa
Desmond Painter
This paper discusses the challenge of indigenization to psychology in South Africa. It starts by situation the discipline’s
South African history in relation to colonialism, apartheid, and more recently, neoliberal globalisation. It then proceeds to
provide a brief survey of the ontological, epistemological and ethico-political challenges posed by indigenous (and more
specifically: African) psychologies to mainstream varieties of the discipline. Whilst the indigenous psychology movement
frequently rejects the reality assumptions and value systems it perceives to be at the core of “Western” psychology, it does
not abandon the academic and professional project of psychology (and psychologisation) as such. Instead, it seeks to
“Africanise” the institutional spaces and professional functions that belong to psychology and psychologists in postcolonial
South African. Based on this characterization the paper argues that the indigenous psychology movement in South Africa
clears valuable rhetorical and institutional spaces from which not only “Western” psychology, but the continued entanglements of the discipline with neo-imperial structures of rule and subjectivisation, can be problematised. However, the
paper also critiques essentialist notions of culture, depoliticised notions of autonomy, and patriarchal notions of authority,
which haunts the indigenous psychology movement. It concludes by outlining an alternative avenue, through a re-engagement with the work of Frantz Fanon, for thinking psychology in relation to, and from, Africa. Striking a critical distance from
both the claims of globalist and indigenous psychologies, the paper suggests the radical potential of politically rather than
culturally conceived “Southern Psychologies.”

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Developing Inclusive Pedagogies: Teaching and Learning in Diverse Psychology
Classrooms
Chairs: Kathryn C. Oleson, Carolyn Weisz

TALK 1: Capitalizing on Teachable Moments: Difficult Dialogues in the Inclusive Classroom
Brooke Vick
Psychological research on student achievement emphasizes the importance of students’ sense of belonging and inclusion in
the educational environment on their academic outcomes (Steele, 2010). Students who feel belittled, stereotyped, invisible, or invalidated are more likely to become distracted, distrusting, disengage from class, and perform worse, making
efforts to develop an inclusive classroom climate of critical importance. Even classrooms that have an established culture of
inclusion, however, can have that sense of belonging derailed by an unexpected comment that highlights differing beliefs on social justice issues among students (Watt, 2007). These difficult moments can cause significant discomfort among
students as well as professors, who simultaneously feel pressure to respond productively, but often find themselves unsure
of how to do so. This presentation will discuss a variety of potential responses to these difficult moments that are consistent
with social justice pedagogy and maintain a sense of inclusion and belonging among students. Techniques that capitalize
on these unexpected moments to encourage student reflection and learning as well as strategies to prepare students for
these discussions before they occur will be presented.

TALK 2: Universally-Designed Learning (UDL): Principles and Strategies for Teaching All Students
Michelle R. Nario-Redmond
Our classrooms are more diverse than ever and will be increasingly so as we attract new populations of gifted, multi-lingual,
veteran, adult and traditional groups with particular learning abilities and disabilities. This presentation will provide an
overview of universally-designed learning (UDL) principles and strategies designed to support 21st century students with
alternative methods for presenting content, fostering student engagement and assessing progress. UDL is both evidencebased and theoretically grounded in cognitive science. UDL strategies provide flexible, intuitive and adaptable choices
for educators to accommodate a wide range of people with different experience levels, motivations and abilities. UDL
strategies incorporate multiple representations of knowledge (e.g., digitized notes that can be highlighted and audio-described), multiple ways of expressing knowledge (e.g., speech to text, graphic, performance- and service-based) and mul58
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tiple ways of engaging with educational and cultural material (e.g., personally-relevant, collaborative, and self-regulated)
(Meo, 2008; Rose et al., 2014). A substantial body of research shows how UDL facilitates positive learning experiences not
only for people with sensory, reading and attentional challenges (Goldstein, 2008; McGuire & Scott, 2006; Rose & Meyer,
2002) but also for English-language learners, gifted students and all who enjoy choosing from a range of options (Courey
et al., 2013).

TALK 3: Navigating Social Identity in the Classroom
Jonathan E. Cook
A wide body of research in social psychology points to the ways that social contexts can impact student learning and
performance. For instance, academic environments can elicit social identity threat when stereotypes about intellectual ability are relevant (Steele, Spencer, & Aronson, 2002). In addition, faculty responses (or non-responses) to identity-relevant
comments or other classroom events can be perceived as microaggressions and this can elevate stress (Sue, 2010) and
undermine the safety of the learning environment for some students. At the same time, instructors themselves may experience identity threat or microagressions in classrooms and be unsure how to address these and whether or how much to
discuss or reveal their own identities. The goal of this talk is to highlight these issues and explore (1) how identity emerges
in classrooms; (2) the role of identity in classroom discussions, particularly in classes not directly related to identity; and (3)
how instructors can best manage their own identity concerns in the classroom.

TALK 4: Inclusive Teaching of Research Methods: Making Science Relevant and Revolutionary
Carolyn Weisz
Much can be done to transform traditional courses on psychology research methods to improve the learning environment
for all students and prepare a new generation of researchers and practitioners to study and work with diverse populations.
This presentation will discuss strategies related to course content, course structure, and resource materials. Most methods
courses and texts emphasize research design and ethics with little critical analysis of power dynamics between and among
scholars and participants. Introducing students to concepts and methods related to cultural sensitivity (e.g., Rogler, 1989),
field-based research (e.g., Sieber & Sorensen, 1992), participatory action research (Stoudt, Fox, & Fine, 2012), and/or critical race theory (e.g., Salter & Adams, 2013) can help fill this gap. Using contemporary studies on stereotype threat, implicit
racism, and diversity science in homework and class examples can engage students and open discussions on links between
basic research, application, and social justice. Strategies of inclusive teaching can also improve dynamics among students
working together on team projects, serving as peer reviewers, and in classroom conversations. Methods courses are important curricular locations that can strengthen students’ identities as scientists, and inclusive teaching can make such courses
and the field more relevant for underrepresented students and activists.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Examining Antecedents and Consequences of Adolescents’ Perceptions of
Social Structures
Chair: Juan Del Toro

TALK 1: Examining the Inter-Relations between Ethnic-Racial Identities Across Early Adolescence
Juan Del Toro, Diane L. Hughes, Niobe Way
Adolescence represents a period during which youth explore their ethnicity-race (i.e., exploration) and come to understand societal attitudes toward their ethnicity-race (i.e., public regard). Although we have theory to speculate the interrelations between adolescents’ exploration and public regard, little empirical research has tested these interrelations. Our
work examines these inter-relations over time among an ethnically diverse sample of early adolescents and test whether
ethnicity-race moderates these interrelations. Our data comes from 698 Black, Dominican, Puerto Rican, and Chinese youth
(51.8% females) followed in the 6th, 7th and 8th grades. In each wave, these youth reported on exploration and public
regard. We estimated an autoregressive latent trajectory (ALT) model to examine the inter-relations between exploration
and public regard. We also tested for the effects of multiple covariates, including gender, maternal education, and school
diversity. The ALT models differed significantly between African American and their Chinese peers whereas Dominicans
and Puerto Ricans did not differ significantly from one another. Among African American youth, exploration predicted declines in positive public regard in subsequent years. For Chinese youth, exploration predicted increases in positive public
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regard in subsequent years. Discussion will review the role of stereotypes that may be driving these inter-relations.

TALK 2: System-Justifying Beliefs Influence Youth’s Academic Outcomes and Well-Being
Erin B. Godfrey, Juan Del Toro, Esther Burson, Diane L. Hughes
Social psychological research on system justification theory ( Jost & Banaji, 1994) indicates that individuals are motivated to
legitimize existing sociopolitical arrangements. While this serves a palliative effect for adults overall, it lowers - or is unrelated to - well-being among racial/ethnic minorities ( Jost & van der Toorn, 2012). While developmental psychologists widely
recognize that the social structure of American society influences youth development (García Coll et al., 1996), they rarely
consider how youth rationalize the social structure, or how these rationalizations influence well-being. This paper unites
social psychological and developmental perspectives using data from 354 African-American, Dominican and white middle
schoolers across New York City. In a series of latent growth models, we find that system-justifying beliefs are associated
with academic outcomes and well-being over the course of early adolescence, but that these patterns differ for youth from
minority vs. majority backgrounds. For white youth, higher system-justifying beliefs are associated with better outcomes:
more academic competence, greater engagement in school, higher self-esteem and lower health problems. However, for
African-American and Dominican youth, they are associated with worse outcomes: lower academic competence and poorer grades. Findings are discussed in terms of system justification theory and their developmental implications are explored.

TALK 3: Adolescent Subjective Social Status and Health in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Jason R. Rarick, Erin B. Godfrey
It is a well-documented phenomenon in social psychology that one’s objective set of resources bears insufficient relation
to health and well-being: subjective perceptions also matter (Crocker & Major, 1984; Major 1994). For example, subjective
social status (SSS) - the relative position an individual perceives being on a social ladder relative to others - has been widely
linked to several health outcomes, above and beyond of objective socioeconomic status (Adler et al., 2000). However,
much of this research has been in high-income countries. Little attention has been paid to how these associations may differ
in low- and middle-income countries and even less is known about adolescents’ subjective perceptions in such contexts. To
this end, this paper uses two measures of SSS, one anchored to the local community and the other to the broader national
setting, to investigate the link between adolescents’ SSS and self-reported quality of life in the extremely poor province of
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. Using data from 1,507 young adolescents (ages 9-13), GLS regressions found that both community SSS (β= .124, p<.001) and national SSS (β= .100, p<.001) are significantly, positively associated with self-reported
quality of life while holding constant objective SES and additional covariates. Implications for future research are discussed.

15-Minute Presentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Community and Identity in Educational Contexts
Ethnic-Racial Identity and School Climate in Middle School
Deborah Rivas-Drake, Michael Medina, Tissyana Camacho
Adolescents of color construct their ethnic-racial identities (ERI) in part based on experiences they have with significant
others in various everyday contexts (e.g., schools, teachers, friends, parents; Umaña-Taylor et al., 2014). The current study
examines the transactional nature between two dimensions of school climate (perceived support for multiculturalism and
teacher support) with multiple dimensions of ERI: process (exploration and resolution; Umaña-Taylor et al., 2004) and content (centrality, private and public regard; Sellers et al., 1997, 1998). Data were drawn from 6th-8th graders (n = 218; 52.8%
girls; 42.2% Black, 20.3% Latino, 19.3% Multiracial, and 6.4% Other/Native American). Results of cross-lagged models suggest that perceived support for multiculturalism at school at Wave 1 predicted more positive ethnic-racial public regard and
greater ERI centrality at Wave 2. In addition, Wave 2 ERI exploration predicted greater perceived support for multiculturalism at school at Wave 3. For teacher support, earlier ERI exploration and resolution predicted more positive teacher support
norms at later waves, whereas ERI public regard demonstrated a transactional relationship with perceived teacher support
norms over time. These findings highlight unique relationships between youths’ identity development processes and their
social/contextual supports and underscore the relevance of ERI for navigating school contexts during adolescence.
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Logic Model for The Communities Aligning for School Transformation Project
Stacey S. Horn, Timothy B. Tasker, Katherine E. Romeo
Bias-based bullying is a problem associated with numerous negative outcomes (Russell et al., 2012). Unfortunately, many
bullying intervention programs have been found ineffective (Cohen et al., 2013). These programs may fail because their
focus is narrow and decontextualized, both with respect to recognizing bullying, and in relation to the unique features
of different school climates and communities. In an effort to create a more comprehensive, tailored approach to bullying
prevention and school climate improvement, The National School Climate Center (NSCC) and Prevent School Violence
Illinois (PSVI) partnered to create the Communities Aligning for School Transformation (CAST) Project. With help from
evaluators at the University of Illinois at Chicago, they created a logic model that draws on the tools and perspectives of
each organization: NSCC’s Roadmap for school climate improvement and PSVI’s Comprehensive School Transformation
framework. Central to both is a focus on data-driven action planning that responds to unique school contexts. The model
was developed and informed through ongoing collaborations with five Illinois schools, and was designed to be comprehensive while accommodating a tailored approach. This paper discusses the process and product of the CAST logic model
and its relevance to bullying prevention and school climate improvement.

The SU2B Project: Participatory Action Research with Middle School Youth
Michele Schlehofer, Diana Reinoso
The Stand Up to Bullying (SU2B) participatory action research project is presented as an approach to collaborative community action. The SU2B project was an interdisciplinary collaboration with two county agencies: the Local Management
Board and the Board of Education. Over the course of 6 weeks, 50 middle school students participating in the SU2B
project were trained to serve as anti-bullying ambassadors for their schools. Middle school students collaborated with
undergraduate students enrolled in a community and applied social psychology course to conduct a photovoice component. Photovoice is a community empowerment and advocacy tool and qualitative research methodology in which people
express their experiences with a social or community problem through photography. The middle school students took digital photographs in and around their school that they felt exemplified bullying. From the resultant photos, they selected two
and wrote accompanying titles and descriptions, for display in a public art exhibit. Select photographs were subsequently
converted into anti-bullying educational posters for display in county public schools. Additionally, photographs were
augmented with interviewers with participants and project staff to create anti-bullying educational training videos for use
in county public schools. Findings of bullying experiences with middle school students and undergraduate student experiences are discussed.

Intergroup Dialogue with New Teachers: A Sustained Social Justice Intervention
Rebecca Cannara, Manpreet Dhillon, Rashmita S. Mistry
School personnel face the challenge of preparing children for engagement in an increasingly diverse society. For example,
new teachers often feel unprepared to work with diverse populations, even after diversity training (White, Mistry & Chow,
2013), potentially resulting in lost opportunities to improve students’ abilities to process their experiences. Using an intersectional and intergroup relations framework (Cole, 2009; Pettigrew, 1998), the current study addresses these challenges
through an established intervention to increase participants’ awareness, comfort, and action over time. A cohort of pre-service teachers (n=17) will be participating in a 10-week intergroup dialogue (IGD) intervention during the winter quarter of
their first year in a teacher education program. Using a mixed-methods design (control group, surveys, interviews, journals,
and observations), with multiple data points (baseline, post-intervention, and end of first year), this study contributes to
a growing literature on bias reduction and intergroup relations. Findings from the baseline qualitative interviews (n=10)
indicate that participants feel varied levels of comfort when discussing race and social class (as compared to gender) and
very mixed conceptions of conflict. We hope to carry our findings from this research to school districts and offer similar
interventions to their community.
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9:50 AM – 11:00 AM

Lewin Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 234
Anthony G. Greenwald and Mahzarin Banaji

Talk 1: How implicit bias can be managed (not cured or eradicated)
Talk 2: Doing Research on Implicit Social Cognition and Surprises Along the Way

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Inclusion and Success among Different Student Populations at One University
Chair: Faye J. Crosby

TALK 1: “I Saw My Identities as Incompatible”: Negotiating Fit in Academia
Jamie L. Franco-Zamudio
This paper presents data from a study of 32 doctoral students of color enrolled at the University of California. Because
previous studies had shown that students of color often perceive a lack of person-environment fit in academia, this interview study centered around issues of identity and fit. Coding for common themes, I found several shared strategies to
increase fit in academic environment. For example, students of color draw upon similarities between their values, attitudes,
work ethic, and career goals and those of their peers and mentors. When ethnic minority students perceive that there are
enough similarities between themselves and the canonical or idealized student in terms of values, habits and goals, they are
also able to take pride in the distinctive features of their identities

TALK 2: Mentoring and Identity as a Scientist
Rachael D. Robnett, Eileen Zurbriggen, Martin Chemers
Within science fields, researchers and educators have partnered to develop educational interventions that target women
and members of underrepresented ethnic groups. These interventions often involve hands-on research, during which
undergraduates receive mentoring from science faculty. The current study examines whether characteristics of the studentmentor relationship contribute to variation in student outcomes. Specifically, we consider whether undergraduates and
their mentors differ in their evaluations of the mentoring relationship and, if so, whether these discrepancies are associated
with persistence-related outcomes. Participants are 125 undergraduates who joined an educational outreach program.
The sample was primarily women (67%) and members of underrepresented ethnic groups (70%). Participants completed
a survey with measures that assessed the amount of socioemotional, instrumental, and negative mentoring they received
from their mentors. Their mentors responded to a parallel set of measures. Polynomial regression analyses indicate that
mentor-student (dis)agreement about the mentoring relationship has implications for student outcomes. For example, students who disagreed with their mentors about the level of instrumental mentoring they received tended to have fairly low
identity as a scientist. This was particularly true when the discrepancy was driven by a mentor who had an inflated sense of
the amount of instrumental mentoring that was provided.

TALK 3: Identity and Inclusion among Muslim and Jewish Students
Ella Ben Hagai, Nadine Abouchaleh, Eileen Zurbriggen
Among emerging adults who leave their homes to go to college, identity exploration generally increases self-esteem and
well-being. Yet, when college students are part of religious or ethnic collectives enmeshed in ethno-religious conflict,
their identity exploration can lead to a feeling of marginalization. In semi-structured interviews of 50 college students, we
examined the interaction between Muslim and Jewish students’ explorations of their ethnic and religious identity, on the
one hand, and, on the other, their sense of belonging in college. We found Muslim youth experienced high levels of direct
Islamophobia. Some Muslim youth were able to regain a sense of empowerment and belongingness by joining anti-colonial solidarity organizations, usually very critical of Israel’s occupation of parts of Palestine. For some Jewish youth, identity
exploration in college was associated with an increase in attachment to Israel. Elevated connection with Israel caused Jewish
youth to frame attacks on Israel as anti-Semitic. Our findings suggest that campus may achieve an inclusive climate only if
their critical pedagogy demarcates concepts of political power and cultural tradition.
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TALK 4: Alienation and Assimilation among Chinese Students in One American University
Yonghong Zhou
Graduate and undergraduate students from various regions of China are being interviewed in Mandarin. They are asked
about their motivations for study in the United States, their backgrounds, their aspirations and their feelings of alienation
or belonging in an American university. Preliminary analyses indicate that graduate students may feel more pressure to succeed than undergraduates but are also better prepared to cope with feelings of alienation

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Anti-immigrant Attitudes and Behaviors
Culture, Economic Competitiveness, and Prejudice toward Immigrants and Foreign Workers
Hyeyoung Shin, John F. Dovidio
Because of the pervasiveness of cultural values, people generally are not aware of the influence of these values on how
they perceive, and sometimes devalue, other groups. The present research investigated cultural differences in the role of
economic competitiveness in prejudice toward immigrants and foreign workers between Northern European-heritage
(Norway and US) and East Asian (South Korea and China) cultures. Because economic competitiveness and achievements
are core cultural values in Northern European-heritage cultures, we hypothesized that economic competitiveness would
be associated with prejudice toward immigrants and foreign workers more strongly in Northern European-heritage than
in East Asian cultures. Results based on nationally representative samples from the World Value Survey revealed that
prejudice toward immigrants and foreign workers was generally higher in East Asian than in Northern European-heritage
cultures but showed, as predicted, a stronger association between economic competitiveness and prejudice toward immigrants and foreign workers in Northern European-heritage than in East Asian cultures controlling for socio-demographic
and ecological diversity backgrounds, values of uniqueness and conformity, attitude toward ethnic diversity, and racism.
These results highlight the importance of understanding the role of culture in the dynamics of prejudice. Applications of
results in public and institutional policies relating to immigration are discussed.

Individual Differences Relate to Attitudes Toward Immigrants: A Community Sample
Monica K. Miller, Emily F. Wood, Mauricio J. Alvarez
The number of immigrants living in the United States has increased steadily. Negative attitudes toward immigrants, which
might lead to prejudice and discrimination, can have adverse effects on immigrants in the realms of the legal system,
workplace, healthcare, and education. The U.S. is sharply divided on the issue of immigration, and some of this variance
could be explained by individual differences in cognition and information processing. This study investigated relationships
between individual differences and attitudes toward immigrants in a nationwide community sample (N=509). Scores on
attributional complexity (i.e., tendency to make more complex attributions) and Need for Cognition (NFC) measures were
positively related to attitudes toward immigrants. Conversely, being politically conservative, being authoritarian, scoring high on Faith in Intuition (FI), and making dispositional attributions for causes of crime were related to more negative
attitudes. In a previous study using a student sample, NFC, FI, and authoritarianism were not significant predictors; other
findings replicated. As immigration continues to be a salient topic in public and political discourse, it is important to understand what contributes to individuals’ attitudes toward immigrants. Implications are discussed for both policy and the study
of community versus student samples in social issues research.

The Influence of Inequality on Individual-Level Processes: Citizenship in the Context of Inequality
Charles R. Collins and Shelby Guidry
Social disorganization researchers have found that “disorganized” neighborhoods tend to have greater levels of crime and
lower levels of neighborhood collective efficacy (e.g. Sampson and colleagues). However, few studies have investigated the
relationship between social disorganization, or more specifically economic inequality, and individual-level citizenship behaviors. As such, the purpose of this study is to investigate the relationship between economic inequality at the city/county
level and citizenship behaviors (e.g. civic engagement, social capital) at the individual level. Data from the Knight Foundation’s Soul of the Community project (Level-1) and the 2010 decennial census (Level-2) are used to examine the relationSATURDAY PROGRAM • JUNE 25, 2016
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ship between inequality and citizenship. Multilevel Modeling (MLM) was conducted to model Level-1 and Level-2 effects.
This talk with present results of the MLM and will conclude the talk by providing recommendations for future researchers
and community builders with a particular emphasis on attending to inequality.

15-Minute Presentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Identity and Political Decision Making
When Does a Strong Argument Make a Difference? Ideological Differences in Message Scrutiny and
Persuasion
Melanie Langer, John T. Jost, Eric Knowles
This research program investigates ideological differences in message scrutiny and persuasion. Jost and Krochik (2014)
observed that conservatives were less sensitive to argument quality than liberals, suggesting differences in heuristic vs.
systematic processing of information. When participants were presented with arguments concerning non-political issues
that had been pre-tested as strong vs. weak, liberals’ judgments of argument quality and persuasiveness reflected these
differences in argument strength, whereas conservatives’ judgments did not. By contrast, conservatives were more affected
by source similarity cues. That is, conservatives, but not liberals, were more persuaded when the source of the argument
was similar to the subject. In follow-up studies focusing on explicitly political messages, we again found that liberals distinguished between strong and weak arguments more than did conservatives. In addition, we observed that whereas liberals
tended to make judgments of argument quality that were unrelated to the ideological direction of the arguments, there
was a trend suggesting that conservatives rated ideologically consistent arguments as stronger than non-preferred arguments. All of these results are consistent with prior research on individual differences, which demonstrate that conservatives are higher in need for closure and lower in need for cognition, in comparison with liberals (e.g., Jost, Glaser, Kruglanski, & Sulloway, 2003). At the same time, however, liberals tended to express less agreement with strong (vs. weak) political
arguments, regardless of the arguments’ ideological slant. This pattern may indicate that, in liberals, strong political appeals
trigger counter-argumentation and “attitudinal balancing,” possibly to guard against a loss of fair-mindedness.

The Impact of Uncertainty on Support for Political Compromise
Ingrid J. Haas
Uncertainty, threat, and support for compromise were measured during the United States government shutdown in October 2013. Participants completed a survey measuring uncertainty about the Affordable Care Act (ACA), positive or negative expectations regarding the ACA, and support for compromise among elected officials in Congress. Uncertainty and
threat were uncorrelated, and both Democrats and Republicans expressed some degree of uncertainty about the ACA.
Unsurprisingly, Republicans expressed more negative attitudes about the ACA. A moderated logistic regression analysis
shows that threat moderated the impact of uncertainty on support for compromise. Uncertainty increased support for
compromise among individuals who felt positive or neutral about the ACA, but had no effect for individuals who felt
threatened. When threat was high, individuals were just less supportive of compromise overall. These effects held when
controlling for partisan identity, suggesting that these effects cannot be fully explained by party alone. Follow-up work
shows similar results using an experimental design, and allows for examination of ideological differences in responses to
uncertainty. This work contributes to our understanding of emotion and politics, suggesting that uncertainty is not always
normatively bad. Sometimes, uncertainty may actually contribute to increased willingness to hear other viewpoints and
reach common ground.

Social Address and Political Issue Prioritization in Young Adults
Tess M. Yanisch, LaRue Allen
One hundred and fifty students between the ages of 18 and 25, all enrolled at a large private university in New York City,
rated the importance of 23 political issues (e.g., “jobs,” “health care,” “energy,” “immigration,” “drugs”) on a one-to-ten scale.
Importantly, respondents were not asked their stance on the issues, only how important they thought each was. This study
explores whether the importance ratings of each issue differ by respondents’ gender, race/ethnicity, or parents’ education,
and if so, how. Political candidates may be interested in knowing what issues matter to this population, as young adult voter
turnout in the United States has traditionally been lower than that of older adults; perhaps candidates fail to address the
issues young adults prioritize. Activist groups, community service organizations, and even colleges and universities could
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benefit from knowing which young adults value which issues to target outreach, education, or recruitment efforts. In short,
this research lays the foundation for a bridge between emerging adults and individuals or institutions that exist to serve
them in the civic or political sphere.

Identity Investors: Leadership and Identity Construction in Campaign Speeches of American Presidential
Candidates’ Spouses
Ilka H. Gleibs, Kristen Hendricks, Tim Kurz
Aspiring First Ladies are playing an important role in the US presidential election campaign. Since 1992, they have delivered a speech at the national party conventions with the goal of positioning their spouse as the best candidate for
the Presidency. Given current social psychological theorizing that sees leadership as emerging from activities of identity
construction by both leaders and followers, this paper aims at understanding where third parties such as presidential
candidate’s spouses might figure in this dynamic. We analyzed strategies of identity construction used in each of the eleven
spouse electoral campaign speeches delivered between 1992 and 2012. We show how the speeches work to present
candidates as prototypical by positioning them within particular constructions of Americanism, with certain hegemonic
constructions of Americanism being deployed depending on the rhetorical requirements of the political context. We demonstrate how the very nature of these concepts, such as family, freedom, and the American dream, are constructed differently by speakers from opposite sides of the political spectrum in order to position their candidates as the most appropriate candidate. We consider our findings in relation to the concept of leaders as ‘entrepreneurs of identity’, suggesting that
third parties could be conceptualized as identity ‘investors’.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
SPSSI Grantees in Local- and State-Level Policy Work
Chairs: Richard L. Wiener, Sarah Mancoll

TALK 1: Shared Worlds: Fostering Refugees’ Sense of Belonging in Worcester, Massachusetts
Achu Alexander, Anita Fabos, Cheryl Hamilton
Worcester is a leading destination for refugees being resettled by the federal government in the state of Massachusetts,
and the city has expressed support at the highest level for welcoming refugees. While a number of studies have focused
on access to social services, policies of inclusion, and addressing barriers to recreating a life and livelihood, few studies
have focused on identifying a policy role for supporting the less tangible concept of “belonging.” Using focus groups, and
in consultation with the mayor’s office, the research team is examining the relationships between refugees and their neighbors in Worcester, and also looking at the effect these relationships have on sense of belonging and well-being. The sample
frame of Worchester’s diverse constituencies includes workplaces, faith communities, education, employment, health,
safety, and social services sectors, in addition to community organizations and the refugee resettlement agencies that carry
out federal policies locally. While the central focus of the study is to better understand refugee integration in the city, marketing the conversation more broadly also serves to increase community participation and lead to recommendations to the
city that help develop policies to strengthen relationships across diverse populations.

TALK 2: The Community Policing Reform Project in Santa Monica, California
Michele Wittig, Gino Galvez, Michael Giang, Gabriel Weinberger
2015 was a year of highly-publicized incidents of apparently over-aggressive policing in Santa Monica, CA. After a recent
public dialogue event in the city attended by five members of the Santa Monica Police Department (SMPD), over 75% of
the 55 racially-diverse participants reported they believe that people of color are consistently treated less fairly by police
than are whites. Nearly 100% reported they would take some action to improve the situation. The most popular action
was to “support collecting and public review of police incident data.” After a period of self-study led by the presenter, a
dozen local activists formed a Coalition for Police Reform. It is collecting oral histories to show that segments of the population experience interactions with the SMPD as discriminatory practices based on race, which in turn has led to distrust of
the SMPD. In meetings with the Police Chief and City Manager, members of the coalition are discussing additions to, and
analyses of, SMPD incident data so as to 1) bring SMPD into conformity with new California laws on racial profiling and use
of force, 2) promote greater transparency and accountability, and 3) build trust and police legitimacy among all segments
of the community.
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TALK 3: Understanding Policy Implementation: National Survey of Domestic Violence Program
Standards
Eric Mankowski, Rachel Smith, Kate Sackett, Sylvia Kidder
Domestic violence is a significant social problem that has profound physical, psychological, and economic effects. Batterer
intervention programs are the most common criminal justice program response to prevent further domestic violence perpetration. An estimated half a million men are enrolled in approximately 2,500 BIPs each year in the U.S. These programs
aim to model non-abusive relationships, change thought patterns related to power, control and violence, provide education about gender roles, teach anger management skills, and emphasize the impact of violence on survivors and offenders.
This project applies social and community psychological principles to describe and understand how legislative and other
regulatory standards that govern the practices of the domestic violence intervention programs are implemented in jurisdictions across the United States. We document the history of program standards across the U.S., describe the composition
and structure of program regulatory bodies, and identify facilitators and barriers to policy implementation, program monitoring and evaluation practices, repercussions for non-compliant programs, and funding issues that impact implementation.
Findings inform best practices for successful implementation of laws regulating batterer intervention programs in Oregon
and nationally. This information informs recommendations for improvements in the implementation of laws and policies
that regulate programs designed to prevent domestic violence.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Race, Racism, and Perceptions of Criminality
The Influence of Rap Music Stereotypes on Inferences of Threat
Adam Dunbar
In cities across the U.S., police and prosecutors are using rap lyrics as evidence that a person committed a crime. Scholars argue that stereotypes about the genre are used to make inferences about the lyrics and writer, which contributes to
strategies that disproportionately impact the black community. While this issue has gained scholarly attention, the existing
empirical support is outdated and methodologically limited. In our study, we examine how stereotypes about rap influence evaluations of violent lyrics and the person who wrote them. Results show that violent lyrics labeled as rap are evaluated as more literal and needing greater regulation than when identical lyrics are labeled as a different genre. Similarly, the
writer of the lyrics was viewed as having worse character, more likely to have a criminal disposition, and more likely to be a
gang member when the lyrics were categorized as rap. These findings suggest that the strategy of using lyrics as evidence
activates and potentially perpetuates stereotypes about rap and those who create it-young, black man from impoverished
neighborhoods. The interpretation of the lyrics raises important questions about the admissibility of lyrics, the available
legal remedies, and the role of culture in constructing identity.

Priming Crime Increases Incorrect Identification of Black Faces
Jacob Appleby, Joseph A. Vitriol, Eugene Borgida
People are better able to correctly identify the faces of individuals belonging to their own race (Meissner & Brigham,
2001). This cross-race effect (CRE) has clear legal consequences, with some estimates suggesting that as many as a third
of wrongful convictions in the U.S. involved erroneous cross-race eyewitness identifications (Scheck, Neufield, & Dwyer,
2003). Extant research on the CRE has failed to link the phenomenon to racial attitudes and stereotypes, but the efforts
to date have been limited to explicit measures. The current investigation was undertaken to examine implicit processes involved in racial attitudes and stereotyping. Using a simultaneous lineup task, we investigated (1) whether the CRE is related
to both explicit and implicit racial attitudes, and (2) whether the CRE is sensitive to non-conscious priming of crime-related
images. Our results reveal no systematic relationship between explicit or implicit racial attitudes and accuracy for white
or black identifications, but we find that implicit activation of concepts related to crime prior to encoding facial targets
impairs white perceiver’s accuracy in identifying black faces across a number of indicators. Unconscious priming of crime
concepts did not affect white perceivers’ judgments of white faces. Theoretical and practical implications will be discussed.
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Suspect Race and Mental Health on Perceptions of Police Force
Kimberly B. Kahn, Melissa Thompson, Jean M. McMahon
This study experimentally examined the joint influence of suspect race and mental health status on the perceived appropriateness of police use of force. A diverse sample of community member participants read a case file describing a police officer using excessive force against a suspect who varied in race (Black vs. White) and mental health history (history of illness
vs. not), and indicated support for the officer’s actions. Results confirmed a significant interaction between suspect mental
health status and race, such that mental illness was seen as a protective and mitigating factor against police use of force, but
only for White suspects. For Black suspects, mental illness status instead increased perceptions of the appropriateness of
use of force. Further, these effects were moderated by participants’ feelings toward Blacks, such that positive feelings about
Blacks decreased the appropriateness of force against mentally ill Black suspects. This study finds that mental illness status
provides different protections based on suspect race and exacerbates racial bias in policing outcomes. Results further suggest that it may be harder to enact change against police force when it is directed against mentally ill racial minorities, as it
is perceived as more appropriate and justified.

The Power of Guns: Psychological/Physiological Impacts on American Men
Marcus Patterson, Michael Milburn, Christian Hoover
In this presentation, we will review our recent research findings on the psychology of firearms in five completed sets of
studies on reactions to firearms in American males and will discuss the significance of these findings and implications for the
understanding and prevention of gun violence. The study sets include 1) correlational studies on the associations between
gun attitudes and personality variables: right-wing authoritarianism (RWA), hostile attribution bias (HAB), symbolic racism.
(2) The role of exposure to firearms (the weapons’ effect) on the general public and the reactivity in gun owners specifically. 3) The relationship between race, racism, and weapons, as measured by the Race and Guns IAT. 4) The physiological
and behavioral reactions among males to playing first-person shooter (FPS) games versus playing a tennis game including
the changes in cortisol and testosterone before and after playing such games. and (5) The role of implicit motivations (2
studies) in gun attitudes focusing on power motives (2 studies) in which we first examined the role of gun ownership and
attitudes toward guns with implicit motivations and the significant correlations and the reactions to the priming of guns
(weapons effect) on power motives. We will propose approaches for prevention of gun violence as suggested by these
findings.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Gender, Black-Oriented Media, and the Sexualization of Black Women
Chair: Lanice R. Avery

TALK 1: Representations of Femininity and Masculinity in Popular Music
Lanice R. Avery
Although analyses indicate that mainstream media are a prominent force in the gender socialization of Black youth, little
is known about the nature of gender messages in contemporary music, especially in music by Black artists. To explore this
issue, we conducted a systematic content analysis of 527 top songs by Black artists released from 1990-2010, coding each
song for the presence of 23 attributes reflecting hegemonic masculinity and femininity. Analyses also examined differences
in gender messages based on time period and genre. Findings indicated that representations of hegemonic masculinity
were most likely to reflect hypermasculinity, characterizing Black men as competitive, dangerous, sex-focused, and materialistic. Portrayals of women were more likely to reflect hyperfeminine attributes, emphasizing the importance of women’s
physical attractiveness, sexual objectification, utility as sexual objects, and emotional expressiveness. Representations of
men as hypermasculine and of women as hyperfeminine, sexual objects increased over time, and were more frequent for
Rap/Hip-Hop music than for other genres. Results are discussed in terms of the potential links between music exposure
and the gender development of Black youth.
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TALK 2: Television Usage and Adolescents’ Endorsement of Traditional and Cultural Gender Roles
Nkemka Anyiwo
Content analyses indicate that representations of traditional gender roles (TGR) are ubiquitous on mainstream television
(Scharrer, 2013). Adolescents’ television usage has been found to predict their endorsement of TGR, such as the belief
that women should be submissive and that men are tough (Rivadeneyra & Ward, 2005; Ter Bogt et al., 2010). Missing from
these analyses, however, are the experiences of Black adolescents, who consume television at a significantly higher rate than
their White counterparts (Bickham & Vandewater, 2003; Ward et al., 2010). This paper explores the associations between
television usage and endorsement of TGR and the Strong Black Woman schema (SBW), a culturally specific gender schema
that characterizes Black woman as emotionally strong, independent, and hardworking (Abrams et al., 2014). Additionally,
we examine whether the above relations differ as function of race. The findings of this study suggest that Black adolescents
and their peers maybe susceptible to both traditional gender role schemas represented in television and to culturally
specific gender schemas. Furthermore, the quantity of television consumed as well as the orientation of television can be
important in considering the connections between media usage and adolescent developmental outcomes.

TALK 3: Sour Note? Black Women’s Music Use, Gender Beliefs, and Well-Being
L. Monique Ward
Music and music videos are staples of Black adolescents’ media diets, and many modern music formats (e.g., rap) and music
icons (e.g., Beyonce) originated within Black communities. These factors likely add to their power as role models. However,
concerns have been raised about the prevalence of misogyny, hypermasculinity, and sexual objectification in popular
music media. Because analyses of media effects center on television, we know little of how music media shape Black youth’s
gender ideologies. Moreover, holding traditional gender ideologies has consequences, and has been linked to greater support of dating violence among women and diminished mental health. We tested these relations among 180 Black female
undergraduates. Participants completed surveys assessing their: music video and music exposure, preferred music genres,
gender ideologies (4 measures), self-objectification, dating violence attitudes, and mental health. Preliminary analyses
indicate that greater exposure to rock/alternative music is associated with less support of traditional gender ideologies;
conversely, greater exposure to R&B/Soul music or to Rap/Hip-Hop music is associated with stronger support of traditional
gender ideologies. As expected, these beliefs do have consequences. Greater acceptance of traditional gender beliefs
predicts greater acceptance of dating violence. Greater self-objectification predicts more symptoms of mental distress and
greater body shame.

TALK 4: Black and White Women’s Evaluations of Sexualized Depictions of Black Women
Morgan Jerald
The purpose of this study was to examine White and Black young women’s evaluations of sexualized and non-sexualized
depictions of Black women. We hypothesized that Black women would evaluate sexualized images of other Black women
more negatively than non-sexualized images of Black women. Though past research indicates that all women stand to be
evaluated harshly for displays of sexuality, we also hypothesized that Black women would evaluate sexualized images of
other Black women more negatively than do White women due to dominant stereotypical narratives regarding Black
women’s sexuality. In preliminary analyses, a 2 (target clothing: sexualized or non-sexualized) x 2 (participant race: Black
or White) ANOVA revealed a significant effect of target clothing (Table 1). Both Black and White participants in the
sexualized condition evaluated the images as more promiscuous, less competent, and less moral than participants in the
non-sexualized condition. Preliminary findings did not show a significant effect of race or an interaction between race and
condition, though results were trending toward Black participants rating the images more harshly. Findings from this project
provide much-needed information for future research that will investigate how these evaluations, in turn, influence Black
women’s own sexual, physical, and mental well-being.
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Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Early Career Scholars: Experiences with and Perspectives on Non-Academic Careers
Stephanie Brooks-Holiday, Roberta Downing, Steve Newell
This discussion, sponsored by the SPSSI Early Career Scholars Committee, will focus on careers in non-academic fields.
Moderated by committee co-chair Stephanie Brooks-Holiday, the discussion will feature Roberta Downing (Deputy Director, Federal and Regional Affairs, DC Mayor’s Office) and Steve Newell (the 2015-2016 SPSSI James Marshall Policy Fellow
currently working for Senator Bernie Sanders).

11:10 AM – 12:20 PM

SPSSI Business Meeting . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 234
Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Language Matters: Implications of Gendered Language for Sustaining Gender Inequality
Chairs: Jessica L. Cundiff, Heather J. MacArthur

TALK 1: How Gendered Language Produces Sexist Thought among Youth
Rebecca S. Bigler
Children’s attention to gender is often viewed as instinctive and inevitable. However, the last two decades of developmental research suggest that gender emerges as a psychologically salient dimension of human variation as a result of societal
practices that guarantee that young children categorize the self and others into the binary categories of male and female.
Multiple causal mechanisms are involved in ensuring that gender categorization is pervasive among children, but one of the
most powerful is gendered language, including the use of nouns (e.g., boy, girl, son, daughter) and pronouns (he, she, his,
hers) that specify gender. A second, related mechanism is the organization and labeling of environments (e.g., schools, retail
spaces, restrooms) by gender. Experimental studies suggest that exposure to gendered language causes gender to become a
psychological salient basis of classification, and, in turn, leads children to a) endorse gender-essentialist beliefs (e.g., that boys
share important, unseen, innate qualities), b) learn the attributes that are linked with gender in their environment, and c) develop in-group favoritism. Eliminating the routine use of gender to label and organize individuals is likely to reduce children’s
categorization of the self and others by gender, their gender stereotyping, and their gender prejudice.

TALK 2: Gendered Language and Hierarchy: How Mundane Words Become Meaningful
Jennifer Prewitt-Freilino
In contrast to the assumption that grammar is rather meaningless, the current work demonstrates that gendered systems of
language are linked to gender inequality. In Study 1, I examine the differences in gender equality between countries with
gendered, natural gender, and genderless language systems, and find that countries with gendered languages evidence
less gender equality. The second line of work explores how gender differences in spoken language operate at the interpersonal level to perpetuate systems of inequality, by examining how the use of singular versus plural first person pronouns
(I vs. we) contribute to status differentials between men and women. In Study 2, I examined how individuals perceive a
candidate on the basis of how he/she described either a success or failure and found that a female candidate was penalized for taking sole responsibility for a failure, while a male candidate was not. In Study 3, I investigated men’s and women’s
language usage following a win or loss and found that men were more likely to use first person plural pronouns overall, but
especially following a win. Results are discussed in terms of how language usage both contributes to and results from existing status differentials between men and women.
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TALK 3: Habitual Infantilization: The Frequency and Effects of Calling Women “Girls”
Heather J. MacArthur
Common use of the infantilizing label “girl” to refer to women has been noted anecdotally in several papers, and has been
hypothesized as potentially damaging to women. However, the frequency of this phenomenon has never been formally
documented, nor have its consequences been investigated. In this presentation, I discuss the results of two studies that
address these gaps. In the first study, conducted with Dr. Matthias Mehl, we analyzed undergraduate students’ daily social
conversations to determine how often girl is used in everyday interactions. Results indicated that girl was the term most
frequently used to describe women, and that girl labels for women were used significantly more often than woman labels
for women and boy labels for men. The second study, conducted with Dr. Jessica Cundiff, provides preliminary evidence
that being called girl may affect women’s self-perceptions. In this study, we randomly assigned participants to receive the
label girl or woman in feedback on a mock leadership job application. Participants who were called girl indicated that this
feedback made them feel less mature, adult, and professional than did participants who were called woman, as well as less
confident about obtaining the leadership position. Implications of this research are discussed.

TALK 4: Marking Women’s Gender at Work: Good Idea or Bad?
Jessica L. Cundiff
One strategy for recruiting and retaining women into male-dominated professions and leadership positions is to offer
professional development resources specifically aimed at women employees. Women-targeted programs no doubt have
positive implications by providing social support, skills building, and safe spaces for women to voice concerns. However,
by using language that asymmetrically marks women, these programs may unintentionally convey that women are non-normative and viewed stereotypically in terms of their gender rather than as individuals. To test this notion, undergraduates
read a recruitment brochure for an engineering company that offered a professional development program targeted toward either women employees or all employees. Both women and men perceived the company less positively and as more
biased against women, as well as more biased against men, when the program was targeted toward women vs. everyone
(Studies 1 and 2). These results held even when the women-targeted program was framed as initiated and led by women
employees rather than upper management (Study 2). Results suggest that drawing attention to gender through linguistic
marking - in this case, asymmetric marking of women - may have unintended effects by making settings appear stereotypic
and biased.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Giving Psychology Away: The Challenges and Opportunities of Engaged Scholarship
Nicola Curtin, Heather E. Bullock, Adam Fingerhut, Jamie Loran Franco-Zamudio, Sara McClelland, Maureen O’Connor,
Nicole Overstreet, Abigail Stewart, Brett Stoudt

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Writing for the Public: What SPSSI Members Should Know
David Aronson
Kurt Lewin’s famous dictum that “Research that produces nothing but books will not suffice” is an early expression of one of
SPSSI’s foundational beliefs: That careful, scientific research should be used to inform and improve public policy. Yet scholars seeking to influence policy have always faced the challenge of learning to communicate with audiences very different
from the ones they were trained to address. That challenge has only grown in the digital era, with its proliferation of genres
and fracturing of audiences. The good news is that there are more opportunities than ever to introduce policy-relevant
research into the public debate; the bad news is how much more difficult it is to be heard. In this interactive discussion,
SPSSI communications director David Aronson will provide a lay of the digital landscape. What opportunities and venues
are available for scholars interested in communicating with a general audience? How can scholars write most effectively to
influence policy? What are the strengths and drawbacks of various digital tools-blogs, twitter feeds, google circles, and so
on? How does writing for a digital outlet differ from traditional journalistic and editorial writing? Beyond this discussion,
Aronson will be available to work with SPSSI members interested in pursuing an interest in writing.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Exploring Antecedents of Psychological Essentialism
Chair: Colleen M. Carpinella

TALK 1: Antecedents and Consequences of Essentialism: Media Narratives Shape Policy Support
Chanel Meyers, Ariana N. Bell
Essentialist media portrayals of men and women may reinforce the belief that gender is fixed and unchangeable (i.e., essentialized); the current research explored whether these narratives negatively impact support for social policies designed
to assist women and transgender individuals. In two pretests, we linked psychological essentialism with decreased gender
and transgender policy support using a correlational design (N = 248), and documented essentialist and non-essentialist
narratives in media coverage of transgender matters (N = 38). In an experimental study, we manipulated media narratives
and measured essentialism endorsement and gender and transgender policy support using a 2 (lay theory: essentialist vs.
non-essentialist) x 3 (category: gender v. race v. control) between subjects design (N = 189). Participants exposed to an
essentialist (versus non-essentialist) message about gender (but no other category) showed less support for social policies
designed to assist either women or transgendered individuals. Moreover, these relationships were mediated by gender
essentialism endorsement. Although participants who were exposed to essentialist (vs. non-essentialist) messages about
race more strongly endorsed race essentialism, race policy support did not differ by condition. This research is the first to
explore media narratives as an antecedent, and social policy support as a consequence, of psychological essentialism.

TALK 2: Coming to Hawai’i: Recent White Arrivals’ Reduction in Race Essentialism Over Time
Kristin Pauker, Diana T. Sanchez
Despite multidisciplinary theorizing on the consequences of the changing racial demographics in the U.S., few studies to
date have systematically examined whether Whites’ endorsement of race essentialism and cognitive processes are impacted by the racial diversity of their environment. In a longitudinal study, we tested the effect of living in Hawai’i on White individuals’ endorsement of race essentialism and its downstream consequences. Recent White arrivals’ endorsement of race
essentialism decreased over time. Greater initial exposure to racial diversity predicted lower endorsement of essentialist
beliefs about race over time. This decrease in race essentialist beliefs was associated with lower scores on modern racism,
decreases in social dominance orientation over time, as well as lower perceptions of racial equity. Moreover, this reduction
in race essentialism compelled greater social category flexibility and cognitive flexibility. The findings suggest the social
context shapes Whites’ endorsement of race essentialism and lead to cognitive benefits for majority group members.

TALK 3: Shifting Biological Lay Theories About Gender Reduces Explicit and Implicit Negative Attitudes towards Sexual Minorities
Danielle M. Young
Can moving from traditional measurements of gender (i.e., binary and fixed) to more fluid measurements (i.e., gender
identity can be separate from the gender assigned at birth) in everyday and scientific contexts reduce negative attitudes
towards sexual minorities? Two experiments test if fluid measurements can influence lay theories that gender norms are
biologically based (i.e., essentialist), and if shifting these essentialist beliefs can also reduce negative attitudes towards
sexual minorities. In Study 1, participants were assigned to fill out either a traditional binary or a fluid gender assessment.
After completing a fluid gender assessment, men had lower negative attitudes towards sexual minorities compared to men
who had taken a traditional binary assessment. This relationship was mediated by reduced biological lay theories about
gender. Study 2 experimentally replicated the mediated relationship. Participants read a newspaper article that supported
either a biological or a social view of gender (Brescoll & LaFrance, 2004). After reading a social article, men displayed less
negative implicit attitudes towards sexual minorities than those who had read the essentialist article. Both theoretical and
practical applications are discussed.
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15-Minute Presentation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
National Identity, Ingroup Hypocrisy, and Human Rights
Does Acceptance of Responsibility for In-group Atrocities Matter?
Yeshim Iqbal
Acknowledgement of responsibility for in-group harm-doing is considered to be a precondition for reconciliation and
important for victim groups’ well-being; however, we know little about the impact of acknowledgment of responsibility
on psychological outcomes for victim groups. In two studies (Ntotal = 633) in Bangladesh we experimentally assessed the
effects of acknowledgment and denial of responsibility for in-group harm-doing in the context of the 1971 war and mass
violence, which led to the split of the (then) East Pakistan from West Pakistan, marking the independence of Bangladesh.
Participants read statements of the perpetrator group’s acknowledgement or denial of atrocities committed against them.
In Study 1, both acknowledgment and denial statements (compared to a control condition) evoked anger, which in turn led
to negative intergroup outcomes (affect towards the perpetrator, resentment, and willingness to contact). These findings
raised questions about the conditions under which statements of acknowledgment might have beneficial or unintended
effects (e.g., by evoking negative emotions). In Study 2, we strengthened the experimental design by making the acknowledgment statement stronger and more meaningful. In this study, the denial statement also evoked anger, which in turn
led to negative intergroup outcomes. By contrast, the acknowledgment statement reduced anger and perceived injustice,
which in turn led to more positive intergroup outcomes. Findings are interpreted in light of the context of the conflict, and
implications for strategies to address past victimization are discussed.

What Psychologists Should Know about International Human Rights
Judith Torney-Purta
The Hoffman Report, which detailed how some psychologists showed a disturbing lack of awareness of principles of
international human rights, shocked APA members in late July of 2014. This presentation will deal with findings from several
decades of my research on knowledge and attitudes about internationally recognized human rights. I will also discuss some
of the ways in which APA as an organization is trying to inform its members and the public about the importance of internationally recognized human rights by issuing an annotated bibliography on this subject. I will briefly consider other ways
in which SPSSI might further the understanding of this area by fostering international collaboration.

Not the ‘We’ I Wanted
Thomas O’Brien, Bernhard Leidner
Two experiments show that meta-images of ingroup moral hypocrisy threaten social identity. We hypothesized that this
threat would lead low ingroup glorifiers to reduce their attachment to the group and, as an unintended consequence,
become less likely to support ingroup interventions to stop other national groups from abusing human rights. As expected,
when Americans learned that other national groups regard the U.S. as morally hypocritical, they reduced their ingroup attachment and, in turn, their support for U.S. interventions to stop outgroups’ human rights abuses (Experiment 1, N = 435).
In a pre-post design, Experiment 2 (N = 423) showed that this phenomenon occurred specifically among low glorifiers, and
is specific to the image of ingroup hypocrisy (rather than ‘mere’ immorality). This research contributes to the social identity
literature by demonstrating that a morally hypocritical image has consequences that are distinct from those of an immoral
image. It contributes specifically to understanding the distinct consequences of distinct modes of group identification by
illuminating a process through which those low on one form of identification that is associated with destructive intergroup
dynamics (ingroup glorification) reduce another form of identification that is associated with constructive intergroup dynamics (ingroup attachment).

Psychology and its Creation of Human Freedoms
Ronald Whaley
If we take as a given that the personal subject is political, psychology is always already giving itself away as a product of
ever-increasing networks of power relations between the universities, neoliberal capitalism, and the technologically-aided
global consciousness. As well, the implicit goal of psychology has been to define what counts as human and continually
reproduce those subjectivities through various human technologies and taxonomies. That being said, in order to enact
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material change on a human level, psychology must create and shape new people by creating new identities. Psychology
should have as its aim to engender the most amount of liberty possible. If we take the Foucauldian idea of the creation of
individuals by the power/knowledge institutional complexes, then psychology is the discipline that is surely most wellpositioned to form new conceptions of humans. In this neoliberal age of global individual ‘freedoms,’ every person already
has the belief that she is a separate free entity: there is already the foundational idea that each individual is a free subject.
Therefore, psychology can wield its creative power in new ways to foster liberty and create actual freedom on a both a
global scale and on an individual day-to-day level.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Content Analysis of Social Science Ethical Codes: Implications for SPSSI
John D. Edwards
This discussion will focus on the initial findings from a SPSSI-sponsored SAGES grant project involving a content analysis of
the ethical codes of over 50 social science organizations representing different disciplines in the US and other countries. Issues to be considered include: aspirational ethical principles and their origins in philosophy and historical events; enforceable standards of professional conduct; multiple roles of social scientists as researchers, teachers, practitioners, consultants,
administrators, authors, etc.; multiple stakeholders associated with these roles, e.g., research participants, students, clients,
policy makers, the profession, and society; models of ethical decision making; procedures for monitoring ethical compliance; sanctions in cases of ethical misconduct; implications of recent advances in theory and research on moral judgments; current issues such as replicability of social research results, effects of lack of cultural/political diversity among social
scientists, proposed changes in the Federal Common Rule for human subjects research; and ongoing challenges posed
by new technologies and expectations for data collection, analysis, reporting, and open access. Emphasis will be given to
implications of evolving ethical issues for the future of basic and applied research, training, and professional practices, and
to potential benefits for society of developing a code of ethics for SPSSI members.

2:00 PM – 3:10 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Psychology and Public Policy: Connections, Barriers, and Opportunities
Chair: Gabriel Twose

TALK 1: Conceptualizing, Conducting, and Sharing Policy-Relevant Psychological Science
Jack Glaser
The academic study of public policy is inherently interdisciplinary, composed largely of economists and political scientists.
There is a slow but steady trend to expand the ranks of psychologists in public policy schools. Psychological science is of
considerable value to policy analysis, design, and implementation. Dr. Glaser will explain perspectives on science from public
policy, highlighting the important distinctions between basic research, policy-relevant research, policy research, and policy
analysis. All of these types of systematic inquiry are valuable to public policy, but need to be shared with policy makers and
relevant stakeholders in different ways. Most psychological science is basic or policy-relevant research. To maximize the likelihood that basic research will be useful in policy making (and other applications), researchers should strive to conduct studies
that allow for strong causal inference, replicate with different methodologies and populations, and provide valid estimates
of effect sizes (e.g., odds ratios). Variables should be operationalized in ecologically valid manners to facilitate translation to
policy. For example, in research on racial bias in police officer’s decision to use force, developing a procedure that allows for
tests of accuracy instead of just speed helps to convey the nature and scope of wrongful use of force.
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TALK 2: Working with Professional Organizations to Advance Policy-Relevant Psychological Science
Gabriel Twose
Many psychologists, especially SPSSI members, believe that psychological science has value in informing public policy, but
do not know how this process could or should occur. They may wish to be more personally involved in the world of public
policy themselves, but as individuals, lack the confidence or knowledge to make this happen. Membership in professional
organizations like SPSSI and the American Psychological Association (APA) offers opportunities to see psychological research entered into the policy realm, and possibilities to become personally engaged in the political process. Organizations
such as SPSSI and APA use psychological science to educate and influence policy-makers. This presentation will explain a
number of strategies through which professional groups may influence the policy-making process, and how members of
such organizations may get involved. Strategies include creating and distributing on Capitol Hill fact-sheets, policy briefs,
and other materials; holding congressional briefings and seminars; organizing and facilitating meetings between members
of congress and psychologists; and hosting policy trainings and other events for psychologists. The speaker will describe
this kind of science-based advocacy, and will explain how psychologists may involve themselves in the process.

TALK 3: “Giving” Psychology to Public Policies
Judith M. Glassgold
Psychology provides key insights into the structural forces that contribute to economic inequality, ethnic and racial prejudice, and health disparities. One key way that psychology can be given away is to embed its insights into important public
policies. This presentation will highlight how psychology can make a difference in key federal policies, and will encourage
psychologists and other social scientists to give their science away to policy makers in order to advance human welfare.
Psychological research on stigma is key to understanding the rationalization of structural inequality. Negative stereotypes
are often expressed through public policy; for example, proposed mandatory drug testing for safety net programs implies
that those struggling with poverty are likely to be drug addicts. Similar safeguards are not proposed for programs directed
at the middle class such as federally-insured mortgages, tax rebates, and college saving plans. This speaker will explain how
psychology can suggest positive solutions to policies influenced by stigma. For example, understanding implicit prejudice
can improve teaching minority youth; incorporating research on the cognitive effects of scarcity can improve economic assistance programs; and applying research on the physical and psychological impacts of discrimination can provide insights
into improving healthcare.

TALK 4: Psychology in/and Public Policy: Teaching a Different Kind of Applied Psychology
Emily A. Dow
Why are innocent people sent to jail? Are educational curricula grounded in developmental science? Can personality
tests inform prospective employers? In today’s political climate, the classroom is an excellent space to engage students in
dialogue around issues of social justice using psychological research, theory, and practice. Many public policies can and
should be informed by issues of social justice, and every sub-discipline of psychology can be applied to solve real-world
problems addressed by policy-makers. This presentation will review strategies for integrating important policy-focused
topics in a variety of undergraduate and graduate psychology courses. A general framework for a policy-oriented teaching
philosophy will be presented, which will include concrete examples of in-class exercises that further this philosophy and
engage students in constructive dialogue. Psychology instructors across all sub-disciplines can embrace the opportunity to
engage and empower students by teaching them how to critically evaluate evidence, reconcile conflicting data, and build
cohesive bodies of research to support empirically-based public policy.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Racial Essentialism and Prejudice
The Essence of Racial Essentialism: Beliefs in Genetic and Cultural Essences and Policy Support
Nur Soylu, Sara Estrada-Villalta, Glenn Adams
Essentialism, a belief in “essences” that underlie social categories and characterize their members (e.g. Haslam et al., 2000),
may be employed as a strategic tool to serve group purposes: it is used by majority groups to protect the status-quo (e.g.
Morton et al., 2009) or by disadvantaged groups to assert their identity and achieve greater rights (Verkuyten, 2003). The
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latter type of essentialism is generally based on a belief in cultural, not genetic, essences. We investigated how beliefs in
cultural or genetic essences relate to policy support among majority and minority-racial group members. We recruited 192
participants (95 non-White) through Amazon MTurk. Based on regression analyses, the interaction between cultural-racial
essentialism (CRE) and race was a significant predictor of support for affirmative action (β = .145, p < .001): among Whites,
higher CRE was related with lower support for affirmative action; among non-Whites, it was related with greater support.
The interaction was also significant on anti-immigration policy support (β = -.114, p < .01): among Whites, higher CRE was
related with greater support for anti-immigration policy; among non-Whites, higher CRE was related with lower support.
Majority and minority racial groups may employ beliefs in genetic and cultural essences may be differentially employed by
members of and relate to policy support different ways.

Personality Correlates of Racial Colorblindness
Konrad Bresin, Yara Mekawi, Carla D. Hunter
Many American students endorse a colorblind racial ideology, meaning they strive to not “see” race and emphasize sameness and equal distribution of resources across racial lines. Understanding the nature of these attitudes is important, given
that racial colorblindness may have implications for interracial interactions, perceptions of racial climate and attitudes
toward diversity. Currently, there is an absence of studies examining the personality and individual difference correlates of
racial colorblindness. The current study investigated the correlation between three different aspects of racial colorblindness (unawareness of racial privilege, unawareness of institutional discrimination, and unawareness of blatant racism) and
the Big 5, empathy, and aggression in White undergraduates. Our results reveled two divergent patterns. Unawareness of
racial privilege was related to lower openness and perspective taking, but more empathic concern, whereas unawareness
of blatant racism and institutional discrimination were related to lower agreeableness, perspective taking, and empathic
concern. These results fit with the dual pathway model linking personality and prejudice (Silbley & Duckitt, 2008). The various ways in which racial colorblindness could be targeted to improve the racial climate at predominantly White universities
will be highlighted.

Does Social Consensus Create Reality? On Norms, Prejudices and Attribution
Florian Jäger, Thomas Kessler
In a set of four studies (student- and mixed samples) we examined the relationship between social norms, prejudice
expression and attribution to an objective reality, hypothesizing a close relationship. As a first step we followed Crandall
(2002) by correlating norms about expressing prejudice and actual prejudices, reproducing the effect of participants’
close adherence to social norms when expressing prejudices. Building on that we examined how participants attribute an
either positive or negative statement about potentially discriminated, previously either rated as non-normative or rather
normative groups. We hypothesized that in the socially more acceptable combinations (non-normative group + negative
statement; rather normative group + positive statement) participants would attribute the statements to stem from objective reality. For the less acceptable and less accustomed combinations (non-normative group + positive statement; rather
normative group + negative statement) we expected a low attribution to reality. The results give strong support for our
hypothesis of a close relationship of social consensus and perceived objective reality, indicating that social norms may be
perceived as a fixed and binding universal reality and therefore have a deep and subtle impact on people’s behavior. An
outline about a subsequent experimental study, examining the question of causality, will be presented.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Mobilizing Psychology to Strengthen Public Engagement with Climate Change
Chair: Carlie D. Trott
Discussant: Susan Clayton

TALK 1: Engaging Key Stakeholders in Climate Action: A Youth-based Photovoice Project
Carlie D. Trott
Youth are key stakeholders in efforts to address climate change. However, youth are often under-engaged in climate
education and action, and understudied as agents of change within their families and communities. This presentation describes the development and implementation of a collaborative, multi-site study combining youth-focused climate change
education with participatory action through a twenty-week after-school program called “Science, Camera, Action!” (SCA).
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SCA engages youth (ages 10-12) across three Mountain West-region Boys and Girls Clubs sites in, (1) Science: Interactive activities demonstrating the interrelationships between Earth’s changing climate, ecosystems, and sustainable actions
within communities; (2) Camera: Photovoice process, as a means to explore youth perspectives on climate change and
to identify opportunities for their active engagement, and (3) Action: Youth-initiated action projects in both family and
community contexts. Throughout the program, a combination of quantitative (i.e., survey) and qualitative (i.e., photovoice;
focus groups) methods are used to evaluate program impacts as well as to explore how youth navigate the issue of climate
change, with particular attention to the challenges youth face to their active participation. Beyond advocating psychology’s
important role in local climate change adaptation and mitigation policies and programs, preliminary findings and implications for youth-based initiatives will also be discussed.

TALK 2: Creating a Water-Saver Identity Reduces Water Use
Kala J. Melchiori, Robyn K. Mallett
Water scarcity is a pressing social problem. Attempts to increase conservation that focus on education or creating pro-environmental attitudes produce limited success. Installing efficient appliances reduces water use, but can be costly. Drawing
from research that links personal identity to pro-social behavior, we reduce water use by linking a collective identity to
conservation and measuring the impact on personal adoption of the identity and conservation behavior. In collaboration
with a campus sustainability office, students in apartment-style residence halls (n = 303; 67% White, 70% female) experienced a collective “water saver” identity-building campaign and/or received retrofitted fixtures that limited water use. The
identity-building campaign featured stickers and posters that linked school-identity with water conservation, a water conservation pledge, and residence hall-wide programming. In the retrofit conditions, dual-flush toilets, faucet aerators, and
low-flow showerheads were installed in the residences. A PROCESS test for mediation revealed that creating a collective
water-saver identity reduced water use for those who personally adopted the identity. Retrofits, without the campaign,
also reduced water consumption. However, combining retrofits and the collective identity-building campaign backfired-it
increased water use. Thus, building a collective water saver identity is promising, but conservation must seem like a choice,
rather than a mandate.

TALK 3: Climate Visuals: Developing an Evidence-Based Library of Climate Change Imagery
Daniel A. Chapman, Ezra Markowitz, Adam Corner
The purpose of this research was to develop the first evidence-based library of climate change imagery for use by communicators. Four structured discussion groups in the United Kingdom and Germany (N= 32) and an international survey
with an embedded experiment in three countries (U.S., U.K., Germany; N= 3,014) were conducted to examine how different types of climate change imagery (e.g., depicting causes, impacts, or solutions; the presence or absence of people)
affect individuals’ emotional reactions, willingness to change behavior and support for environmental policies, among
other things. Numerous important findings emerged, including the value of using images that are perceived as authentic
and those depicting individuals with identifiable emotions, as well as mixed effectiveness of localized disaster imagery or
images depicting climate change solutions. The latter findings may be surprising to many climate communicators and suggest that engaging citizens with this issue via the use of imagery will require significant effort and experimentation. Protest
imagery and images of politicians were particularly ineffective. Findings from this research were used to develop a publicly
available, online image bank with practical suggestions for communicators (climatevisuals.org). Implications for communication, scholarship, and organizational collaboration will be discussed.

TALK 4: Promoting Public Discussions about Climate Change
Nathaniel Geiger, Janet K. Swim, John Fraser
Interpersonal communication about climate change is an important step toward collective action to address the topic,
yet, most do not regularly discuss climate change. In two studies, we examine the cognitive mechanisms by which climate
change learning experiences could increase public discussions about the topic. Study 1 (N = 173) reveals that university
students who learn about climate change (vs. a control topic) are more willing to discuss the topic because the learning
experience increases participants’ self-efficacy about their ability to discuss climate change. In study 2, we extend and replicate these findings in nationally representative stratified sample of visitors to informal science learning centers (e.g., zoos,
aquariums, national parks, N = 1068). We find that visitors to institutions who have participated in a climate change com-
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munication training program report more frequent discussion than those who do not due to greater knowledge, response
efficacy (a measure of the belief that discussions could lead to positive outcomes), and self-efficacy. Analyses further reveal
that response efficacy and self-efficacy explain the effects of increased knowledge upon frequency of discussion, and that
knowledge partly, but not fully, explains the link between exposure to information and efficacy.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Cultivating Collective Action and Critical Consciousness
When and How Does Contact with Blacks Predict Whites’ Collective Action for Racial Justice?
Hemapreya Selvanathan, Linda R. Tropp, Pirathat Techakesari, Fiona Kate Barlow
Black Lives Matter (BLM) protests have erupted around the country, drawing support from many White allies. While positive contact with Blacks can enhance Whites’ support for policies aimed at achieving racial equality (Dixon et al., 2010),
little is known about when and how contact with Blacks would lead Whites to support and engage in collective action for
racial justice. Study 1 (N = 273) shows that contact with Blacks predicts greater willingness to engage and past involvement
in collective action for racial justice, as well as support for and participation in BLM protests. Study 2 (N = 240) replicates
this finding using positive contact to predict collective action outcomes and while controlling for negative contact. Moreover, both studies consistently indicate that the relationship between Whites’ contact with Blacks and collective action
outcomes are sequentially mediated by affective empathy and moral outrage. Thus, the present research links an affective
outcome of intergroup contact (i.e., affective empathy) with an emergent predictor of collective action (i.e., moral outrage),
by showing that these emotions are both necessary in explaining how intergroup contact predicts greater collective action
from the perspective of a historically advantaged group.

Understanding Emotions and Relationality in the Development of Critical Consciousness
Jennifer Wallin-Ruschman, Jillian Grim, Victoria Allegood, Bethany Abraham
The concept of critical consciousness centers on understanding inequity and the capacity for involvement in social
change efforts. This study tested an interdisciplinary model of critical consciousness development involving three levels,
each including cognitions, behaviors and emotions. This study looked at critical consciousness development in the college classroom and utilized a sequential mixed methods design to collect preliminary quantitative data to input to a core
qualitative research design. The preliminary data consisted of the Sense of Community Index II and Critical Consciousness
Scale. Students in a Community Psychology class were given these two scales on the first and last day of classes. Scores on
these pre-post measures were used to group students into categories based on their level of critical consciousness change.
Participants for the second, qualitative, stage of the study were selected based on their scores and were interviewed. The
aim was to identify understudied emotional and relational aspects that enhanced and hindered development of critical consciousness including involvement in critical action. Here, we present the results of this study and also discuss the
process, challenges, and rewards of creating an undergraduate research team at a small school with little history of student
involvement in research.

Awareness of Christian Privilege: Predictors, Outcomes, and Implications
Nathan R. Todd, Brett A. Boeh, Elizabeth A. McConnell
There are many dimensions of privilege and marginality. From race/ethnicity to gender and sexual orientation, there are
multiple ways social identities confer privilege to dominant groups (e.g., Israel, 2012; McIntosh, 1988). Although all dimensions of privilege are important, in this study we focus on awareness of Christian privilege, or the ways in which people are
aware that Christians hold power and benefit from religious advantages in U.S. society. Examining awareness of Christian
privilege is important given the ways religious beliefs are used to justify political positions regarding other social issues.
In this study, we examine data from over 350 Christian students at public universities in the U.S. who attended Evangelical
Protestant, Mainline Protestant, or Catholic religious groups on their college campus. We examine demographic differences
in awareness of Christian privilege; how religious variables such as religious conservatism, religious tradition, and specific
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religious beliefs predict this awareness; and how awareness of Christian privilege predicts political attitudes that impact
other marginalized groups (e.g., gay men and lesbians, women, and racial/ethnic minorities). Together, findings reveal who
may be more aware of Christian privilege and how this awareness predicts other attitudes. Implications for theory, research, and applied work with religious groups will be discussed.

Diversity Trainers’ Response to Social Psychologists’ Call for Action Research
Agostino Mazziotta, Anette Rohmann, Verena Piper
Although a body of academic work relevant for diversity trainings exists, there are barriers for the use of this knowledge
in practice. Several authors called for action research to bridge the research-practice gap. The present study aimed to give
a response to this call from the practice perspective. Diversity trainers’ (N = 172) interest in and anticipated benefits of an
exchange between research and practice were investigated in a mixed-method survey. The current status of diversity trainings in German speaking countries was also investigated. Participants indicated that they appreciate scientific knowledge
and that they expect a benefit from an exchange between research and practice. They prefer active forms of knowledge
exchange (e.g., workshops) compared to more informational oriented forms (e.g., manuals). Diversity trainings are most
often implemented in learning institutions, followed by NGOs, private businesses, and public administration. The main
objectives for conducting diversity trainings are: preparation for cross-group contact, conflict resolution, and integration of
minorities. Social psychological concepts (e.g., perspective taking, stereotypes) are often core themes within diversity trainings. Based on the results we discuss how social psychological knowledge can improve the development, implementation,
and evaluation of diversity trainings.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Investigating Campus Rape Culture: Beyond Blaming the Victim
Chair: Kathryn Holland

TALK 1: Pornography Use and Sexual Deception
Soraya Giaccardi, L. Monique Ward, Rita C. Seabrook
This study examines how endorsement of stereotypical beliefs about male sexuality, particularly the belief that vaginal
intercourse is the end goal of all sexual interactions, may contribute to the relation between pornography use and sexual
deception. We surveyed 442 men (68.3% White; 91% heterosexual) aged 17-23 (M= 19.24) from a large Midwestern university on their pornography use, beliefs about male sexuality (Sex Equals Intercourse subscale of the Stereotypes about
Male Sexuality Scale; Snell, Belk, & Hawkins, 1990), and perpetration of sexual deception (The Sexual Deception Scale;
Marelich & Slaughter, 2011). Initial regression analyses indicated that pornography viewing and the belief that sex equals
intercourse each significantly predict perpetration of sexual deception (β= .168, p= .001; β= .149, p= .003). Using the
PROCESS macro in SPSS (Hayes, 2009), we found that the belief that sex equals intercourse significantly mediates the relation between pornography use and sexual deception (indirect effect= .0019, CI= .0002-.0051). These findings suggest that
pornography use may contribute to sexual coercion, in part, by defining vaginal intercourse as the singular and defining
goal of all successful sexual encounters. Thus, frequent consumers of pornography may be motivated to resort to deceptive strategies in order to gain sexual access.

TALK 2: A Longitudinal Analysis of Fraternity Culture and Sexual Assault
Rita C. Seabrook, L. Monique Ward, Soraya Giaccardi
Recent media attention on sexual violence perpetrated by fraternity members has led many to wonder whether the
fraternity culture is partially responsible for the high rates of sexual assault on college campuses (Valenti, 2014). However,
the majority of research on fraternity membership and sexual violence has been correlational. It is unclear whether fraternity membership causes an increase in acceptance of sexual violence, or whether men who are more accepting of sexual
violence are more likely to join fraternities. We are using longitudinal data to examine whether joining a fraternity causes
an increase in acceptance of sexual violence, as measured by rape myth acceptance (Burt, 1980) and sympathy for a sexual
assault victim. Survey data from 389 undergraduate men (23.2% fraternity members; mean age = 19.23) was collected in
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October 2014 (T1). Follow-up data collection is currently underway (T2). Cross-sectional data at T1 suggests that men in
fraternities are more accepting of rape myths, t(349) = 3.09, p = .002, and have less sympathy for victims of sexual assault,
t(346) = 2.27, p = .024, than non-members. We will examine changes in acceptance of sexual violence between T1 and T2
to examine whether fraternity membership causes greater acceptance of sexual violence.

TALK 3: Barriers to Help-Seeking for Sexual Assault on a College Campus
Kathryn Holland, Lilia Cortina
Between 20-25% of college women are sexually assaulted, and consequences of sexual assault (e.g., PTSD, depression)
can be devastating if survivors do not receive adequate support. In recent years, universities have received more specific
guidance from federal laws/policies (e.g., Title IX, Clery Act) regarding sexual assault reporting procedures and resources;
however, students rarely disclose victimization to university authorities or resources. What barriers prevent survivors from
reporting and/or seeking help? The current study used a mixed-method approach to identify the barriers that sexual assault survivors experienced to using three supports on campus-formal reporting procedures, the sexual assault center, and
housing staff-and if barriers differed across these supports. We collected qualitative data from 384 women living in university housing at a large Midwestern university. Using thematic analysis, our qualitative results suggest that student survivors
experienced eight types of barriers. Next, we used quantitative analyses to examine if these eight barriers differed across
the three campus supports; results suggest that barriers do differ across supports. Overall, our findings illustrate how federal and institutional policies and the campus culture foster unique help-seeking barriers for student survivors.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Racial Discrimination, Racial Microaggession: Assessments and Consequences
Initial Evidence for a Scale Assessing Acceptability of Racial Microaggressions
Yara Mekawi, Nathan R. Todd
Racial microaggressions are brief intentional or unintentional messages that communicate hostility or denigration to a
target person or group (Sue et al., 2007). Research has documented the negative impacts of racial microaggressions on
minorities’ mental health (e.g., Donovan et al., 2013). Though scales have been developed to assess experiences of microaggressions (Nadal, 2011; Torres-Harding et al., 2012), scales do not exist to document attitudes about committing racial
microaggressions (e.g., how acceptable people believe it is for people who are White to say different types of racially
microaggressive comments to a racial/ethnic minority group member). Focusing on acceptability of racial microaggressions
is important because it helps to reveal whether certain types of racial microaggressions are viewed as more “acceptable” to
say, as well as who may be more likely to endorse certain racial microaggressions. Thus, this presentation will focus on the
construction of a new scale, the Acceptability of Racial Microaggressions Scale, that assesses attitudes about the acceptability of committing racial microaggressions. Based on data from over 800 students, we will present three studies (EFA, CFA,
and test-retest reliability) to discuss the emerging factors and evidence for validity. We also discuss implications for educating students about the unacceptability of racial microaggressions.

The Egalitarian Self: On the Motivated Rejection of Alleged Implicit Racial Bias
Joseph Vitriol
While Americans widely endorse egalitarianism, significant racial disparities persist in many important life domains. Unconscious forms of bias at the individual-level have been offered as one explanation for aggregate racial disparities. However,
prior research has neglected to study various psychological obstacles to the successful implementation of anti-bias interventions. The current research examines the hypothesis that implicit racial bias feedback threatens individuals’ egalitarian
self-concepts, and activates motivated reasoning processes that bolster the denial of implicit bias and its influence on
behavior. To test this hypothesis, 350 White Americans were recruited from Amazon’s MTurk platform, and randomly
assigned to receive bias, egalitarian, or no feedback about their performance on a Race IAT. Results indicate that relative
to egalitarian and no feedback conditions, bias feedback increased negative affect (ps<.05, d=.4) and undermined percep-
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tions of the validity of the IAT (ps<.001, d=.78), but had no impact on participants’ belief in their own implicit racial bias
(p>.9). These perceptions predicted impaired performance on a Stroop task, suggesting that the motivated rejection of
implicit bias is cognitively depleting (p<.05, B=1.89). The role of egalitarian self-concepts in patterning this dynamic, and
the downstream consequences for stereotyping, prejudice-regulation, and public policy attitudes, will also be discussed.

Racial Discrimination and Health among Asian Americans: Mediating and Moderating Factors
Haedong (Shawn) Kim
Exposure to racial discrimination has been linked to various negative health outcomes such as hypertension, depression,
illicit drug use, and cellular aging. Despite the majority of racial discrimination research being focused on African American samples, limited studies have found that racial discrimination has negative effects on Asian Americans as well. Using a
sample of Asian American adults, the current study will investigate the association between frequency of racial discrimination experiences and health status. Also, the study will investigate the degree to which psychological stress mediates the
association between racial discrimination and health. Finally, the degree to which aspects of religiosity (support received
from one’s religious community and individual spiritual beliefs) and social support from family and friends buffer the effect
of discrimination on experienced stress will be tested. Guided by the framework of the ABC-X stress model, this study will
provide an important step in further understanding Asian Americans’ experiences with racism and its health implications.

Racial Discrimination, Identity, and Depression Among African American Men
David H. Chae, Wizdom A. Powell, Mia A. Smith-Bynum, Amani Nuru-Jeter, Eleanor Seaton, Rodman Turpin, Robert Sellers
Racial discrimination is conceptualized as a source of psychosocial stress that has negative implications for mental health.
However, factors related to racial identity and self-concept influence whether individuals interpret negative experiences
as instances of racial discrimination. Along these lines, factors related to racial identity may moderate associations between
racial discrimination and mental health outcomes. This study examined relationships between racial discrimination, dimensions of racial identity, implicit racial bias, and depression among African American men 30-50 years of age. Consistent with
prior research, greater levels of racial centrality were associated with greater reports of racial discrimination; conversely,
greater implicit anti-Black bias was associated with lower reports of racial discrimination. More positive perceptions of
public regard were associated with lower depression risk. Also found was a significant interaction between racial discrimination and implicit racial bias, with participants holding a stronger implicit anti-Black bias and reporting lower levels of
racial discrimination having the highest risk of probable depression. Results suggest that factors related to racial identity are
important to consider in the measurement of racial discrimination, and also have implications for studying the relationship
between self-reported racial discrimination and depression.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Giving Psychology Away Inside and Outside the Academy
Eileen L. Zurbriggen, Alyssa N. Zucker, Roberta A. Downing
SPSSI members are dedicated to the idea of “giving away” our psychological research and knowledge, yet the pragmatic
realities of doing so can be elusive. We propose a structured discussion led by three social psychologists who are currently
in different roles: professor in a psychology department (Zurbriggen), professor in a women’s studies center (Zucker) and
policy director in city government (Downing). Each panelist will speak briefly about a specific issue or event in which we
shared psychological knowledge inside or outside the academy, including some practical tips or challenges. Zurbriggen will
discuss dissemination of research about sexual objectification through the media. Zucker will describe helping to create a
new graduate certificate in LGBT Health Policy & Practice. Downing will discuss examples from her work history in which
she was able to use psychological theory and research to inform public policy issues outside academia. We will then lead a
general discussion aimed at helping attendees brainstorm and strategize opportunities for giving psychology away. All are
welcome, with any amount of past experience in sharing psychology inside or outside the academy.
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3:20 PM – 4:30 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Latina/os in Education: Transforming the American Classroom
Chair: Desdamona Rios

TALK 1: Holistic Approaches to Serving “At Risk” Hispanic High School Students
Desdamona Rios
Attaining a high school diploma is challenging for Hispanic Americans; in Houston, Texas only 28% of U.S. born Hispanics
have earned at least a high school diploma and 23% of immigrants Hispanics have a high school education (Kinder Institute, 2014). Charter schools designed to address educational disparities often focus on the most academically talented
students while ignoring the majority. Schools serving “at risk” students disproportionately favor zero tolerance policies and
the school to prison pipeline (Castillo, 2015). This presentation includes data from a charter high school in Houston which
serves approximately 700 “at risk” Latina/o students in grades six through twelve. Most are economically disadvantaged,
have transferred from other schools because of disciplinary issues, or were referred by the juvenile court system. Most
have histories of violent behavior, low academic achievement, emotional distress, and risky sexual behaviors due to poverty, drugs/alcohol, gang involvement and/or family disruption. To address these challenges, the school offers wraparound
services including child care for enrolled teen parents, after-school programs, a residential substance use treatment center
for males, outpatient counseling for students and parents, and alcohol/drug prevention services. Holistic approaches for
student well-being and data on increased graduation rates and decreased truancy rates will be presented.

TALK 2: Improving Latino Student Academic Outcomes: The Critical Role of Interdependence
Rebecca Covarrubias
American classrooms are not neutral settings; they reflect culture-specific ideas about the “right” way to be a student and
about the purpose of education. Specifically, American educational institutions reward the self-motivated, independent
representation of self. For students guided by the relationship-focused, interdependent representation of self, such as Latino working-class students, the American educational institution is likely to be experienced as a “mismatch,” or as a context
that does not represent their understanding of self. According to cultural matching theory, when a context matches a student’s cultural background, it affords an abundance of positive representations that foster enhanced well-being and performance, but when a context mismatches a student’s cultural background well-being and performance are undermined.
The first part of the talk will examine how mismatching learning contexts negatively influence well-being and performance
for Latino students, and the second half will examine how reframing the learning context to be more inclusive of all students can improve learning and performance for Latino students. The findings from these studies suggest that to alleviate
the persisting achievement gap for Latino students, we must address the role that existing dominant cultural policies and
practices play in contributing to these performance discrepancies.

TALK 3: Perceptions of Instructors’ Theories of Intelligence Shape Minorities’ STEM Experiences
Julie Garcia, Sabrina Zirkel, Mary Murphy
Theories of intelligence (i.e., perceiving that abilities are malleable or fixed; Dweck, 1999) have predominantly been
construed as an individual difference variable. However, research has found that perceptions of organizations as having an
entity (i.e., fixed) or incremental (i.e., malleable) theory of intelligence also affect cognition and behavior (e.g., Murphy &
Dweck, 2010). For example, entity organizations, compared to incremental organizations, can be particularly threatening
for people already contending with negative stereotypes about their social identity group (e.g., women in business settings; Emerson & Murphy, 2015). We extend this research by examining how perception of experts’ theories of intelligence
can similarly signal identity threat when contending with negative stereotypes. In an experience sampling and a longitudinal study, we examined how students’ perceptions of college instructors’ entity vs. incremental lay theories of intelligence
shape ethnic minorities’ experiences in STEM. We predicted that when ethnic minority students perceived their STEM
professors to have a fixed theory of intelligence, it would be associated with increased levels social identity threat and
consequently would be correlated with lower belonging and decreased desire to stay in STEM fields. Results were largely
in line with predictions. Implications for outcomes in STEM academic contexts will be discussed.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
The Judicial Notebook: Psychology in Recent and Upcoming Court Cases
Chair: Marc W. Pearce

Talk 1: Shared Worlds: Fostering Refugees’ Sense of Belonging in Worcester, Massachusetts
Kathryn LaFortune
During this part of the symposium, Dr. LaFortune will review important recent decisions of major appellate courts and their
implications for psychologists. This review will include decisions expected to be decided during the spring, such as Fisher v.
University of Texas (affirmative action in higher education) and Hurst v. Florida ( jurors’ roles in death sentencing), and decisions reached in late 2015, such as Mullenix v. Luna (use of force by law enforcement) and Ohio v. Clark (constitutional use
of child victim’s statements to convict abuser)

Talk 2: Upcoming Cases of Interest to Psychologists
Marc Pearce
During this part of the symposium, Dr. Pearce will look ahead to cases likely to come before major appellate courts during
2016-2017 and their implications for psychologists. This review will include descriptions of cases not yet decided by the date
of the Convention (which might include Fisher and or Hurst) and other cases that arise during the course of spring 2016.

Talk 3: Psychology in Legal Advocacy
Kathryn A. LaFortune, Marc Pearce
During this part of the symposium, Drs. LaFortune and Pearce will provide a general overview of the ways in which psychological research can affect legal policy. Specific mechanisms discussed will include legislative testimony, expert psychological
testimony, and amicus briefs. They will also review the most significant barriers to courts’ acceptance of psychological research.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Transforming Our World: Psychological Contributions to the Sustainable Development
Agenda
Rachel Ravich, Corann Okorodudu, Peter Walker, Yvonne Rafferty, Joseph DeMeyer, Prerna Arora
On September 27, 2015, the 70th United Nations General Assembly unanimously adopted a plan of action entitled,
“Transforming Our World: The United Nations 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” It consists of 17 goals and 169
targets developed through a two-year consultation process involving member states, UN agencies, NGOs, and other civil
society stakeholders. In March 2016, the UN will approve a set of indicators by which progress on the sustainable development goals will be monitored and assessed until 2030. This interactive session is proposed by the SPSSI UN/NGO Team, a
Founding member of the Psychology Coalition of NGOs Accredited at the United Nations (PCUN), as a Call to Action. It
is intended to mobilize psychologists and social scientists to cooperate in contributing their expertise to the implementation of the sustainable development goals. Members of the SPSSI UN/NGO Team will facilitate a discussion about sharing
knowledge and reimagining research and practice that strengthens this ambitious plan for people and planet.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Field Research in Sweden: Different Methods, Same Approach
Chair: Johan Näslund

TALK 1: Assessment In Group Work: A Classroom Study
Johan Forsell, Eva Hammar Chiriac
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Aim: To investigate how to prevent bullying growing out of a socially bad work environment. In March 2015, a five year
prospective study of a large Swedish Governmental Department started (the first of four surveys). A total of 1846 employees were invited and totally 1383 participated (response rate 74.9 %; the age span was 21 to 71 years; 56.8 % were
women and 43.2 % were men). From the second wave we will also collect data of major and important events in the organization since the previous wave. This is done through a new survey instrument where the participants can indicate major
and important events and measures since the last wave, and also the estimated impact of those events.

TALK 2: Nurses’ and Midwives’ Skills as Leaders for Parent Education Groups
Michael Rosander
Leader skills and knowledge about group processes when working with parent education groups are often lacking for
nurses and midwives. Parents express wishes and expectations on the leader to initiate group based activities instead of
mere lecturing. Leaders express uncertainty as to how to manage to get the groups active and how to use the group as a
basis for selection of content to cover and form of mediation during the sessions. Uncertainty makes it easier to exclude
the group and the potential it has as a learning environment. Experience and epistemological belief play an important
role for what leaders focus on in terms of perceived difficulties and rewards of working with parent education groups.
The results are based on field studies involving questionnaires (n=100) and interviews (n=26) with parents, questionnaires
(n=437) and interviews (n=14) with group leaders, observations of parent education group sessions (n=16). Specific training for nurses as group leaders, and providing collegial supervision when working with the groups would help less experienced leaders to progress toward higher levels of skills in leading parent education groups.

TALK 3: Moderating Effects of Leadership and Conflict Management on Bullying Growing Out of a
Socially Bad Work Environment
Stefan Blomberg, Michael Rosander
Aim: To investigate how to prevent bullying growing out of a socially bad work environment. In March 2015, a five year
prospective study of a large Swedish Governmental Department started (the first of four surveys). A total of 1846 employees were invited and totally 1383 participated. Bullying was measured by NAQ-22. The social work environment was measured by a scale called Perceived Injustice and Conflict (six items), leadership was measured by a scale called Supportive &
Active Leadership (nine items), and conflict management system was measured by a scale called Credible Conflict Management (five items). First we investigated if there was a correlation between bullying and a socially bad work environment.
Second we investigated if (a) leadership and (b) a conflict management system had moderating effects on bullying growing
out of a socially bad work environment. The results surely indicate that even if leadership has an important role to moderate and prevent bullying growing out of a socially bad work environment, the moderating effect of a well functioning and
credible conflict management system seems to be much stronger. These results preliminary give important guidance and
implications when planning and trying to create resilient and bullying proof organizations.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Giving Psychology Away to the Markets: Transformative Consumer Behavior Research
Chairs: Matthew Maxwell-Smith, Steven Shepherd

TALK 1: Cultural Diversity in Advertising and Representing Different Visions of America
Steven Shepherd, Aaron C. Kay, Tanya L. Chartrand, Gavan J. Fitzsimons
Issues regarding race, multiculturalism, and cultural diversity are complex ones faced by society. This coincides with a
growing interest in having cultural diversity (in terms or race, ethnicity, sexual orientation) represented in advertising. How
do different people respond to diversity in advertising? Insofar as domestic brands such as Coca-Cola are seen as iconic
symbols of American culture, cultural diversity in ads has the ability to reflect ongoing shifts in attitudes, beliefs, and demographics. According to system justification theory ( Jost & Banaji 1994), this change should be welcome by some, and not
by others; namely, those who are most inclined to defend the existing socio-political system should see cultural diversity
in ads as a threat to the status quo. In four studies, we find evidence that i) those with stronger system justification tendencies respond more negatively to cultural diversity in advertisements, ii) this is especially the case for iconic, quintessentially
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American brands, and iii) that this reaction is in part due to the perceived threat of cultural diversity to American values
and culture. Finally, an ad that framed cultural diversity as affirming the value of one’s social system reversed these effects.
Implications are discussed.

TALK 2: Ambivalent and Hostile Sexism as Restrictions of Female Travel
Harrison Oakes, Danielle Gaucher
From blogs to government documents, safety initiatives focus disproportionately on the travel dangers facing women. Why
the almost singular emphasis on danger facing female travelers? We hypothesize that hostile sexism (Glick & Fiske, 1996)
underlies this imbalance, driven by a desire to control women’s travel. Three studies examined perceptions of danger for
female travelers. Results showed that (a) hostile, but not benevolent, sexism was positively associated with the desire to
restrict women’s travel but not to protect them (Study 1); (b) among men, hostile sexism was positively associated with proclivities to warn only women of danger when asked to give travel advice (Study 2); and (c) after exposure to female-specific
travel-danger warnings, women high in benevolent sexism perceived greater travel-related danger in a simulated walking
tour (Study 3). Ultimately, we argue that warnings of female victimization serve as a form of social control-by literally “keeping her in her place.”

TALK 3: Outsourcing, Social Dominance Ideologies, and Buying as Domination or Elevation
Matthew Maxwell-Smith, Allison Johnson, Jeff Rotman
In today’s globalized marketplace, many products sold to Western consumers have a domestic brand and are produced in
a country with a developing economy (CDE). The perceived impact of such trends on the citizens of CDEs is condemned or
lauded as a means of potentially subjugating them to poor wages and working conditions, or elevating their relative gains
and living standards. Drawing on Social Dominance Theory (Sidanius & Pratto, 2010), we show that consumers will purchase products with a domestic brand and CDE-manufacture origin depending on the perceived impact of such marketing
trends on these citizens, and their endorsement of the ideology that superior groups should dominate inferior groups
(SDO-Dominance). In three studies, we observed that low-SDO-Dominance consumers show stronger purchase intentions
only when CDE-citizens are seen as benefitting from providing their outsourced labor; this information had no impact on
high-SDO-Dominance consumers’ intentions. An additional study revealed that high-SDO-Dominance consumers support
a policy recently introduced by the World Trade Organization that would suppress information on where products are
manufactured, but only when they perceive that outsourcing trends harm CDE-citizens. The implications of these processes
for the types of products we buy, and their associated means of delivery, will be discussed.

TALK 4: Green Demarketing: Reducing Consumption for the Sake of the Environment
Brandon J. Reich, Catherine A. Armstrong Soule
Consumerism and the resulting rates of consumption are considered by some to be the most pressing issues facing our
planet, particularly with regard to climate change and environmental degradation. Marketing has often been implicated
in fostering a culture of consumerism. Our research investigates the role of marketing in discouraging consumption for
the sake of the environment, a phenomenon we call “Green Demarketing” (GD). Our published work has explored initial
consumer response to this counterintuitive practice, and shows that the success of a GD strategy largely depends on the
environmental reputation of the company, mediated by consumers’ inferences of company motives. Our current, ongoing project contrasts GD advertising to traditional green advertising in driving these motive inferences, particularly among
self-identified “green” consumers. Two experiments show that green consumers have more favorable attitudes toward
traditional green ads, but that the pattern is reversed when the harms of overconsumption are made salient at the beginning of the ad. Our talk will introduce this line of research to scholars and researchers across disciplines, with the hopes
of developing further research into GD and its potential to foster more sustainable consumer behavior by encouraging
reduced consumption.
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15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Claiming (Cyber) Space
Producing Podcasts on Gender and Adolescence for the General Public
Karol Maybury
A description of how to research, produce and record psychologically-themed podcasts for the general public. The author
presents her experience with researching and producing podcasts for the American Psychological Association (division 35:
the Society for the Psychology of Women) and the Committee on Adolescent Girls. Special attention will be paid to: 1)
successfully involving undergraduate students in this endeavor, and 2) choosing high-interest topics for the general public.
Some recent podcasts will be summarized (e.g., Social Ostracism and Raising Girls with Strong Character).

Beneath the Façade: Psycho-educational Website for Professional Black Women
Veronica Y. Womack, Danielle Dickens
Black women have unique experiences in professional settings due to their double marginalization. Experiences related to
gendered racism are associated with significant psychological distress. Research suggests that coping strategies that reduce
ambiguity can reduce perceived stress. The “Beneath The Façade” website, launched January 2015, is an empirically-based
psycho-educational resource for Black millennial women coping with stereotypical expectations and gendered racism in
their environment. We selected this name to emphasize the importance of lifting the veil that covers the multiple daily
oppressions that Black women are encouraged to ignore. We highlight the structures of racism and sexism through conversations and articles about identifying and coping with devaluing experiences. The concepts used to establish our framework include: positive marginality, gendered racism, black feminist thought, intersectionality, microaggressions, and social
identity threat. The website includes a “strategies and tips” section as well as a section with social science terms that can
help women identify and label their experiences. We also summarize and share the latest popular and empirical articles on
the experiences of Black women. The website can inform educational programs that promote positive self-worth, and the
development of personal success among Black women in the evolving workforce.

Theorizing Critical Placemaking as a Tool for Reclaiming Public Space
Erin Toolis
“Placemaking” has emerged as a growing movement in which citizens participate in creating and transforming the spaces
they inhabit with the goal of “strengthen[ing] the connection between people and the places they share” (Project for
Public Spaces, 2015). Despite the surge in attention and funding given to placemaking initiatives in recent decades, it has
been critiqued as undertheorized, apolitical, and, in many cases, exclusive. Psychology has much to lend to theorizing how
the relationship between people, place, stories, and communities play a role in the process of placemaking, and how these
processes might resist systems of oppression. In this presentation, I advance a theoretical framework for “critical placemaking,” grounded in key concepts from environmental psychology, narrative psychology, and community psychology. I then
discuss placemaking in the context of a real-world social problem: the rise of privatization and the erosion of public places,
which contribute to socioeconomic and racial segregation, social alienation, and political disengagement. Critical placemaking is proposed as tool to reclaim public space for public use by cultivating place identity and attachment, constructing a
more inclusive community narrative, and laying the groundwork for the ability to collectively demand and exercise rights.
Policy implications and proposed future directions are discussed.

Ethics of Video and Narrative Studies of Political Actors
Carolina Munoz-Proto
A growing number of psychologists are using video and personal narratives as tools in qualitative inquiry on social issues.
Video and personal narratives offer great potential not only as methodologies for inquiry but also as means for the dissemination of research projects among non-academic audiences who are familiar with video and personal narratives as genres
of communication over reports and articles. As a result, research psychologists are negotiating the ethical requirements of
disciplinary codes of conduct, typically written for quantitative research, and the ethical responsibilities they derive from
their own epistemological, political, and personal perspectives. Focusing on our ongoing research on subjectivities and
their relationship to political action, social justice, and violence, this presentation addresses the emergence of important
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ethical challenges in regards to confidentiality and representation in the development and dissemination of video- and
narrative-based studies of political actors and minorities. Our discussion centers on the challenge of developing ethical
practices and products within projects that aim to reach, not only academics and specialists, but also policy-makers, community members, and other audiences. We propose a Freirian Pedagogy of the Question as a strategy for psychologists to
address ethical issues as they seek to share their work with wider audiences.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Implicit Criminal and Victim Identities: Implications for Criminal Behavior, Stereotyping,
and Mental Health
Chair: Marina K. Henein

TALK 1: Measuring the Criminal Mind: Do Implicit Criminal Identities Predict Criminal Behavior and
Intent?
Luis M. Rivera
Criminology’s approach to examining criminal cognition is limited to respondents’ willingness and ability to introspect on
the impact of criminality on the self-concept. Two studies adopt implicit social cognition theory and methodology to understand the criminal mind beyond explicit cognition, specifically by testing if an implicit criminal identity serves as a justice
system involvement marker. A single category Implicit Association Test measured speeded associations between the self
and criminality in two adult samples from Newark, Jersey, a high-crime United States city, and then measured their criminal
justice involvement in a cross-sectional study and a longitudinal study. Altogether, results demonstrated that a strong implicit criminal identity increases the odds of criminal justice involvement, even after accounting for criminal-related demographics, explicit cognition, and past behavior. These data suggest that implicit criminal cognition is a unique risk factor for
criminal behavior. The implications of this research for the criminal justice system will be discussed.

TALK 2: If Me=Criminal and Criminal=Black, Then Me=Black? A Cognitive Structure of Implicit
Associations
Marina K. Henein, Luis M. Rivera, Bonita M. Veysey, Alexandra K. Margevich
Implicit social cognition theories challenge common assumptions about the identity-related processes related to criminal
experiences. Using methodology that taps into cognitive processes outside of conscious awareness or control, this paper
tests if criminal experiences shape and maintain cognitive associations between the self-concept, criminality, and, remarkably, Black individuals. Two samples of non-Black adults from Newark, New Jersey, completed a set of Implicit Association
Tests (IATs) and self-report measures that assess the associations among self, criminality, and Black. Across both samples,
chronic and temporary criminal experience led to implicit (but not explicit) self-Black, Black-criminal, and self-criminal associations. These data are in strike contrast with the reflexive consciousness and introspection of individuals with criminal
experiences. As such, this research challenges the common narrative about the social cognition of criminals.

TALK 3: Implicit Criminal and Victim Identities are Risk Factors for Poor Mental Health
Nicole Sachs, Marina K. Henein, Bonita M. Veysey, Luis M. Rivera
Gender stereotypes have shaped expectations that women are not criminals and that men are not victims. The present
studies adopt implicit social cognition theory to examine how the discrepancy between gender roles and implicit criminal
identities among women and implicit victim identities among men might affect these individuals’ mental health. Across two
studies, participants whose criminal experience was made temporarily salient (Study 1, N=106) or whose victim experience
was chronically salient (Study 2, N=103), completed an Implicit Association Test to measure speeded associations between
the self and criminal (Study 1) and the self and victim (Study 2), followed by mental health measures. Study 1 found that
only among women whose criminal experience was made salient, strong implicit criminal identity was associated with high
levels of depression (ß = .87 p = .001). Study 2 found that implicit victim self-stereotyping predicted depression among
male victims (ß = .76, p = .00), but not among male non-victims (ß = -.11, p = .70). Together, these results suggest that implicit criminal and victim identity and stereotypes serve as poor mental health markers.
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4:40 PM – 5:50 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Giving Psychology to Law through Education and Expert Testimony
Chair: Marti H. Gonzales

TALK 1: Expert Testimony on the Psychology of Interrogations and False Confessions
Mark Costanzo
Research on more than 300 convictions overturned by DNA evidence reveals that about 24% of wrongful convictions
involve false confessions. This presentation will summarize more than two decades of research on the social and cognitive psychology of criminal interrogations and confessions. This research generally enters the legal system through expert
testimony and provides answers to questions such as: “What psychological techniques do interrogators use to persuade
criminals to confess?” “Why is it that innocent people sometimes confess to horrible crimes they did not commit?” and
“Are jurors able to reliably distinguish true from false confessions?” Examples from actual criminal cases will be used to provide a glimpse into the secretive world of the interrogation room. We will examine types of false confessions, why a false
confession might seem true, factors that influence the decision to confess, and research-based solutions to the problem of
false confessions. The legal system’s response to this research will also be considered.

TALK 2: The Ambivalent Response to Efforts to Give the Psychology of Implicit Bias to Law
Erik J. Girvan
Coverage of the “Black Lives Matter” protests in response to the killing of African American men has brought significant
popular attention to the psychological science of implicit bias and its relevance to the legal system. For almost 30 years,
in scholarship, consultation, and expert testimony, psychologists and jurists have debated the implications of research on
automatic, non-conscious stereotyping for law. We review the major successes and struggles of efforts to give the psychological science of implicit bias away to legal audiences. Research on implicit bias has, for example, transformed several
areas of legal scholarship, with the foundational law review articles introducing the research being cited thousands of times.
Similarly, supported by initiatives of the American Bar Association, National Center for State Courts, and numerous state
and local bar organizations, lawyers and judges have worked to curb their own biases. Even so, courts and legislatures have
been less willing to draw on the psychological research to interpret or pass laws to hold people liable when their decisions
are likely to have been influenced by implicit bias. The implications of the inconsistent responses to this body of research
and lessons for what psychologists can do to address it will be discussed.

TALK 3: Giving Away the Science of Eyewitness Identification: Mission Accomplished!
Lawrence T. White
In the past 40 years, psychological scientists have learned a great deal about (1) factors that affect the accuracy of eyewitness identifications and (2) investigative procedures that reduce the likelihood of mistaken identifications. In that same
time period, dozens of social and cognitive psychologists have consulted with attorneys in thousands of criminal cases
and presented expert testimony to judges and juries throughout the United States. Most of these experts have also made
numerous presentations to professional groups of lawyers, judges, and police chiefs. Perhaps most importantly, psychologists have been essential members of working groups (e.g., the National Institute of Justice’s Technical Working Group for
Eyewitness Evidence) that have created model policies and procedures concerning eyewitness evidence. The work of these
consultants has produced a remarkable success story: Many police departments have implemented new identification
procedures (e.g., double-blind sequential lineups). Moreover, several states have adopted new jury instructions (e.g., Massachusetts’ new Model Eyewitness Identification Instruction) that reflect the science of eyewitness identification.
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15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Making the Invisible Visible
#SayHerName: Intersectional Invisibility and Perceptions of Social Movements
Kristin N. Dukes, India Johnson, Emily Beauparlant
Police brutality toward Blacks has garnered widespread media coverage and public discourse in recent years. Unfortunately, consistent with research on intersectional invisibility (Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008), the most prominent social
movements (e.g., #BlackLivesMatters) against police brutality fail to actively include the plight of Black women. Countering
this exclusion, #SayHerName is a movement dedicated to drawing awareness to and about Black women who have suffered
police brutality. The current research examined perceptions of #SayHerName movement relative to #BlackLivesMatter.
106 participants (81.2% White, 60.4% female, MeanAge = 32.93) were recruited for a study on social movements and then
asked to report their personal familiarity with and knowledge of #SayHerName or #BlackLivesMatter as well as the general
public’s familiarity with and knowledge of one of these movements. Participants also evaluated the favorability, effectiveness, and persuasiveness of one of these movements. Consistent with predictions, participants reported that they and the
general public were less familiar with and knowledgeable about #SayHerName relative to #BlackLivesMatter. Additionally, though participants were less familiar with and knowledgeable about #SayHerName, they felt more positively about
#SayHerName relative to #BlackLivesMatter. Implications for the overall perceptions and effectiveness of each movement
in light of these data will be discussed.

Stereotypes and Prototypes: Predictors of Intersectional Invisibility
Allison Williams
Although sociologists and legal scholars have posited that the marginalization of black women stems from disadvantage
that emerges at the intersection of race and gender (Crenshaw, 1989), psychologists have only recently begun to generate individual-level theories to help explain this phenomenon. One such framework, the intersectional invisibility model
(Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008), suggests that non-prototypicality, in terms of race, gender, or sexual orientation, leads
to invisibility, which in turn leads to marginalization. Although prior work has shown that targets from non-prototypical
categories (e.g., Black women; Sesko & Biernat, 2010) are more invisible, whether this invisibility stems from actual judgments of non-prototypicality remains to be tested. Here, I empirically test the idea that individuals who judge targets to
be relatively non-prototypical are also more likely to perceive those targets as invisible. I also examine the extent to which
individual differences in the tendency toward categorical or stereotypical thinking (need for closure and gender-specific
system justification) moderate the likelihood of engaging in intersectional invisibility finding that higher levels of these variables are related to increased invisibility. These findings are an important step toward better understanding why discrimination occurs, which in turn may yield insight into how to effectively reduce such inequality.

Multiply Stigmatized Individuals’ Perceptions of Invisibility and Discrimination
Samantha H. Snyder, Jessica D. Remedios
Intersectionality theory suggests that multiply stigmatized groups (e.g., racial minority women) are relatively invisible to
perceivers. This intersectional invisibility stems from perceived non-prototypicality of their group memberships. For example, Black women are not perceived as prototypical Black people or women (respectively, Black men and White women).
While qualitative interviews with multiply stigmatized individuals reveal they may feel invisible and discriminated against
because of their combination of group memberships, researchers have not directly compared groups who may have no,
one, or multiple stigmatized identities. Participants (N=349; zero = 76, one = 175, two or more = 98 stigmatized identities
based on gender, race, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status) completed a survey on a variety of topics, including
reported feelings of invisibility and experiences of receiving unfair treatment due to their group memberships. Results
supported an intersectional invisibility hypothesis with multiply stigmatized individuals reporting feeling more invisible
than individuals who had one or zero stigmatized identities. In addition, a double-jeopardy hypothesis was supported in
which multiply stigmatized individuals reported more unfair treatment than individuals with one stigmatized identity, with
both reporting more unfair treatment than individuals without stigmatized identities. Multiply stigmatized individuals seem
aware of their invisibility and higher prevalence of discrimination.
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Guess Who? Effectiveness of a Demonstration Used to Teach Person Perception
Eden-Reneé Hayes
So what can we expect of a cheerleader? A judo medalist? A geek? In this teaching demonstration, students are first asked
to discuss these three archetypes individually. Yet a shocking reveal leads students to question their assumptions and
reconsider “judging a book by its cover.” The ensuing discussion leads to teaching a number of concepts including, but not
limited to: obedience to authority, brain science, the continuum model of impression formation, stereotype consistency
and inconsistency, prejudice, self-fulfilling prophecy and stereotype activation versus application. On average, participants
either agreed or strongly agreed that the demonstration was valuable, enjoyable and helped them to think critically about
social interaction. Participants also felt confident in their understanding of the concepts discussed and would recommend
the activity to future workshops and courses. When asked to reflect on the activity one participant remarked, “I don’t
usually realize how judgmental I can be, even for a split second. And in order to stop it, it’s very important to notice it.”
Although the demonstration is predominately used in a college course setting, it can also be effective in a high school or
workshop with adult attendees.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Interrogating Masculinity
Reconceptualizing the Link Between Masculinity and Temptation for Condomless Sex
Inna Saboshchuk, Sarit A. Golub
Because sexual activity is interpersonal in nature, taking care of one’s sexual health has beneficial impacts for society overall.
In heterosexual relationships the burden of preventing sexual risk taking has typically fallen on women. This is particularly
troubling because of power dynamics between men and women, which constrain women’s ability to negotiate condom
use effectively. Additionally, past literature has indicated that endorsement of traditional masculinity in males is associated
with increased sexual risk taking (i.e. condomless sex). However, measures of masculinity often include items that pertain
to power over women or hostile sexism. Data from four projects will be shown arguing hostile sexism and a desire to have
power over women, not masculinity, is associated with both sexual risk taking and negative views towards women. Additionally, we will show that women internalize stereotypes about masculinity and condomless sex. Women report feeling
fearful negotiating condom use with masculine men and a belief that masculine men would take advantage of them if they
could. Suggestions for education based interventions focusing on combating sexism for the purpose of increasing healthy
sexual behavior will be discussed.

Macho Occupational Prototypes Discourage Less Masculine Men
Kim Peters, Michelle K. Ryan, S A. Haslam
Women have made substantial inroads into some traditionally masculine occupations (e.g., accounting) but not into others
(e.g., surgery). There is evidence that women are discouraged from entering into, and remaining in, these latter occupations because they feel that they do not fit in with the dominant ‘macho’ occupational prototypes. In this paper, we explore
whether these hyper-masculine occupational prototypes may be reinforced over time through their impact on men. In
two studies, we examined whether macho occupational prototypes discourage men in two male dominated occupations:
the marine commandos and surgery. In Study 1, male new recruits (N=218) completed a questionnaire that measured
perceptions of their own and the prototypical marine commandos’ masculinity, as well as their occupational engagement.
We found that recruits who perceived that they did not fit in with the macho commando prototype had lower levels of
occupational identification and motivation. In Study 2, a longitudinal study revealed that male surgical trainees’ (N=117)
perceptions that they did not fit in with the macho surgeon prototype were associated with reduced identification and
increased psychological exit a year later. Together, this suggests that macho occupational stereotypes may discourage the
very men who could challenge them.
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Masculine Norms and Rape Myth Acceptance in the Fraternity Context
Rita C. Seabrook, L. Monique Ward, Soraya Giaccardi
Fraternity members have been shown to demonstrate higher acceptance of rape myths and incidence of sexual assault perpetration (Kingree & Thompson, 2013; Murnen & Kohlman, 2007). The purpose of this study is to examine whether pressure to uphold masculine norms from friends contributes to acceptance of sexual violence and objectification of women
within the context of university fraternities. We sampled 399 men from a large Midwestern university. As hypothesized, fraternity members reported greater pressure from their friends to uphold masculine norms of having sex and drinking alcohol, t(355) = 3.19, p = .002 than non-fraternity members. Fraternity members also reported greater rape myth acceptance,
t(355) = 2.30, p = .022, less sympathy for a rape victim, t(358) = 2.83, p = .005, and greater acceptance of objectification of
women, t(356) = 5.14, p < .001. Pressure from friends to uphold masculine norms mediated the relation between fraternity
membership and acceptance of objectification of women, k2 = 0.05, 95% CI for indirect effect [0.03, 0.18]. It appears that
fraternity members experience more pressure from their male friends to uphold dominant masculine norms, and this difference may partially explain the relation between fraternity membership and acceptance of objectification of women.

The Policing of Masculinity Scale (POMS): Partnerships and Policy Implications
Christopher S. Reigeluth, Michael E. Addis
During adolescence, many boys begin to engage more fervently in a gender socialization process called policing of masculinity (POM). POM can be defined as any action intended to prevent or punish behaviors perceived as insufficiently
masculine (Reigeluth & Addis, 2016). Common examples include misogynistic and homophobic epithets (e.g., Frosh et al.,
2002). Despite increasing social awareness about gender issues for boys and men, there has been a dearth of research utilizing quantitative measurement to study gender regulation processes. Thus, this study was designed to develop and psychometrically assess the Policing of Masculinity Scale (POMS) on 14- to 18-year-old adolescent boys (N = 235). This empirical presentation will include factor analytic and psychometric validation results, as well as partnership-based recruitment
and dissemination strategies. Factor analysis resulted in reciprocal POM Agent and Target Scales, each with a three-factor
solution accounting for ~50% of the common variance (eigenvalues of 1.36 to 5.88). The school partners were integral to
the study and initiatives to give back included classroom didactic presentations and dissemination meetings with educators, students, and parents. Dissemination discussions included brainstorming future gender awareness and other school
initiatives. These findings have important social, educational, and mental health policy implications that will be explored.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Adjustment and Relationships in College and Beyond
Examining Social Class Identity and Students’ Psychological Adjustment to College
Felecia R. Webb, Tabbye M. Chavous
Social class plays an important role in the context of education. Divergent social class outcomes in higher education are
often assumed to be a product of differences in access to material resources or academic preparation. However, the psychological experience of social class can also influence students’ outcomes. This study of 356 African American and White
college students examined 1) how students’ social class identity relates to variation in their psychological experience of
college, and 2) whether the relationship between social class identity beliefs and students’ psychological outcomes are
moderated by race. Three dimensions of social class identity are explored: identification, centrality, and affect. The affective dimension was comprised of three sub-dimensions: pride, shame, and guilt. Controlling for objective indicators of
SES, findings demonstrate variation in the dimensions of social class identity among individuals from similar socioeconomic
backgrounds. Further, this variation in social class identity is predictive of students’ psychological outcomes. The current
study provides support for a multidimensional analysis of social class identity, and particularly the examination of different
affective dimensions of collective identity. Additionally, this study highlights the importance of examining how social class
identity may differentially relate to students’ psychological adjustment to college as a function of race.
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The Role of Valuing Diversity in Diverse Friendship Formation
Angela J. Bahns
Diverse friendships offer many benefits for individuals and for intergroup relations, yet similarity is a powerful predictor of
attraction and relationship formation. The current study examined whether beliefs about the value of diversity predict the
formation of diverse friendships. Naturally-occurring dyads (N=552) were recruited from ten college campus and community samples varying in size and racial/ethnic diversity. A questionnaire assessed dyad members’ beliefs about the value
of diversity (valuing diversity), ten social and political attitudes, and four social identity categories (race/ethnicity, religion,
sexual orientation, nationality). Multilevel models were estimated to examine dyad-level valuing diversity, community size
and community racial/ethnic diversity as predictors of diverse friendships. Valuing diversity was a significant predictor diverse friendships; valuing diversity increased the likelihood that dyad members were diverse in terms of race, religion, and
sexual orientation but not in terms of nationality or attitudes. The effect of valuing diversity varied according to community
size and racial/ethnic diversity. Valuing diversity predicted racially diverse friendships in communities high but not low in
racial/ethnic diversity, and religiously diverse friendships were more likely in smaller compared to larger communities. Valuing diversity was associated with greater attitude similarity in larger communities but was unrelated to attitude similarity in
smaller communities.

Subjective Low SES Makes Students Less Likely to Delay Gratification
Heidi A. Vuletich, Keith Payne
Academic success often requires prioritizing distant, abstract rewards over immediate ones. To be successful, students
often have to choose studying over watching television or browsing the internet, and they must persevere through difficult
or boring assignments despite wanting to quit. On the other hand, impulsive tendencies to prioritize immediate rewards
are associated with poor academic performance. Research has shown that poverty and subjective feelings of poverty may
directly affect impulsivity moment-to-moment. In this study, we manipulated participants’ perceptions of their socioeconomic status (SES) by giving them a low or high budget in a financial decisions game. Within the narrative of the game,
participants had the opportunity to prioritize doing math homework or watching YouTube videos. We found that those
who were made to feel of high SES prioritized doing the math, whereas those who were made to feel of low SES prioritized watching the YouTube videos. In addition, participants in the low SES condition found the videos more rewarding
compared to participants in the high SES condition. We conclude that the income-achievement gap may be driven, in part,
by subjective feelings of SES leading to more impulsive behavior. The results highlight the importance of communicating
psychological findings to education fields.

How Goals and Relationships Affect Outcomes in Community College
Tanzina Ahmed, Colette Daiute
As community colleges become a more common gateway to higher education, understanding their students’ development becomes a more important goal. Both cultural-historical activity theory (Vygotsky, 1978; Daiute, 2010) and research
(Fuligni, 2007; Syed, 2010; 2012) suggests a connection between goals, relationships, and academic outcomes. This study
uses mixed-methods methodology to explore how the goals and relationships influence outcomes in community college.
104 student participants crafted three narratives about their college experiences in Fall 2014. These were analyzed using plot analysis, which identifies the underlying story “structure” (Daiute, 2014). Participants completed the Community
College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE, 2005). After Spring 2015, outcomes (GPA, credits, attendance status) were
collected. Different students highlighted different issues at the high points (ie. pivotal conflict) and resolution strategies
(ie. attempts to solve conflict) of narratives. For example, parents emphasize relationships (both connecting and conflicting) more than non-parents. Survey data demonstrated the impact of goals and relationships on outcomes. For instance,
year-end GPA was significantly different for different levels in terms of the goal of earning an Associate’s Degree, F(2, 100)
= 3.648, p < .05. Thus, community college students’ outcomes were influenced by both their goals and their relationships
over a year of college.
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Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
The Role of Race in Conducting and “Giving Back” Research
Julia Tran, Nicola Curtin, Ivy Onyeador, Monika Hudson, Elizabeth Cole
Researchers will reflect on how their racial identity impacts different aspects of their professional work including research
topics, methodological decisions, interactions with participants, community engagement, and policy work. An intersectional approach, with race intentionally at the center, will guide this discussion. Among the questions that will be explored are:
How does a researcher’s identity, which consists of multiple intersecting dimensions such as race, gender, sexual orientation, etc., affect their interactions and professional relationships with their communities of interest? For researchers working with racial groups of which they are not members, what inter-group opportunities and challenges do they face? For
researchers working with communities to which they belong, what intra-group opportunities and challenges do they face?
What do the power dynamics of various researcher/community relationships look like? How and when should researchers
discuss these power dynamics with their communities of interest? What are some of the opportunities and challenges associated with “giving back” research to one’s communities of interest? Centering on the experiences of researchers of color,
this interactive discussion is an effort to open a critical and reflexive discussion on the role of race and positionality in the
research process, particularly as it affects how we “give away” our science.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Women and Underrepresented Minorities in STEM
Bias Reduction Interventions May Increase Threat for Women in STEM
Evava S. Pietri, Victoria L. Brescoll, John F. Dovidio, Corinne Moss-Racusin, April Bailey, Jo Handelsman
Men and women show biases favoring men in the sciences, which contributes to a gender disparity in science technology
engineering and mathematics (STEM). Thus, validating interventions that increase awareness of bias and decrease sexism is
critical. However, interventions that impact recognition of bias may act as a social identity threat cue for women (suggesting their identity will be devalued) and inadvertently signal that women will not belong in STEM environments. Including
additional social identity safety cues in the intervention (i.e., suggesting adversity can be overcome or presenting positive
women role models) may lessen these potential aversive consequences. We ran three experiments utilizing a validated
diversity intervention that relied on high quality media and found that this intervention increased threat and decreased
women’s belonging in the sciences with participants from the general population (Experiment 1 and 3) and with scientists
(Experiment 2). However, there were also positive outcomes. The diversity intervention increased awareness of gender
bias and intentions to engage in collective action and decreased modern sexism and ability attributions to failure. Additionally, including the message that adversity can be overcome (Experiments 2 and 3) and providing role models (Experiments 3) mitigated the diversity movies harmful effects on belonging.

A Model of STEM Engagement for Underrepresented Minority Graduate Students
Sheri L. Clark, Christina Dyar, Bonita London, Nina Maung
Although there is an increasing acknowledgement of the value of diversity for the advancement of innovations in STEM
fields in the U.S., members of underrepresented groups continue to disengage from STEM. The present study tested a
theoretical model of STEM engagement for N = 377 graduate students enrolled in STEM doctoral and master’s programs
at a research-intensive university. Results of a path analysis demonstrate that students’ perceptions that their STEM colleagues believe intelligence is a fixed (versus malleable) entity, leads to deidentification with STEM for underrepresented
minority (URM) students, thus impacting confidence and sense of belonging among URM students in STEM. This model
fit the data well (χ2(6) = 10.02, p = .12; CFI = .98; TLI = .91; RMSEA = .04). Additional moderated mediation analyses show
that perceiving one’s academic advisor as helpful and supportive may mitigate these effects by facilitating increased levels
of identity with STEM for URM students, which ultimately increases their confidence and sense of belonging. Potential
interventions and implications for university policy regarding graduate education will be discussed.
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Witnessing Microaggressions Diminishes Belonging among Women Majoring in Science Fields
Denise Sekaquaptewa, Lorelle Meadows, Neil Lewis Jr., Jakob Williams, Monica Ellis, Donald A. Lyons
Women are negatively stereotyped as lacking ability in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), and
may witness subtly negative behaviors (microaggressions) toward other women in those fields. This study tested the hypothesis that among female STEM students, simply witnessing microaggressions occurring in one’s academic environment
(as opposed to being the target of microaggressions) predicts STEM belonging (operationalized as feeling of belonging
in STEM, and low stereotyping concern). Students (n = 286) in STEM and non-STEM majors completed an on-line survey
on which they reported incidence of witnessing microaggressions, and STEM belonging. Because perception of microaggressions may be influenced by sensitivity to gender bias, an assessment of Gender-Based Rejection Sensitivity (GBRS)
was included. Regression analysis showed that among STEM women, STEM belonging was predicted by the interaction
of witnessing microaggressions and GBRS. Simple slopes analyses showed that low GBRS women reported greater STEM
belonging the fewer microaggressions witnessed, whereas high GBRS women reported low STEM belonging regardless of
microaggressions witnessed. This interaction did not emerge among STEM men, nor among non- STEM women or men.
The results indicated that both sensitivity to gender bias and witnessing microaggressions diminish women’s belonging in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.

A Strong Teacher Identity May Buffer STEM Women’s Identity Interference
Laura R. Ramsey
The experience of women faculty in STEM at research-intensive universities has garnered much research, yet women in
STEM are more likely to be employed at teaching-intensive institutions (NSF, 2015). Previous research has shown that
women in STEM often feel a tension between their woman and scientist identities (Settles, 2004). However, this has not
been examined at teaching-intensive institutions, where faculty members’ identities as teachers may be more salient. Because aspects of the teacher identity and woman identity overlap, and because STEM faculty must integrate their scientist
identity and teacher identity when teaching STEM classes, women faculty in STEM at teaching-intensive universities may
be able to resolve their woman-scientist identity interference through teaching. Using an online survey methodology, 44
women faculty in STEM and social sciences at a teaching-intensive institution reported their teacher identity centrality and
woman-scientist identity interference. Regression analyses revealed a significant interaction, β=.54, p=.02, wherein a strong
teacher identity was associated with lower woman-scientist identity interference for women in STEM, but a strong teacher
identity was associated with higher woman-scientist identity interference for women in social sciences. This study is part
of a larger ADVANCE-funded project using social science research to motivate institutional transformation at a teachingintensive institution.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 3
Navigating Risk in Precarious Economic Times
Chair: Kristen Hackett

TALK 1: Navigating Risk in Precarious Times: Responding to Biomedical Surveillance of Transgender
Patients in the United States
Hale Thompson
Security and privacy discourses both mask and justify systemic inequity, positioning non-normative practices, and ways
of being as threats to the social order. This paper will examine how transgender persons and allied providers navigate a
precarious healthcare system. Precarity is nothing new to most transgender persons in the United States. Since the category
emerged as a pathology in the 1960s and later as an identity in the 1990s, trans people have commonly experienced discrimination, violence, and lack of access to basic resources such as housing, employment, and healthcare. Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), trans people have greater access to healthcare, but for the purposes of economic security and health
information purposes, the ACA also expanded surveillance through mandates to implement electronic health record (EHR)
systems. EHR have created numerous workarounds and financial strains for providers and new and complicated administrative burdens and costs for trans patients. Drawing on focus group data and key informant interviews, this paper will use a
biopolitical framework to explore the ways in which providers and patients work to reduce precarity and preserve some
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agency within normalizing and often contradictory surveillance systems that increasingly encroach upon doctor-patient
relationships, patient privacy, and data integrity and security.

TALK 2: Precarious Logic: Understanding Youth Support for Neoliberal Policies
Ella Ben Hagai
The age of precarity is shaped by neoliberal policies privatizing the welfare system, corporatizing education, and promoting the displacement of working class people from urban centers. Public support for neoliberal policies is associated
with the extension of neoliberal logic in which “there is no society, only individuals.” In this study we examine the sociopsychological predictors for endorsement of neoliberal logic and policies, among college students. Using survey methodology (n=300), we examine variables such as economic and cultural capital, personality traits, system justification and social
dominance ideologies, in explaining support for policies that privatize public goods. Our findings inform interventions for
the dismantling of neoliberal logic among youth in the United States.

TALK 3: Democratic Health in an Age of Rising Risk
Kristen Hackett
Young people today are growing up in an age of intensifying risk and precarity. For low- to middle income university students, these risks translate into higher education costs and the threat of student debt, and the impending threat of un- and
under- employment upon graduation. These risks threaten more than their education or job prospects, but ultimately, have
consequences for their economic prosperity over the course of their lives. This presentation begins from the question: what
are the consequences of this rising risk for youth political development and participation and ultimately, for the health of
our communities and democracy as a whole. Using the political narratives of young adults attending a public university in
New York City, this presentation traces the cannons of precarity downstream, as they manifest in the everyday lives of these
university students and more specifically, informing the socio-material context in which negotiations around political participation are taking place, as well as upstream, to consider the national and global roots of it’s production. Ultimately this study
offers a cross-scalar understanding of youth political participation in an age of rising precarity, and contributes more broadly
to the emerging conversation about the relationship between economic anxiety and democratic health.
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Poster Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Pinnacle
41. Students’ Belonging and Self-Concept: School versus a Middle-School Development Program
Rebecca L. Hawk, Cari Gillen-O’Neel
Nationwide, there are many youth development programs designed to help at-risk students stay in school. In addition to
having positive effects on education, health, and identity development (Nicholson, Collins, & Homer, 2004), such programs
can provide a developmentally vital sense of belonging for middle school students (Lipsitz, 1980). Although research
indicates the positive outcomes of belonging to a program for at-risk students, there is mixed evidence for the correlation
between school belonging and academic achievement in minority or urban students (Goodenow & Grady, 1993; Booker,
2004). This study examined whether a sense of belonging to a summer program for at-risk middle school students has
similar effects as school belonging with respect to students’ academic self-concepts and self-esteem. Program participants
(N=33) completed measures of school belonging (Anderson-Butcher, 2002), academic self-concept (McCoach, 2002), selfesteem (Rosenberg, 1965) and intelligence mindset (Dweck, Chiu, & Hong, 1995). Results indicate that program belonging and school belonging were not correlated (r = .25, p = .165) and that both types of belonging were independently
positively associated with academic self-concept and self-esteem (bs range from .35-.60, all ps < .056). Further analyses
examined differences in these correlations based on student intelligence mindset.

42. Online Volunteering Engages Men More than Women: A Functonalist Perspective
Jennifer F. Moses, Natalie Camacho, Elizabeth Sanchez, Cristine Partridge, Patrick Dwyer, Paul Fuglestad, Alex Maki, John Kim
Online communities often thrive through volunteer contributions (e.g., Wikipedia). In such communities, most of the contributions are generated by a small sub-set of more active users (Ebner & Holzinger, 2005). We sought to explore the reasons
why some individuals fail to contribute. Using the Functional Approach to volunteerism as a framework (Clary et al., 1998),
we explored these questions using the users of the online movie recommendation community Movielens.org. Users completed the Volunteer Functions Inventory and questions about their offline volunteering. We then tracked their volunteer
behaviors on Movielens for six weeks. We determined that although women were over twice as likely to report volunteering
offline compared to men, Х² (1, N = 129) = 15.61, p < .001, men engaged in more volunteer behaviors on Movielens, such as
visiting the volunteer center, t(119.10) = 2.54, p = .01. Differing volunteer motivation was explored as a possible explanation
for this discrepancy. For example, women reported greater humanitarian-based motives for volunteering than men, t(95.56)
= 3.95, p < .001. As such, women’s motives for volunteering may be more difficult to satisfy than men’s in online settings. This
has implications for how online communities might alter their designs to attract women contributors.

43. Comprehension of Death Penalty Instructions
Tiffany Lockett
Research has shown that the sentencing instructions used in the past in death penalty trials are problematic, in large part
because they are very difficult to comprehend. As part of a larger project designed to make its jury instructions more
comprehensible overall, the California Judicial Council promulgated a set of “plain language” jury instructions that included
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revisions to the capital sentencing instructions that prior research had shown were so problematic. In the present study we
evaluate whether and in what ways the new plain language instructions result in improved comprehension. In addition, we
examine the relationship between death penalty attitudes in general and death qualification status in particular to the comprehension of the new instructions. Data suggest that the new instructions continued to present comprehension problems
related to the death penalty.

44. Rape Victims’ Hopes, Interactions, and Satisfaction with the Legal Systems
Eunji Kong, Brenda Gutierrez, Vanessa Mendoza, Natassia Mattoon, Courtney Ahrens
Sexual assault victims often undergo an extensive forensic examination, known as a rape kit, with the hope that law enforcement will use it to investigate the crime. But unbeknownst to most victims, many of these rape kits are never tested; this is
known as the rape kit backlog. The goal of the current study is to understand victims’ experiences with the legal system and
the rape kit backlog; specifically, the study aims to examine the disconnect between what the victims had hoped for, what
they actually received, and their satisfaction with police contact. Nineteen survivors whose rape kits were in the backlog
were interviewed as part of a larger study; qualitative data about survivors’ hopes, actual interactions, and satisfaction was
analyzed. Results revealed that victims primarily wanted justice and information from the police but such assistance was
not always forthcoming. Dissatisfaction stemmed from the discrepancy between what survivors wanted and what actually
happened. But survivors also expressed dissatisfaction with the way they were treated. While many survivors were not explicitly looking for emotional support when they initially contacted the police, the lack of support (or presence of negative
reactions) ultimately caused a great deal of dissatisfaction for most survivors.

45. Sexual Assault and PTSD Development Among Female U.S. Veterans
Christy E. Starr, Eric B. Larson, Eileen L. Zurbriggen
This study explored prevalence of sexual violence in the military as well as its contribution to the development of PTSD
and depression. The participants from our Midwestern sample were predominantly African American (80%) female U.S.
veterans receiving medical or psychiatric care (n = 35). On average, participants had experienced 7 traumatic events during
their life. 57% experienced sexual assault, 17% combat, and 97% reported additional trauma such as physical assault (80%).
A linear regression with the 4 most common traumas and combat found that traumatic life events significantly predicted
PTSD symptom severity, adj. r2 = .60, f(5) = 11.148, p < .001, with sexual assault (b = .77, p < .001) as the only significant
predictor; combat exposure was not significant (b = .17). Similarly, logistic regression found that sexual assault (B = 3.15,
p = .01) was the only significant predictor of depression; combat exposure was not significant (B = .36). Although combat
exposure is often believed to be the primary trigger for PTSD following military service, our findings point to sexual assault
as an equal or greater risk factor. Implications and recommendations, including intervention and prevention measures, will
be discussed.

46. The Effect of Geographic, School and Individual Resources on Achievement
Sarah E. Cronin
Minnesota has one of the worst achievement gaps in the United States. Recent legislation in Minnesota emphasizes the
need for more resources to support rural schools. However, it remains unclear which factors have greatest influence on
academic achievement. By using step-wise logistic regression, this study aims to observe the effect individual, school, and
geographic variables have on standardized test scores. This research was a state-level study that included all eighth grade
students in Minnesota during the academic year of 2014-15 who completed statewide standardized tests (n = 66,000).
Through this study, a deeper understanding of the relationship between individual, school and geographic variables will
uncover results that support a clear way to implement resources in order to support children’s academic achievement.
Results give special attention to academic achievement for low-income, rural, minority, and under-resourced students. With
a growing achievement gap in rural and urban settings, results will be informative for people who value the social issues
related to achievement and opportunity gap. NOTE: This research is funded by the National Science Foundation.

47. Evaluating a Community-Building Intervention among AIDS Service Organizations
Keven Joyal-Desmarais, Mark Snyder, Allen Omoto
The degree to which individuals feel a psychological sense of community (PSC) with others has previously been linked to
higher engagement in prosocial behaviors, along with higher psychological health and wellbeing. However, little work has
examined whether current theories of PSC can be used to successfully develop interventions to increase PSC. The current
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study examined the effects of community-building workshops given to individuals affiliated with AIDS service organizations, designed according to the theory laid out by Omoto and Snyder (2002). Participants (N = 444) were randomized
to an intervention group, or a control group, and assessed longitudinally across 3 time points: a baseline assessment upon
recruitment, a short-term follow-up 6 weeks after the intervention, and a long-term follow-up 6 months post intervention.
A linear mixed-effects analysis suggested that significant gains in PSC were obtained in the experimental group following workshop attendance, relative to the control group, but that gains declined over time, and were not maintained at
the long-term follow-up. Analyses further suggested that the effects of the intervention were significantly moderated by
baseline levels of PSC, such that gains were only observed for individuals lower in initial PSC. Implications for health and
prosocial behavior were examined and are discussed.

48. Sharing Psychology: The Discipline’s Role in Community Collaborations
Thomas C. Ball, Jacklyn M. Biggs, Jared L. Barton
Psychologists possess a robust skillset and knowledge base that uniquely positions them to inform social issues in the public
sphere. However, despite their expertise and fit to inform social issues, policies, and programs, bridging the gap between
scientific knowledge and practice is often perceived as challenging and intimidating. How can we wed the knowledge
generated in academic settings with the actions of practitioners and policy-makers? This poster demonstrates how researchers at the University of Kansas Center for Public Partnerships (KU-CPPR) tackle this issue by leveraging an interdisciplinary approach to community-engaged work. The KU-CPPR team includes psychologists, sociologists, and social workers
among others; each discipline’s strengths coalesce to address complex social issues in responsible and innovative ways. The
contributions of our interdisciplinary team to address complex social issues include valuable training in the role of theory
for practice and policy, a rich understanding of data and statistics, and a scientifically rigorous lens for research/evaluation
of social programs and policies. We give psychology away by engaging communal stakeholders who occupy positions to
implement knowledge derived from theory and data into practice.

49. Creating an Interactive Laboratory for Online Experiments
Amanda Perez
Our lab has developed a method for conducting online interactive studies that can be used when recruiting individual,
dyad, or triad participants. The poster will showcase the process and resources needed to turn any computer into an online interactive laboratory that can be used with online participant recruitment services, like Amazon Mechanical Turk. By
interactive, we mean the researcher will be able to directly connect with the participant(s) participating in the study. This
is done by using a single survey host (e.g. Qualtrics) and embedding HTML scripts within the survey. The HTML scripts
within the survey will input designated video chatrooms for the researcher and participant(s) to connect. In addition, other
scripts can be embedded within the survey, such as the Implicit Association Test (IAT). Sites such as Amazon Mechanical
Turk provide a valuable opportunity for diversifying participant pools in psychological research. In particular, this paradigm is especially helpful for dyad research that needs to bring two different participants together. The hope with using an
interactive study paradigm like the one proposed here is that it will improve the quality of data collected online and make
it more practical to research diverse populations that are more accessible online.

50. Emergency Preparedness: Do Community Presentations Increase Preparedness Intentions and
Behaviors?
Meagan Sweeney, Cynthia Rohrbeck
The devastating consequences of natural and human-generated disasters have led to recommendations that individuals
should plan to be prepared for at least 72 hours post-disaster in case government assistance is delayed. FEMA and Red
Cross emergency preparedness recommendations include specific items to include in evacuation kits, instructions for storing supplies for sheltering-in-place, creating plans for reuniting with family, etc. While Red Cross volunteers routinely offer
short preparedness presentations to community organizations, these presentations have not been evaluated. In partnering
with our local Red Cross, we are “giving away” measurement and evaluation knowledge while taking the opportunity to
examine whether those attending presentations show increased intentions to prepare for disasters afterward. Additionally,
we are collecting data to test hypotheses about how changes in perceived threat of disasters and self-efficacy will increase
preparedness intentions. Our past work has demonstrated that threat and self-efficacy are related to preparedness behaviors in cross-sectional studies; the current study will allow us to examine change over time. Preliminary results (N=150,
half the expected sample) indicate that participants’ self-efficacy significantly changes during the presentation. In addition,
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changes in perception of threat predict the number of new preparedness behaviors that participants intend to complete
in the next 30 days.

51. The Model Minority Stereotype as a Hierarchy-Enhancing Legitimizing Myth
Julia Tran, Andrew L. Stewart, Deborah S. Holoien
Social dominance theory argues that hierarchy-enhancing legitimizing myths maintain group-based social hierarchies
(Pratto, 1999). This project examined the model minority stereotype (MM) ascribed to Asian Americans as a hierarchyenhancing legitimizing myth. We argue that the MM perpetuates meritocratic beliefs and legitimizes prejudice and institutional racism against other racial minorities, such as African Americans. According to Pratto (1999), a hierarchy-enhancing
legitimizing myth can mediate the relationship between social dominance orientation (SDO) and support for hierarchyenhancing social policies. This project examined MM as a mediator of SDO and support for African American social justice
organizations. In addition to testing this indirect effect, we also examined its relationship to other predictors of hierarchyenhancing ideologies, such as prejudice against African Americans and group-level threats. Specifically, we tested a model
where SDO predicted greater prejudice against African Americans, which predicted greater endorsement of MM on one
path and greater threat perception against African Americans on a second path. Both the MM and threat perception negatively predicted support for African American social justice organizations. Two hundred White American participants were
recruited on M-Turk for this study. Implications of the results for building allyship between White Americans and other
racial groups are discussed.

52. Wording of Gender Questions Affects Gender Minorities’ Investment in Research
Mara Haupert, Mary C. Murphy, Eliot R. Smith
Binary gender questions are widely used but have been criticized for their inability to identify gender minorities (transgender, non-binary, and gender nonconforming people; e.g., APA, 2009) and for their inconsistency with modern multidimensional theories of gender (e.g., Fausto-Sterling, 2012). In addition, researchers’ word choices may convey their philosophies
about gender and the acceptability/importance of certain identities. For example, genderqueer participants forced to
identify their gender as either “male” or “female” may experience identity threat, concluding that the researcher does not
recognize or value their identity. This threat might decrease goodwill toward the researchers and willingness to disclose
information or participate in future research. In an online survey, self-identified gender minority participants saw one of six
differently-worded gender questions being asked in one of three contexts (dating website, healthcare intake, or psychological survey). They then rated their willingness to disclose information and participate in future research with that organization,
as well as their perceptions and metaperceptions of the researchers. Results showed that context and question type significantly influenced participant responding; implications for creating identity safety are discussed. Concrete, situation-specific
recommendations are provided for researchers interested in designing or implementing inclusive gender questions.

53. Understanding and Misunderstanding Trigger Warnings: Beyond Campus Politics
Jacob Hurlburt, Emily Leskinen
Over the past decade, the phrase “Trigger Warning” (TW) emerged as a new form of content advisory. In 2014 the APA
called attention to the lack of research on TWs. TWs have prefaced articles on topics including violence against women,
racial profiling, and hate crimes. With the increased usage of TWs, some argue they contribute to “The Coddling of the
American Mind” (Lukianoff & Haidt, 2015), while others claim they facilitate discussion of difficult topics. Despite these assertions currently no research tests veracity of these ideas. However, research on other forms of content advisories suggest
that the forbidden fruit hypothesis may apply and that warning labels arouse reactance in viewers of all ages (Bushman,
2006; Bushman & Cantor, 2003). The current research examines the effects of TWs and content notes. Study 1 explores
undergraduates’ perceptions of the purpose of TWs. In Study 2 participants read an article on potentially emotionally
arousing topics prefaced by either a TW, an information label, or no label. Preliminary results suggest that the presence of
TWs or content notes did not affect one’s interest in the preceding article. Rather, interest in potentially triggering material
was predicted by one’s familiarity with TWs, in general.

54. Social Media Playbook: An Analysis of Athletes’ Social Media Use
Amy H. Jones
Social Role Theory and Sports-Typing research suggest that the mainstream media stereotypically cover sports and athletes by athlete sex and the type of sport an athlete plays (masculine or feminine). Such media coverage has been analyzed
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by prominence of coverage, visual cues and verbal cues. However, little research exists to provide insight into how athletes
portray themselves in the media. With the increased use of social media to promote sports, this research aims to partially
fill that gap in the literature. A content analysis of the Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter accounts of 30 male and female
Olympic athletes was conducted over a 30-day period. All tweets and posts were coded for visual and text-based gender
cues. Cues were then categorized by athlete sex and type of sport, to determine if cues were congruent or incongruent.
Results suggest that male athletes who play masculine sports and female athletes who play feminine sports are more likely
to portray themselves using appropriate gender roles.

55. White Guilt and Moralized Affirmative Action Attitudes Predict Diversity Participation
Caitlyn A. Yantis, Linda J. Skitka, Courtney M. Bonam
Whites experience self-image threat when reminded of unearned White privilege, which they manage by supporting policies that reduce racial disparities (Lowery et al., 2012). We extended this work by examining how reminders of privilege
affect Whites’ attitudes and behavior, as well as the role of morality in these processes. Attitudes held with moral conviction
(vs. non-moral attitudes) motivate attitude-consistent behavior (Skitka, 2010). Therefore, we predicted that Whites’ strategy for managing unearned privilege through supporting (or not supporting) racial diversity would be strongest among
those who construe affirmative action—a diversity-enhancing policy—as morally right (or wrong). Contrary to hypotheses,
morality did not drive behavior among affirmative action supporters: White college students were significantly more
willing to volunteer for activities that enhance campus racial diversity after reading about White privilege (vs. Black disadvantage or control). Consistent with hypotheses, morality did drive behavior among affirmative action opposers: the more
participants perceived affirmative action as morally wrong, the less willing they were to participate in diversity-enhancing
activities after reading about White privilege (vs. Black disadvantage or control). Efforts to improve White students’
involvement in campus diversity initiatives should consider both opposition to diversity-relevant policies and the moral
conviction associated with that opposition.

56. Demanding Justice: Sexual Assault Survivors’ Quest for Information, Justice, and Legislative Change
in the Wake of the Rape Kit Backlog
Alexandra-Grissell H. Gomez, Taylor Fong, Alexandra Seymour, Seehee Oh, Courtney Ahrens
A sexual assault evidence collection examination, also known as a rape kit, is used to collect forensic evidence through photographs, swabs, and internal and external exams. The National Institute Justice has estimated that hundreds of thousands
of rape kits have been left untested in police storage facilities throughout the country. In order to understand the impact
that the rape kit backlog has had on survivors, the current study conducted interviews with survivors whose rape kits had
been part of the backlog. In collaboration with the Joyful Heart Foundation, 18 survivors were recruited to participate in
the qualitative interviews. Inductive thematic analysis was used to identify strategies survivors used. Three main themes
emerged: 1) demanding information; 2) seeking justice; and 3) advocating for change. Further analysis indicated actions
depended on what happened to the rape kit. In cases where the rape kit was lost or never tested, survivors advocated for
information. In cases where the rape kit was tested, survivors advocated for criminal justice system action. In contrast, the
four survivors who advocated for legislative changes evidenced a diversity of experiences with the processing of their rape
kits. Implications of these findings for survivors and public policy advocates will be discussed

57. Rewriting Rules: Perceptions of Same-Sex and Different-Sex Consensual Non-Monogamous Relationships
Mary Kruk, Rachel Cultice, Abby Dolan, Jes L. Matsick, Terri D. Conley
Conley, Moors, Matsick, & Ziegler (2013) documented a halo effect that surrounds monogamous relationships and the related prejudice toward people in consensual non-monogamous relationships (CNM). However, it remains unclear whether
certain groups may have greater leeway with engaging in non-traditional behaviors. In the current research, we examined
perceptions of lesbian, gay, and heterosexual individuals in CNM and monogamous relationships. Participants (N = 466)
were randomly assigned to a condition in which they rated same-sex male partners, same-sex female partners, or differentsex partners. These partners were either engaged in a monogamous or CNM relationship. Participants rated the individuals
within the relationship on several relationship-specific dimensions (e.g., sexual satisfaction, relationship quality). We found
that, regardless of the target’s sexual orientation, people in monogamous relationships were viewed more positively than
individuals in CNM relationships. However, participants perceived same-sex partners in CNM relationships to be higher in
relationship quality than different-sex partners in CNM relationships. These findings suggest that departures from monogamy are generally perceived as negative, yet people in same-sex relationships may have more flexibility than people
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in different-sex relationships to redefine or explore the rules of their relationships. Implications for understanding societal
stigma and prejudice toward non-traditional relationships will be discussed.

58. Expectations for Gender Ratios Affect Women’s Psychological Outcomes in STEM
Jes Matsick, Denise Sekaquaptewa
One strategy to attract women to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is to represent STEM as
gender-equitable (Murphy, Steele, & Gross, 2007). Educators may therefore take steps to depict women in recruitment
materials (e.g., departmental websites) in efforts to appear inclusive. Given low rates of women actually enrolled in STEM,
such representations for recruitment purposes may instill expectations for climate among prospective students that are not
met by the actual gender ratios of departments. We test the “violated expectations hypothesis”- the idea that over-representing women in recruitment materials beyond their actual representation may lead to negative outcomes for women entering male-dominated settings. Undergraduates (N = 308; 48% female) were assigned to view a brochure for an Engineering department (male-dominated, gender-equitable, or neutral) and then view the actual department (male-dominated
or gender-equitable). Students decreased in their liking of the department when their positive expectations were violated
(i.e., expecting women to be there, but not seeing gender equity in actual ratios); this effect was more pronounced for
women than men. We also found evidence that feelings of disappointment mediated the effect of expectation violations
on women’s belonging and stereotype threat concerns. Implications for effective recruitment and retention strategies will
be discussed.

59. Are International Media Education Interventions for Beauty Ideal Acceptance Effective?
Cailin S. Stamarski, Kelly McDonald, Blaire Jones, Anne E. Wilson
International psychology-based body-image media campaigns (e.g., Dove Real Beauty) may be well-intentioned, yet
have unintended effects because they encourage personal rejection of sociocultural beauty norms without addressing
the underlying assumption that most others still endorse these norms. In Study 1, we demonstrate this form of pluralistic
ignorance: only 18% of 1,537 participants personally accepted beauty norms, yet these participants incorrectly assumed
68% of peers accepted these norms. In Study 2, we tested the effect of a media body-image intervention on these beliefs:
345 women viewed either a Norm Critique (Dove Photoshop commercial), Norm Promote (Victoria Secret commercial),
or Control (commercial without humans) condition. The Norm Critique condition significantly reduced women’s personal
acceptance of beauty norms as legitimate relative to the Promote condition. However, the intervention did nothing to
reduce participants’ beliefs that most others accepted these norms or beliefs that society would negatively judge women
by these standards. Further, across conditions, self-assessed attractiveness predicted beliefs that others accepted them;
suggesting personal rejection of ideals does not alleviate women’s vulnerability to the relational implications of believing
others judge them by society’s standards. Therefore, we recommend that large-scale media interventions also provide
information that reduces pluralistic ignorance about society’s acceptance of beauty ideals.

60. Existence Bias and Climate Change Adaptation: Farmers as Status Quo-Oriented
Laura Van Berkel, Christian S. Crandall
The existence bias (e.g., Eidelman, Crandall, & Pattershall, 2009) occurs when people infer that something is good or right
simply because it exists. This bias is a fundamental heuristic in that it appears to be over-applied, automatic, and unconscious (Eidelman & Crandall, 2012). This bias occurs in domains relevant to participants’ success, aesthetic senses, and even
domains irrelevant to participants (e.g., Eidelman et al., 2009). We used three methods to examine whether existence bias
is dependent on preexisting attitudes, varies between groups, and affects predicted behavior. In an experiment examining proposed changes to the Farm Bill, only Kansas farmers significantly favored the status quo and favored it more than
students and M-turk workers. This likely occurs because farmers have positive attitudes toward the bill relative to students
and M-turk workers. Participants also wrote about their goals. Farmers’ goals were focused on maintaining the status quo
while students and M-turkers had more future-oriented goals. In an experiment on farmers’ planned adaptation to climate
change, they overestimated how much they will adapt through farming rather than financial practices. Results suggest farmers were focused on the status quo more than others and this is likely to affect adaptation to climate change.

61. The Role of Partner Support in Lesbian and Heterosexual Parents’ Well-being
Britney M. Wardecker, Amy C. Moors, William J. Chopik, Jes L. Matsick, Robin S. Edelstein
Childbearing among lesbian couples has become more frequent in recent years, sparking efforts to examine relationship
dynamics among lesbian mothers and partners (e.g., Patterson, Sutfin, & Fulcher, 2004). However, few studies have exam100
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ined how having support for childcare and household tasks independently contribute to post-partum psychological health
among new parents across same-sex and opposite-sex relationships. In the current study, we examined the associations of
partner support for household tasks and childcare tasks on well-being and relational outcomes among heterosexual and
lesbian women who recently had a child. Forty-four couples (n = 16 lesbian; n = 28 heterosexual) completed a survey at
three months postpartum that measured their perceptions of partner support for household labor (e.g., dish washing),
infant caretaking (e.g., diaper changing), feelings of depression, perceptions of stress, and reported relationship satisfaction
and commitment. We found that, among lesbian and heterosexual women, perceiving partners as supportive in providing
infant care was related to greater levels of relationship satisfaction and commitment, and lower levels of stress and depression. Given the context (i.e., new parenthood), these findings suggest that a strong predictor of women’s postpartum adjustment is help with childcare rather than help with other chores. Implications for counseling couples through postpartum
adjustment will be discussed.

62. (Re)Constructing the “Angry Black Woman”: A Critical Qualitative Analysis
Nikkia Watson, Danielle Kohfeldt
Historically, African American (AA) women have been socially constructed as perpetually angry. This anger is often attributed to dispositional factors rather than conceptualized as a reasonable response to inequitable social conditions. From
a critical black feminist perspective, anger is not pathological but predictable given black women’s position within a racist
patriarchal society. This study diverges from the existing literature, AA women themselves, as well as from the perspective
of this researcher, myself an AA woman. The scientific objectives of this research are twofold. The first objective is to understand the social, cultural, and developmental context of AA women’s anger. The second objective is to learn how AA women
strategically deal with their anger in public settings where they must contend with dominant constructions and stereotypes
of “the angry black woman.” Drawing on qualitative interviews with a purposive sample of AA women, this research will provide a first-hand account of how participants deal with the day-to-day processing of anger. Unlike other studies that conceptualize black anger from the perspective of the (often white) researcher, this study seeks meaning directly from AA women,
thus providing a grounded and more contextualized understanding of socioemotional experiences.

63. Perceived Consequences of Diversity Training: A Qualitative Study
Philip P. Simmons, Abigail M. Folberg, Madison Cerizo, Carey S. Ryan
Although U.S. organizations invest a great deal in diversity training program, little is known about the factors that affect its
effectiveness. Effective workplace training of any type is generally thought to require an analysis of employees’ pre-training
perceptions and experiences (i.e., employees’ training readiness) so that training and pre-training interventions might better
address employee needs. However, training readiness and, in particular, perceptions of workplace diversity training have
rarely been examined. We report the results of a qualitative study in which participants (187 White, 57 ethnic minority)
recruited through MTurk listed five thoughts about diversity training and completed measures of previous diversity training
experience and organizational cynicism. We coded the extent to which participants mentioned positive and negative consequences of diversity training. Interestingly, ethnic minority participants reported greater experience with diversity training
than did Whites. Whites also mentioned more negative consequences of diversity training and held marginally more cynical
attitudes towards management generally than did ethnic minority participants. Participants who had more (vs. less) cynical
views of management had less experience with diversity training and mentioned more negative and less positive consequences of diversity training. Frequencies of the types of positive and negative consequences mentioned will be reported.

64. Perceived School Style among College Students from Ethnically Diverse Backgrounds
Rowan S. Hilty, Cari Gillen-O’Neel
Students’ perceptions of their schools play an important role in achievement (Benner & Graham, 2011). One framework
for measuring students’ perceptions is an adaptation of Baumrind’s parenting typology, which measures perceived “school
style” as either authoritarian (demandingness without responsiveness) or authoritative (demandingness and responsiveness; Pellerin, 2005). Although research suggests that perceptions of authoritative styles correlate with better student
outcomes (Dornbusch et al., 1987), no existing research has considered whether these findings apply to ethnically diverse
samples. This gap in the literature is problematic firstly because there is substantial evidence indicating perceptions may
vary with ethnicity (Ancis, Sedlacek, & Mohr, 2000). Secondly, research suggests that perceived discrimination and/or sensitivity to racial-rejection may be mechanisms behind differing perceptions (Mendoza-Denton et al., 2002). We surveyed
303 students (randomly selected from five Midwestern colleges) who completed measures of: perceived school style, perceived discrimination, racial-rejection-sensitivity, and academic outcomes. All data have been collected and entered. Our
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analyses will examine 1) whether perceived school style varies with race/ethnicity, and 2) whether perceived discrimination
and/or rejection-sensitivity-race can explain these differences. Finally, because research suggests a persistent racial achievement gap (McKown, 2013), we will also test whether perceived school style mediates any racial achievement differences.

65. The Role of Subordinate Identities on Support for Policing Reform
Jaboa Lake, Kimberly B. Kahn
Due to high profile police shootings, improving community-police relations and collective action movements addressing
bias in policing have come to the forefront as topics of major societal concern. In the societal discourse, certain social identities have become explicit representations of calls for police reform, such as Black males, while other social group perspectives are less represented. This study examines the effects of singular subordinate group identity and intersecting subordinate group identities (e.g., race and gender) on attitudes toward policing issues, such as support for protests against police
excessive use of force, and perceptions of racial bias in policing. Participants completed a survey assessing perspectives
on policing and police reform, including attitudes toward improving community-police relations, and collective actions
movements such as Black Lives Matter. Results found significant differences in support based on individuals’ social identities. Specifically, individuals with multiple subordinate group identities (race and gender) expressed views that were more
supportive of police reform compared to individuals with one (race or gender) or no subordinate group identities. This
study suggests that holding singular versus multiple subordinate identities affects support for policing justice issues and
highlights the importance of taking an intersectional perspective to understand policing attitudes.

66. Public Urban Undergraduates’ Attributions for Economic Inequality in Higher Education
Leigh Shebanie McCallen, Ashley Renaire Davis, Daniel Lee, Luis Gonzalez
The current qualitative analysis examined how racially and economically diverse undergraduates attending broad-access
community and senior colleges of the City University of New York (CUNY) characterize economic inequality in higher
education attainment. As part of a larger study, an anonymous cross-sectional survey included the following open-ended
prompt: “1 in 10 students from poor families earned college degrees in 2011, as compared to 7 in 10 students from
wealthy families. Why do you think these disparities exist?” Student-participant responses (N=580) were coded in SPSS
using deductive and inductive thematic approaches (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Building on the research of Bullock (e.g.
2003) and Flanagan (1997/2013), deductive codes capturing broad structural, individualistic, and fatalistic/uncontrollable
explanations for inequality were applied, while fifty discrete inductive codes were constructed based on the surface-level
meaning of each response. Almost half of respondents attributed economic inequality in college attainment to structural
causes (most frequently advantages for the wealthy endemic to society and schooling), while a third cited individualistic
attributions (‘poor students need to work harder’) and the remainder invoked uncontrollable explanations (ie. luck) for the
failure of the poor and success of the wealthy. Theoretical and practical implications of these findings will be discussed.

67. Unconditional Support, Internalized Homophobia, and Well-Being among LGBTG Individuals
Destiny Simms, Charles Nichols
Feeling unconditionally supported by one’s close friends and family can be particularly important to the well-being of
those potentially facing stigma due to their sexual identity. A community sample of 85 gay, lesbian, and bisexual individuals
completed an online survey that was promoted through LGBTQ-oriented organizations and listservs. The survey contained
nine items assessing internalized homophobia (Meyer, 1995), five items assessing participants’ satisfaction with life (Diener,
Emmons, Larsen, & Griffin, 1985), and a newly created, highly internally consistent (α = .95), 32-item instrument assessing
participants’ perception that they can (versus cannot) rely on experiencing unconditional support from their close friends
and family members. Unconditional support correlated negatively with internalized homophobia (r = -.47) and positively
with satisfaction with life (r = .49), while internalized homophobia correlated negatively with satisfaction with life (r = -.51).
Moreover, in a multiple regression analysis, unconditional support interacted with internalized homophobia to significantly
predict satisfaction with life (β = -.24, p = .02). Examination of the interaction pattern suggests that the benefits of low internalized homophobia upon satisfaction with life are particularly pronounced for those higher in unconditional support.

68. The Effect of Color and Categorization Priming on Gender Perception
Tori Blakeborough, Allison Williams
Past research has shown that individuals who violate gender norms and gender roles are perceived negatively and are
often stigmatized. For example, women who display agentic or masculine qualities are perceived are perceived as less
hireable for masculine jobs (e.g., management positions; Rudman & Glick, 1999). We sought to examine whether priming
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individuals to think about gender as a binary or continuous construct would affect evaluations of targets who either confirmed or challenged gender stereotypes. Participants (N = 279) were randomly assigned to complete a color sorting task
in which they either sorted colors into separate groups or arranged them along a spectrum, using colors that were either
traditionally associated with gender (i.e., red and blue) or not (i.e., red and yellow). Participants then evaluated male and
female scholarship candidates who did or did not conform to traditional gender stereotypes. Participants high in need for
closure tasked with sorting colors along a binary evaluated candidates who did not conform to traditional gender stereotypes more negatively than candidates who did conform to traditional gender stereotypes. These results suggest that not
only do gender stereotypes affect individuals’ perceptions and evaluations of others, but that so too does the way in which
individuals think about gender.

69. Social Attitudes Concerning Hate Crime and Human Rights Laws
Amanda Perez Davies, Ed Dunbar, Courtney Sheets
Multiple studies were conducted in both the United States and in Spain to examine attitudes towards human rights laws,
laws towards racial minorities, and hate crime laws. Strategies for influencing peers’ opinions on hate crime laws and their
agreement with arguments for and against hate crime laws were also examined. Findings showed that knowledge of human
rights laws was correlated with positive feelings about those laws. Efforts to influence beliefs about human rights legislation was correlated with ethnic and gender bias such that biased participants tended to put forth a greater effort to have
peers subscribe to their negative attitudes regarding human rights laws. Knowledge about government policies to reduce
discrimination predicted more positive attitudes about human rights, and political alienation was associated with less positive feelings about human rights laws. With regards to peer influence, the results showed that more forceful peer influence
strategies were employed when individuals felt less favorably about the legitimacy of hate crime laws. Taken together,
these studies demonstrate the varied nature of opinions concerning laws created to protect society.

70. Socio-Demographic Profiles of Hate Crime Offenders
Desiree A. Crevecoeur-MacPhail
This presentation presents results from two separate studies that examined specific hate crimes, individual demographic,
developmental, historical characteristics of the perpetrators as well as victim characteristics. The study examined almost
1800 hate crimes cases to determine what variables led to more violent hate crime perpetration. Violence was measured
using two different scales, the Victim Functional Impact scale and the Cormier Lang Crime Index, each measured a specific
aspect of violence and are considered separately in each analysis. The results indicated that several “typical” characteristics
were associated with more violent perpetration including when the perpetrator was male, had a history of violent criminal
arrests, there was high emotional arousal, and when the perpetrator was mildly intoxicated. However, there were also some
surprising findings including that the most violent crimes were primarily instrumental in nature. These results remind us that
hate crimes impact more than just the individual, they impact the group the individual represents and may have significant indications for the community at large with regards to their relationship to other crimes (e.g. retaliatory). Additional
research should focus on the impact of hate crimes on the community and how they may result in psychosocial trauma.

71. Just A Joke? Sexist Jokes’ Influence on Tolerance of Sexism
Kaitlin T. McCormick, Kevin S. Weaver, Heather J. MacArthur, Reginald B. Adams, Jr.
Previous research indicates that exposure to sexist humor increases tolerance of sexism, but does not address the effects
of sexist humor’s content and source. We predicted that exposure to subtly (vs. overtly) sexist jokes told by a woman (vs.
a man), would lead to more tolerance of a sexist behavior and an increase in sexist beliefs. Undergraduates (N=276) rated
behaviors in a series of vignettes. One vignette exposed participants to subtly sexist, overtly sexist, or nonsexist jokes told
by a man or woman and a later vignette described a man performing a sexist behavior. Participants completed the Ambivalent Sexism Inventory four months before the study and again afterward. Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants
rated the sexist behavior as more entertaining after reading about a man telling overtly sexist jokes than after reading
about a woman telling overtly sexist jokes. Participants low in ambivalent sexism before the study rated the sexist behavior
as most funny if they read about a woman telling subtly sexist jokes compared to the other conditions. Hostile sexism also
increased after exposure to all types of humor. Overall, results supported the idea that the source and content of sexist
humor are important factors in its negative effects.
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72. Attributing Political Ideology to Biology Influences Attitudes About Political Outgroups
Melissa N. Baker, Ingrid J. Haas
This research examines how attributing political ideology (conservative or liberal) to either biological entities or malleable
personal choices may affect political attitudes. Specifically, we looked at whether attribution leads to changes in attitudes
about the political opposition. It was predicted that attributing political ideology to biology/genetics would lead to less
extreme and less negative attitudes about the political opposition as a group in both liberals and conservatives. In an
experimental 2x2 design participants read a short vignette about an individual that portrayed political ideology as strongly
influenced by biology/genetics or strongly influenced by personal choices. The manipulation lead to differing attitudes
about ideological groups when the vignette featured an individual from one’s own ideology versus the opposing ideology.
Less negative attitudes were expressed about the political opposition when participants read about biology contributing
to ideology in regards to a person who does not share their ideology as opposed to biology contributing to ideology in
regards to a person who does share their ideology.

73. Assessing Two Predictors of Identity Questioning
George Chavez
Surprisingly little psychological research has addressed how or why individuals question others about their racial-ethnic
identity, despite evidence that racial minorities commonly face such inquiries. We present data exploring the role of two
predictors of racial identity questioning--category essentialism and target ambiguity--and discuss the importance of exploring the nature of identity questioning in ambiguous gender contexts.

74. How Perceptions of Transracial Identities Affect the Perceived Authenticity and Legitimacy of
Transgender Identities
Leah R. Warner, Maya A. Poran, Colleen Kelly, Nuri Muqsit, Rebecca Spero
Recently, mainstream U.S. discourse has broadened the term “transracial” to describe individuals who identify with a race
for which there is no apparent familial connection. Activist circles have questioned who can authentically claim a trans*
identity, especially via stating that a White person adopting a non-White race is misappropriating race. We thus predicted
that White-to-Black identities are perceived less positively relative to Black-to-White, Male-to-Female, and Female-toMale identities. We also hypothesize that perceptions of transracial and transgender identities are positively correlated, as
transgender individuals have historically been perceived as “misappropriating gender.” Participants recruited via Amazon mTurk used a feelings thermometer to rate scenarios describing trans* characters. We found that BTW (M=73.98,
SD=26.69) characters were perceived more positively than WTB (M=64.95, SD=28.17), FTM (M=64.87, SD=27.11), and
MTF characters (M=60.80, SD=37.39), F(3, 540)= 5.47, p=.001. Also, we found that perceptions of transgender and transracial identities were positively correlated (r=0.45, p< .001). We also explored factors that determine perceived authenticity of trans* identities, and found that biological make-up, looking and acting like their identity, and self-perceptions
contributed to perceived authenticity, but this depended on trans* identity type. We discuss implications for anti-transracial attitudes on perceptions of transgender identities.

75. Masculinity and Sexism in Fraternity Culture
Olivia Onesti, Taylor Spoo, Emily A. Leskinen, Rita Seabrook
Hegemonic masculinity states that to be a man, one has to be dominant (Smith et al., 2015). Further, men’s subordination
of women is one way to maintain this dominance. Other aspects of hegemonic masculinity include acting in accordance
to society’s strict gender roles, avoiding looking feminine, and being a protector. Research suggests that men in fraternities score higher on measures conformity to masculine norms than peers not involved in fraternities (Seabrook, 2015).
Fraternities are often demonized for problematic behaviors (e.g., alcohol abuse, violence against women); however, some
fraternities actively espouse values counter to these stereotypes. The current research examines the relationship between
conformity to masculine norms and benevolent sexism in a variety of student organizations. Benevolent sexism is the belief
that women need to be protected because of their gender (Glick & Fiske, 1996). Benevolent sexism may appear positive;
however, it’s associated with a range of negative consequences for women. Participants completed the Ambivalent Sexism
Inventory (Glick & Fiske, 1996) and the Conformity to Masculine Norms Inventory (Parent & Moradi, 2009). A content
analysis of organizational mission statements was also completed. Results and implications will be discussed.
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76. Fighting the Social Disease Called Cancer Together
Annalisa Gonzales
One of the gifts cancer survivors create out of their cancer experience is described to be living life to its fullest, embracing
life challenges, and having the ability to (re)interpret and narrate the healing process of the cancer experience in life transforming ways (Denz-Penhey, Murdoch, 2008). This experiential spirituality has been called inner wisdom (Denz-Penhey &
Murdoch, 2008), spiritual well-being (Utsey et Al., 2007), and psychospiritual growth (Parry & Chesler, 2005). In effect,
quality of life improved and so with one’s physical health (Denz-Penhey & Murdoch, 2008; Utsey et al., 2007). Resilience is
an evolving process; the focus is shifting away from individual personality factors and coping styles, and is being extended
to the family unit. Here, the significance of positive relationships within the family, and the interplay of resilient characteristics while going through an adverse situation are emphasized (Berger & Tzipi, 2009; Black & Lobo, 2008; Simon et
al., 2005). Specifically, the emergence of posttraumatic growth within an individual is also applicable to the emergence of
posttraumatic growth on a family level, termed family posttraumatic growth (Berger & Tzipi, 2009). Yet, resilience literature among cancer survivors highlights that the thriving process is not managed alone, rather it is an active social process
negotiated (and renegotiated) within a social setting (Parry & Chesler, 2005). It is the impact of the social context that leads
to the development of family posttraumatic growth (Berger & Tzipi, 2009). Therefore, this poster aims to demonstrate how
reciprocal relationships among cancer survivors and their family in its broadest sense (immediate family, community, health
care providers, etc.) can assist in long-term remission of the disease, and the emergence of experiential spirituality among
cancer survivors and their “family.”

77. Impacting Internet Memes with Data
Nina Slota, Stephanie Jenkins, Jeremy Johnson, Kendall Glissendorf, Danae Stoner
Sometimes, the internet is accurate in reporting psychological research; sometimes, it fails. Inaccurate internet memes
sometimes spread because we cannot explain our data to non-psychologists. There are two internet memes that are especially troubling for people living with the chronic pain condition Reflex Sympathetic Dystrophy (RSD). The first is that RSD
is “the suicide disease,” due to the unending and extreme pain, such that suicide is an option taken by many people. Lundquist (2001) is used to support this belief; however, that data was anecdotal, at best. The second meme is that RSD is the
most excruciating type of pain as measured by the McGill Pain Questionnaire. However, Tamoush’s (1981) sample enrolled
only 8 participants with RSD; given what was known about the condition at that time, these 8 people may not generalize to
today’s population. This study will use the Reasons for Living Inventory [RLI] (Linehan, Goodstein, Nielson, & Chiles, 1983),
self-reported suicide attempts, and McGill pain scores (Melzack, 1975) to explore the current experiences of people living
with RSD. The results will be disseminated to all the large, online RSD communities, in an attempt to educate, explain, and
change the conversation around life with RSD.

78. Impact of Social Context on Impulse Control
Elizabeth Paitel, Gretchen Stutz, Jonathan Carroll, Raquel Cowell
Both younger and older adults spend an increasing amount of time with their peers. While research suggests that younger
adults significantly change their behaviors in the context of peers (Steinberg & Gardner, 2008), it is not clear if older adults
are also influenced. In the current study, impulse control on a decision-making task varied by age group and social context.
A one-way ANOVA showed that overall, a community sample of older adults had a slower reaction time on the decisionmaking task than younger adults, regardless of social context. Additionally, younger adults performed more quickly when
they were being observed by two similarly aged, same sex peers (M = 6.09) than when they completed the tasks alone (M
= 5.95). This may suggest that young adults do not contemplate decisions as thoroughly in the presence of peers as older
adults. These results have the potential to inform the general public of the realities of cognitive aging, and to combat ageism within our communities by illustrating how a steady reaction time is more robust in older adults, regardless of changes
in the environment.

79. Disability Identity Development: Using Gill’s Theory to Analyze Disability Narratives
Leah Beckmann
Carol Gill (1997) proposes a model of disability identity integration in which she enumerates four different avenues of the
development of a disability identity: belongingness (an understanding of the rights of disabled people and their place
in society), coming home, (an integration with the disability community), coming together (an integration of what makes
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a disabled person distinct from other people while retaining their full humanity), and coming out (reconciling the private
disabled self with one’s public image). Inconsistent support for Gill’s theory is provided by Dunn and Burcaw (2013), Salick
and Auerbach (2006), and Taylor (2005). In this study, I conducted qualitative interviews with participants with a range
of disabilities to understand how each of Gill’s four themes, as well as other factors, play a role in disability identity development. I will be sharing the results of my interviews, which were analyzed using both Gill’s proposed model as well as
participant-derived themes.

10:00 AM – 11:10 AM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Intersectionality in College: Examining Individual Differences, Academic Outcomes, and
Pedagogy
Chair: Elizabeth Cole

TALK 1: Concurrence of Marginalized Identity Dimensionality with Academic Contingencies of SelfWorth
Benjamin T. Blankenship, Abigail J. Stewart
While there has been some research that has assessed the effect of identity on Academic Contingencies of Self-Worth
(ACSW) (Crocker & Wolfe, 2001), little work has examined how intersecting identity constellations uniquely predict this
important individual difference. Furthermore, the extant literature takes little account of individual differences in identity
dimensionality, such as by examining individuals’ identity centrality (the importance of an to the understanding of self) and
identity private regard (negative/positive feelings about a particular identity). To study these effects, we examined groups
that previous research has shown to have high ACSW, Asian/Pacific Islander (API) and sexual minority (SM), and compared
the effects of identity dimensionality among individuals who possessed one marginalized and one privileged identity or
both marginalized identities concurrently. In a sample of 49 SM-API, 162 Straight-API, and 216 SM-White college students,
there were significant interactions between both API and SM identity centrality and their corresponding identity private
regard that predicted ACSW. However, the effects of identity dimensionality were unique across groups, and the effect of
SM identity dimensionality was different between SM-API and SM-White students, while the effect of API identity dimensionality was different between SM-API and Straight-API students, indicating the importance of accounting for intersectional identities.

TALK 2: Students’ Experienced Intersectionality Predicting Trajectories of Academic Performance
Juan Del Toro, Desdamona Rios, Jon Watford, Diane Hughes
Students’ intersectional identities and their context inform how they experience ethnic-racial discrimination. This study (1)
examines the various profiles of discrimination, (2) characterizes these profiles using demographic and contextual variables,
and (3) examines how these profiles are associated with their own trajectories of academic performance (i.e., GPA) over
time. Data come from 3,008 African American (34.9%), Latino (33.2%), and Asian (31.9%) college students (41.9% male)
from the National Longitudinal Survey of Freshmen. Students reported their GPA during in their freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior years in college and their experiences with discrimination, which varied by type (i.e., overt and covert) and
source (e.g., peers and professors). To characterize profiles of discrimination, we used students’ self-reports of ethnicityrace, sex, generation status, skin color, maternal education, school diversity index scores, and ethnic-racial congruence between students’ ethnicity and the ethnic composition of their institutions. We estimated latent transition analyses, in which
we regressed growth mixture models of students’ reports of grades over time onto latent profiles of students’ discrimination. Findings highlight the role of students’ multiple, intersecting identities on how they experience discrimination as well
as how their own experiences are associated with their academic performance over time.
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TALK 3: Infusing Intersectionality Studies across the Curriculum
Kim A. Case
Within mainstream psychology, intersectionality remains marginalized, and instructors rarely incorporate intersectionality
into diversity courses (Dill, 2009). The intersecting complexities among social identity categories and structural oppression
are often neglected within courses that traditionally focus on only one aspect of identity and oppression. What do these
single-axis courses tell students about disciplinary perceptions of identity? What messages do the curriculum and course
titles send to students about “diversity”? Intersectional theory calls for moving beyond single-axis models and additive
approaches to oppression. How do educators help themselves/ourselves and students move toward an intersectional
model? By implementing the framework of intersectionality, teachers may avoid over-emphasizing any single characteristic or quality in their understanding of individual realities (Dill & Zambrana, 2009) and turn their focus to examination of
social locations with respect to privilege and oppression (Cole, 2009). Pedagogically, the intersectional approach provides
a critical framework for validating subjugated knowledge, unveiling power and privilege, examining the complexity of identity, and developing action strategies for empowerment (Collins, 1990; Dill & Zambrana, 2009). This talk will address these
issues in psychology as a discipline along with what resources, policies, and administrative support are needed to promote
intersectional pedagogy.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Consequences of and Dynamics Involved in Relationship Stigma and Marginalization
Chair: Lisa Rosenthal

Talk 1: Relationship Stigma Sources and Buffers in Interracial and/or Same-Sex Relationships
Lisa Rosenthal, Tyrel J. Starks
In the U.S., interracial and same-sex relationships are increasingly common and accepted; yet, stigmatization of these relationships continues. Relationship stigma can have negative consequences for relationship outcomes, but many interracial and
same-sex relationships also thrive despite stigma. Among 480 U.S. adults (253 women, 224 men; mean age = 30.12) in interracial and/or same-sex relationships, we examined consequences of relationship stigma from different sources (i.e., family,
friends, public) for a range of relationship outcomes (i.e., investment, satisfaction, commitment, intimacy, trust, passion, love,
sexual communication, sexual satisfaction, intimate partner violence victimization and perpetration), and we tested potential buffers of those consequences (i.e., egalitarianism, dyadic coping). Regression analyses found that above and beyond
individually experienced discrimination and other well-known predictors of relationship outcomes, only relationship stigma
from friends was associated with lower relationship commitment, trust, love, and sexual communication, as well as more
intimate partner violence victimization. Regression analyses testing moderation also revealed egalitarianism and dyadic coping playing buffering roles for consequences of relationship stigma for relationship outcomes. Findings support that research
and clinical work with individuals in interracial and same-sex relationships should address experiences of relationship stigma,
particularly from friends, as well as potential buffering factors, including egalitarianism and dyadic coping.

Talk 2: Couple-Level Minority Stress in the Lives of Same-Sex Couples
David M. Frost, Allen J. LeBlanc
The ways in which being in a same-sex couple results in unique minority stressors have been theorized (LeBlanc, Frost, &
Wight, 2015), but have yet to receive empirical attention. This presentation will discuss an analysis of stressful life event
narratives of 120 US male and female couples elicited through an innovative relationship timeline method. Directed content analysis of couples’ narratives revealed 17 unique couple-level minority stressors occurring in 9 contexts, with familial
contexts being the most central. These couple-level minority stressors represent an additive stress burden that members
of same-sex relationships may experience in addition to their individual-level experiences of minority stress. Knowledge of
these newly identified couple-level stressors is therefore needed in designing future research and effective interventions
aimed at understanding and addressing the ways in which minority stress impacts the health and well-being of members of
same-sex couples. As laws change and structural stigma dissipates, familial sources of minority stress will likely persist. Thus,
it is important not to lose sight of family as a more proximal and potentially harder to circumvent barrier to equal participation in society (e.g., social valuation, access to marriage and parenting) compared to structural inequality (e.g., laws and
policies).
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Talk 3: Theorizing Couple-Level and Familial Minority Stress
Allen J. LeBlanc, David M. Frost
Built from two well established conceptualizations of social stress—stress proliferation and minority stress—we elaborate
upon a theoretical framework (LeBlanc, Frost, & Wight, 2015) for deepening current understandings of well-being among
members of marginalized families and relationships, including but not limited to families parented by same-sex couples,
interracial couples, age discrepant couples, and interfaith couples. We hypothesize that couple-level and familial minority
stressors independently affect the mental health of members of marginalized families and relationships, above and beyond
their potential experiences of minority stress as individuals. We also hypothesize that individual and couple-level, and
familial minority stressors become intertwined—through processes involving stress discrepancies and stress contagion—
creating pathways of stress proliferation through which minority stress can impact mental health. This extended theoretical
framework supports the simultaneous study of stressors emanating from both status- (e.g., sexual minority) and role-based
(e.g., partners, children) stress domains, creating additional potential to identify previously unexamined forms of stress
proliferation linking minority stress, more commonly experienced relational and familial stressors, and mental health. We
will discuss the relevance of this extended theory of couple-level and familial minority stress with regard to recent social
policy change and the continuing need for social and psychological interventions.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Attributions and Attitudes about LGBTQ Individuals
Predicting Attitudes Toward Gay and Lesbian Prospective Adoptive Parents
Patrick J. Curme, Kerry S. Kleyman
This study offers an investigation into the predictors of attitudes and biases towards gay and lesbian prospective adoptive
parents. Participants were randomly presented with one of 20 experimental conditions where they were given a proposed
adoption scenario and asked questions about the “best fit” and appropriateness of the adoption. The conditions differed
on the sex and orientation of the prospective parents (single parent, gay/lesbian couple, heterosexual couple), the age of
the child (2, 6), and the mental wherewithal of the child (average progress or special needs). The study employed individual difference variables, surveying participants’ religious fundamentalism, social dominance orientation, and attitudes
towards lesbians and gay men, as well as a novel orientation-blind attitudes scale modeled after the color-blind racial attitudes scale. The aim of the study was to better understand the underlying correlational sources of prejudice towards gay
and lesbian prospective parents, and offer perspectives on new avenues for research into the areas of biases and attitudes
towards lesbian and gay couples who seek to become adoptive parents.

Reactions to Disclosure of Sexual Orientation
Lisa M. Huang, Kevin A. McLemore
Disclosure of a concealable stigma is beneficial, especially when the confidant’s reaction is perceived as supportive. Across
two studies (N = 1325), we expand on this research by examining how people perceive reactions to a sexual orientation
disclosure that differ by both valence (positive, negative) and extremity (mild, extreme) using a fictional scenario. We
found that, among a sample of self-identified heterosexual students (Sample 1 N = 377) and a community sample of sexual
minorities (Sample 2 N = 948), positive reactions were perceived more favorably than negative reactions. Interestingly,
however, the heterosexual sample and sexual minority sample diverged in their perceptions of the mildly positive versus
extremely positive reactions. Heterosexual participants tended to view the extremely positive reaction more favorably than
the mildly positive reaction, whereas the reverse was true for the sexual minority participants. The current results reveal a
disconnect between heterosexual and sexual minority individuals’ perceptions of disclosure reactions. Although heterosexual individuals may be well meaning in their expressions of support for sexual minorities, these expressions may not be
optimally desirable for the message recipients. Future research will examine how these reactions may reaffirm or undermine social norms of open disclosure.
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Identification as a Coping Resource for Gay Men and Lesbians
Robert Outten and Michael Schmitt
Group identification can contribute positively to psychological well-being of minority group members. Studies with racial
minorities suggests that group-based coping options—or intragroup/intergroup appraisals about what can be done to
cope with discrimination that are engagement-oriented (e.g., collective action)—partially account for the relationship
between identification and well-being (e.g., Outten & Schmitt, 2015). However people also appraise disengagement-oriented coping options. For example, some sexual minorities pursue individual mobility by concealing their sexual identity.
Using samples of gay men and lesbians, we tested a model whereby group identification encourages engagement coping options (i.e., collective action, ingroup social support) that promote well-being, and deters group-based disengagement coping options (i.e., individual mobility, ingroup blame) that harm well-being. Participants completed measures of
identification, coping options and well-being. Multiple mediation analysis revealed the coping options tested significantly
accounted for the relationship between identification and well-being among gay people. Individual mobility and ingroup
social support were unique mediators-possibly reflecting the coming out process. Identifying as gay or lesbian is associated
with being “out”. Being “out” is beneficial for well-being by increasing access to ingroup social support and decreasing the
likelihood of pursuing individual mobility. We discuss how these findings can inform interventions for stigmatized persons.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Enthusiastic Pursuit of “the Other”: Motivated Interest in Cross-Group Interaction
Chair: Stephen C. Wright

TALK 1: What Motivates Active Engagement in Cross-Cultural Interactions? A Functional Approach
Stefan Stürmer, Alison E. F. Benbow, Maria-Luisa Barbarino
There is a long-standing focus on causes and consequences of negative inter-group attitudes and interactions in social
psychological research on intergroup relations, while determinants of positive intergroup attitudes and interactions have
received notably less attention. In these three studies, we take a functional approach to gain insights into the specific individual motivations that prompt people to actively and deliberately seek out cross-cultural contact. Following research in
the functional tradition, we show that instrumental, symbolic and social motivations for cross-cultural contact are differentially related to measures of positive and negative intergroup attitudes (Study 1), vary according to the specific properties
of the cultural group under consideration (i.e., their status and competition; Study 2) and significantly add to the prediction of positive cross-cultural exploration over two time points (Study 3). Implications for research on cross-group interactions and for practical interventions are discussed.

TALK 2: Self-Expansion Motivation and Knowledge Sharing in Cross-Group Interactions
Odilia Dys-Steenbergen, Stephen C. Wright, Arthur Aron
Cross-group interactions can be challenging. Nonetheless, our work is premised on the idea that outgroup members can
also be appealing. Inspired by the Self-Expansion Model (Aron & Aron, 1986), our research shows that entering crossgroup interactions with a strong self-expansion orientation leads to more positive interpersonal outcomes and stronger
feelings of self-growth and self-efficacy (Study 1). A longitudinal diary study (Study 2) shows that initial self-expansion motivation predicts the number of subsequent cross-group relationships formed and intergroup attitudes reported, and that
these effects are moderated by social self-efficacy. Study 3 demonstrates a relationship between self-expansion motivation
prior to cross-ethnic interactions and greater subsequent self-growth, support for multiculturalism and support for social
change, but it also shows that these effects are mediated by a more specific motivation for knowledge sharing. Study 4
expands on this finding, using an imagined contact scenario, showing that knowledge sharing behaviour predicts outgroup
empathy and interest in future contact. Implications of a focus on cultural diversity facilitating self-expansion and knowledge sharing in organizational settings will be discussed.
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TALK 3: Empathic Joy in Positive Intergroup Relations Research, Theory, and Practice
Todd L. Pittinsky, R. Matthew Montoya
Empathy can improve negative intergroup attitudes and promote helping behaviors (e.g. Batson et al., 1991, 1995, 1997).
Perspective-taking—the cognitive component of empathy (Hewstone, Cairns, Voci, Hamberger, & Niens, 2006)—is
associated with reduced stereotyping (Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000) and prejudice (Albiero & Matricardi, 2006; Bäckström
& Björklund, 2007; Batson et al., 1997; Nesdale, Griffith, Durkin, & Maass, 2005; Stephan & Finlay, 2002). But empathy
research has focused on the experience of empathetic sorrow (Royzman & Rozin, 1996) with scant research on empathetic
joy: feeling joy for others’ happiness. In two studies of white teachers working with ethnic minority students we demonstrate that empathic joy plays a particular role in effective positive intergroup relations. In conclusion we consider implications of more deeply integrating empathetic joy into the many programs that seek to promote empathy.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Constructs and Labels: Measurement and Reconceptualization
Construction and Validation of the Beliefs about Adoption Scale
Amy J. Posey, Abraham J. Gross, Sabina B. Marek
Although the percentage of U.S. births that are characterized as unintended has remained virtually unchanged since 1982,
the number of infants relinquished for adoption has declined steadily. Many of those unintended births are to teenage
mothers, and life outcomes for mother and child alike are poor. Existing measures of adoption attitudes focus on beliefs
about adopted children and adoptive families, but fail to measure attitudes about the act of relinquishing a child for adoption. We will describe the construction and validation of the Beliefs about Adoption Scale. Data from two independent
samples drawn from clients of an agency working with families in poverty and from social media (total N = 409) yielded a
six-factor solution. In addition to attitudes about adopted children and families, the 24-item scale (alpha = .81) measures
the belief that relinquishment is selfish, results in years of regret for biological parents, and that parenting is the price one
must pay for having sex. Respondents with adoption experience had more positive attitudes about adoption than those
with no experience (p < .05, ƞp2 = .04), and negative attitudes toward adoption were correlated with a vertical collectivism
orientation (r = .18). Further validation and reliability studies are ongoing.

Plugged in?: Development and Validation of a New Construct
Katelyn Schwieters, Kerry Kleyman
The intensification of smartphone use has noticeably altered the way we live. This growing recognition of the distraction
from the constant interruptions of smartphone notifications has yet to be identified, specifically. The current study investigates a new phenomenon, conceptualized as “plugged in.” Plugged in individuals share characteristics of addiction, dependency, obsession, and technostress towards and from the use of smartphones. The initial study sought to develop an instrument to capture these traits of smartphone use by utilizing several pre-existing scales to measure addiction, dependence,
obsessive passion and technostress, along with several author constructed items. EFA revealed a one-component solution
with 34 items. Two additional studies were conducted with the 34-item scale to reduce items and provide convergent and
discriminant validity. A life-logging method was used to capture the everyday behavior of these characteristics in social situations through a tiny camera that took pictures every 30 seconds. Results revealed a final 20-item instrument that reliably
captures more variance than any existing measures and provided behavioral validation of the construct of “plugged in.”

Affecting Autism: From Representations to Aesthetic Trace
Timothy J. Beck
Mental health services now constitute a multi-billion dollar transnational industry. A large percentage of expenditures in
this economic arena come from psychotropic drug sales associated with fervent attempts among some mental health researchers and practitioners to employ a biomedical account of psychopathology. Despite its expanding reach of socio-economic influence, such a biomedical paradigm serves, alternately, as a target of growing dissatisfaction among many mental
health professionals. The current study explores a specific subset of these tensions in some of the discussions surrounding
biomedical representations of autism, focusing specifically on how they are meant to inform corresponding clinical and
pedagogical interventions. For this, I overview some of the common discursive narratives of autism employed across aca110
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demic disciplines (e.g. psychology, neuroscience, and philosophy) as well as certain historical documents and public access
material with relevance to these narratives. Drawing upon several qualitative research methods, including post-structuralist
discourse and cognitive-historical analyses, I examine the socio-economic underpinnings of biomedical notions and diagnostic representations of autism and their broader cultural ramifications. I then review a series of case studies employing
an ethico-aesthetic paradigm of mental health (Guattari, 1995) and consider implications of this emerging approach as an
alternative to prevailing bio-medical accounts.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Psychology and the UN Sustainable Development Goals
Glenn Adams, Michelle R. Kaufman
For the past 15 years, the United Nations has emphasized a series of eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) to
organize development efforts around the world. In 2015, the United Nations held a summit to assess progress toward the
MDGs and to announce a new set of sustainable development goals (SDGs) to inform development efforts during the next
15 years. These SDGs fall under 17 general headings: (1) no poverty, (2) zero hunger, (3) good health and well-being, (4)
quality education, (5) gender equality, (6) clean water and sanitation, (7) affordable and clean energy, (8) decent work and
economic growth, (9) industry, innovation, and infrastructure; (10) reduced inequalities; (11) sustainable cities and communities; (12) responsible consumption and production; (13) climate action; (14) life below water; (15) life on land; (16)
peace, justice, and strong institutions; and (17) partnerships for the goals. Although the work of SPSSI scientists is clearly
relevant to these goals, psychologists and development practitioners have typically worked in isolation and mutual ignorance about each other’s activities. In this session, members of the SPSSI Internationalization Committee will use the framework of the SDGs as the basis for an interactive discussion about the place of psychology in international development.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Moral Disengagement, Retribution, and Fear-Based Attitudes
Moral Disengagement and Psychologists’ Involvement in Competence for Execution Evaluations
Tess M.S. Neal, Robert J. Cramer
We conducted a novel test of moral disengagement (MD) theory (Bandura, 1986, 1999) by examining its ability to mediate the relationship between forensic psychologists’ death penalty (DP) attitudes and their willingness to participate in
Competence for Execution (CFE) evaluations. Participants (N=351 practicing forensic psychologists) were mailed a survey.
We conducted a simple mediation analysis using Hayes’ PROCESS macro. Consistent with our hypothesis, DP support
indirectly influenced willingness to accept a CFE referral through its effects on MD. Participants with higher DP support
engaged in greater MD (a = 5.982), and participants who engaged in greater MD were more likely to accept a CFE referral
(b = 0.039). A bias-corrected bootstrap CI for the indirect effect (ab = 0.232) based on 10,000 samples was above zero
(0.017 - 0.466). DP attitudes did not directly influence CFE willingness (c’= 0.232). These results refine our understanding
of how forensic psychologists become involved in CFE evaluations. Greater DP support increases MD, which subsequently
increases the likelihood of accepting CFE referrals. These results are consistent with motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990):
psychologists more supportive of the DP appear to be more likely to construct cognitive justifications for engaging in the
ethically questionable CFE evaluator role.

Mechanisms of Moral Disengagement in the Treatment of Prisoners
Joanna Weill, Craig Haney
Although the punishment of criminals and prisoners is often justified in the name of deterrence, retribution, and incapacitation, such treatment is often unduly harsh, unnecessarily painful, and sometimes inhumane. Prisoners often live in degraded and deprived conditions, must relinquish control over their daily life, are exposed to violence, and face potential victimization (Haney, 2006). Bandura’s mechanisms of moral disengagement (1990) provide a useful framework to understand
the psychological processes that both correctional officers and civilians use to accommodate to and participate in such
treatment of prisoners and avoid self-sanction. In this theory paper we will discuss how each of Bandura’s eight mechanisms
is sometimes manifested inside U.S. prisons. For example, correctional officers may diffuse and displace responsibility, seeSUNDAY PROGRAM • JUNE 26, 2016
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ing themselves as simply following institutional rules. In addition, aspects of prison life may be described with euphemistic
language that makes them seem palatable and less inhumane. As criminal justice reform measures are proposed and implemented it is important to communicate to those working on the reforms the psychological barriers society has constructed
to avoid confronting the harsh and potentially destructive nature of prison life.

Retribution as Hierarchy Regulation: Hierarchy Preferences, Offender Status and Retribution
Liz Redford and Kate Ratliff
People punish others for various reasons, including deterring future crime, incapacitating the offender, and retribution, or
payback. Of these reasons for punishing, retribution may be uniquely motivated by desires to regulate social hierarchies.
If so, then support for retribution should stem from two factors: the perceiver’s preference for hierarchical social structure,
and the criminal offender’s status, or position in that hierarchy. The current research tests this idea. Three studies supported our hypothesis that people who prefer hierarchical societies will more strongly support retribution, and that this
relationship is stronger when criminal offenders are low in status. In one study, we test whether Social Dominance Orientation and measured offender status interact to predict retributive justice orientation. In a second study, to make a case
for its causal effect, we manipulate offender status. We cross this manipulation with Social Dominance Orientation to test
whether their interaction predicts retributive justice orientation. A third study was a pre-registered replication of Study 2.
Revealing the hierarchy-regulating motives underlying retribution is critical for fair and effective justice systems. If people
who control justice policy support retribution in order to build and enforce hierarchies, they may produce unfair outcomes
for low-status offenders.

Fear and Victimized Perceptions: Precursors for Intragroup and Intergroup Harm
Emily T. Bashah, Jared C. Chamberlain
Cultural research has shown that many factors related to identity, attitude and worldview are often interwoven and subsume both risk and protective factors, especially as it relates to impacts of historical trauma and collective identity. This
study attempted to elucidate factors that are influential in promoting intragroup and intergroup harm. Intragroup harm
was explored through the relationships among community commitment, fear-based attitudes and secondary trauma. Intergroup harm was explored through the relationships among religiosity, perceptions of belonging to a victimized ingroup
( Jewish) and revenge justification towards outgroup members (Muslim). Participants comprised a community sample of 96
American Jews (46 men, 50 women) living in Arizona in 2008. Quantitative analysis illustrated that participants who held
dogmatic religious beliefs justified vengeful acts against outgroup members, when they also perceived belonging to a victimized ingroup. Another finding demonstrated that participants who had a sense of belonging within their Jewish ethnic
group and held fear-based attitudes endorsed more secondary trauma symptoms. Implications address (1) how individual
perceptions and cultural identities intersect with intergroup conflict, (2) how cultural identities shaped by historical trauma
provides both harm and protection, and (3) how this research can inform intergroup processes, sociopolitical conflict and
global issues that involve interdisciplinary collaboration.

11:20 AM – 12:30 PM

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meridian 1
Diversity on Campus: Institutional Inclusion at Colleges and Universities
Chairs: Nicola Curtin and Simon Howard

TALK 1: Diversity Competency: A Model for Enhancing Diversity Outcomes in Higher Education
James M. Jones, Jeong Min Lee
Diversity is typically described in terms of group membership (demographic diversity) and ways in which members of
groups perceive and interact with others, or policies and programs to enhance their inclusion in relatively homogeneous
settings. We argue that the ability of settings to encompass diversity successfully depends in part on the ability of people
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in those settings to behave in a diversity-competent way. Specifically, the diversity competency model proposes that effective intergroup interactions are facilitated by psychological competencies that promote self-awareness, perspective,
cultural intelligence, personal responsibility and global understanding and intentional behavioral enactments. We propose
that the diversity competencies may be developed by everyday experience, socialization, and purposeful training or
education. This model has generated a diversity competency metric consisting of six subscales (DC6). Research is presented that validates the DC6 psychometric properties, establishes the DC6 factor structure and provides discriminant and
convergent validity for the scale. We also explore applications to diverse interactions, identify perceptual, psychological
and behavioral correlates, and present experimental evidence that individual differences in diversity competencies are
associated with increases in successful interactions with out-group members. The implications of the diversity competency
approach for curriculum, assessment and career success are discussed.

TALK 2: Multi-Method Approaches to Broadening Participation in STEM
Rachel Kallen, Valerie Gray Hardcastle, Farrah M. Jacquez, and Stacie Furst-Holloway

TALK 3: Experiential Learning and Engaged Scholarship as Tools for Teaching Diversity and Inclusion
Jamie Franco-Zamudio
While the practice of applying academic research and theory to real-world settings is nothing new (e.g., Lewin’s action research), the concept of “engaged scholarship” is more recently defined (Boyer, 1996). Faculty, particularly those interested
in social justice, are strategically developing plans to integrate their teaching, research, and service.
By working in partnership with community organizations, researchers and community members both benefit practically
and psychologically. As outlined in Allport’s (1954) intergroup contact hypothesis, and further developed by Pettigrew
and colleagues (e.g., Davies, Tropp, Aron, Pettigrew, and Wright, 2011), working together with diverse others has the
potential for reducing prejudice. By including students in community-based scholarship, academics have a unique opportunity to teach psychological concepts alongside lessons of diversity and inclusion.
More specifically, experiential learning assignments, service-learning courses, and short-term, high impact internships provide students with opportunities to engage more meaningfully with their communities. These experiences positively affect
students by increasing civic-engagement (Schlehofer & Phillips, 2013), raising consciousness (Lechuga, Clerc, & Howell,
2009), enhancing perspective-taking skills (Eretzian Smirles, 2011), and contributing to personal transformation (Butler
Byrd, 2008).
Examples of inclusion-focused assignments, courses, and internships, especially those sponsored by the Spring Hill College
Center for Community Collaboration, will be discussed.

Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pathways
Targeting LGBTQ+ Outcomes: Dissemination of Research Findings to Improve
Well-Being
Chairs: Abbey K. Mann

TALK 1: Creation, Implementation, and Dissemination of Campus Climate Research
Emma G. Fredrick, Stacey L. Williams
Sexual minorities are at risk for disparities in mental and physical health, as well as psychosocial resources. Given evidence
that campus climate is a source of minority stress, we focus on campus climate as contributor to mental health among sexual
minority students. This paper will describe the main findings from a campus-wide survey on campus climate at a southeastern university entitled Campus P.R.I.D.E. (Perceptions Related to Identity and Diversity in the Environment). Addressing
limitations of prior work, this survey was (1) developed based on the responses from an interdisciplinary team of campus
stakeholders, (2) was inclusive of all faculty, staff, and students on campus, (3) included assessments of climate for racial/
ethnic minorities, gender identity, and religion, and (4) assessed sexual minority climate separately for gay, lesbian, bisexual
men and women. Among 141 sexual minorities, we found perceptions of campus climate significantly related to student
belongingness, physical and emotional safety, psychological distress, and retention. Additionally, we describe the process
we took of developing a stakeholder network and disseminating our findings on campus to obtain support resources and
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further programming to improve campus climate. Finally, we will briefly explore the intersections of sexual orientation,
gender, and race with regards to these findings.

TALK 2: Campus Climate as Minority Stress: Then and Now
Stacey L. Williams, Emma G. Fredrick
Dramatic shifts in U.S. culture surrounding the acceptance of sexual minorities have occurred within the last five years. Yet,
sexual minorities experience minority stress associated with a host of negative life outcomes. We focus on two studies (one
conducted in 2011/12 and one in 2015) on university campus climate as a source of minority stress. Gauging social climate
like a temperature thermometer (0=cool/rejecting-100=warm/accepting), and by attitudes of straight individuals, results of
Study 1 showed a moderate campus climate for LGB identity (M = 65) with no variation by self-identification among 1101
straight and 133 sexual minority participants. Attitudes of straight participants predicted minority stress (concealment, anticipated discrimination, perceived public stigma) of sexual minorities. Study 2 was entitled “Campus PRIDE” (Perceptions
Related to Identity and Diversity in the Environment). Results from 697 straight and 206 sexual minorities, showed climate
varied depending on identity of focus and by self-identification as sexual minority (all t tests p<.05). Findings are discussed
in light of methodological differences, backlash to advances in rights, intersections of sexual identity, gender, and race, and
the process of getting “buy-in” from university administrators to conduct a university-wide climate survey.

TALK 3: Gay-Straight Alliances and Victimization: A Meta-Analysis
Robert A. Marx, Heather Kettrey
LGBTQ+ students experience greater victimization and increased rates of depression and suicidal ideation than their
heterosexual peers. One proposed intervention to prevent homophobic and heterosexist environments is the formation
of Gay-Straight Alliances (GSAs), school-based support and advocacy groups for gender and sexual minority students.
While few experimental studies of GSAs have been conducted, a rapidly-growing body of quasi-experimental and correlational research investigates the relationship between GSAs and students’ rates of victimization. A meta-analysis provides
the evidence necessary for exploring the effects of GSAs and the variability across victimization type and population. This
work quantitatively synthesizes the results of 18 studies of GSAs in schools (N = 54,152), finding that GSAs are associated
with decreased victimization for LGBTQ+ students and their heterosexual peers alike. This meta-analysis serves as strong
evidence for the creation and support of GSAs in high schools and demonstrates the power of providing students with
the tools and resources necessary to promote their own wellbeing. Moreover, it establishes that LGBTQ+ students
themselves—those often labeled most ‘at risk’ within the school environment—may be the most instrumental in creating
inclusive and psychologically supportive communities for themselves and their peers.

TALK 4: Sexual Minority Women’s Access to Health and Mental Health Care
Abbey K. Mann
Sexual minority women experience a number of health and mental health disparities compared to heterosexual women.
Sexual minority women are also less likely to access certain kinds of health care including mammograms, cholesterol screenings, and pap tests. The goals of this study are (a) to examine differences in access to care among sexual minority women
based on age, race/ethnicity, education, outness, and other socioeconomic indicators and (b) to test a new measure of
sexual minority women’s access to health and mental health care. A sample of approximately 350 women completed an
online survey as part of a larger project examining sexual minority women’s wellbeing and stigma. Participants were asked
to give information about three domains of healthcare access based on information provided in the National Healthcare
Disparities Report: 1) ability of providers to address patients’ needs (individual level), 2) structural barriers within the system (community level), and 3) access to the healthcare system (institutional/societal level). Study results both illuminate the
ways in which having multiple visible marginalized identities affects access to care differently from having one concealable
marginalized identity and provide other researchers will a tool for assessing health care access for sexual minority women.
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15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Think 1
Interminority Attitudes and Relations
United in Political Solidarity: How Multiculturalism and Identity Inspire Solidarity
Justine E. Calcagno
This research tested a model describing when lower status group members will work with higher status group members for
social change-intergroup political solidarity. It was expected that endorsement of multiculturalism by higher status groups,
compared to colorblindness, increases solidarity. It was hypothesized that strength of group identification among low status
group members moderates the relation between multiculturalism and solidarity. Latino (Experiment 1; n = 95) and LGBTQ
(Experiment 2; n = 115) participants read a press release priming the belief that a relevant higher status group endorsed
either multiculturalism or colorblindness, and then reported intergroup political solidarity. As predicted, the multicultural
condition, compared to colorblindness, increased solidarity in both experiments. Group identification increased solidarity in
Study 1, and moderated the relation between multiculturalism and solidarity in Study 2. Results suggest that endorsement of
multicultural values by allies may be critical to solidarity. Applications to intergroup activist coalitions are discussed.

Contemporary Interminority Attitudes in the United States
Esther Burson, Erin B. Godfrey
Little work examines relations between marginalized minority groups. Existing research uniformly acknowledges the dearth
of theory and empirical groundwork in the field (Glasford & Calacagno, 2012; Hindricks, Verkuyten, & Coenders, 2014;
White, Schmitt, & Langer, 2006). Work on interminority relations assumes these processes fundamentally differ from
minority-majority interactions (Gupta, 2012; Al Ramiah et al., 2013), without clarifying how they differ. Competing predictions suggest minority groups view each other either especially harshly or supportively (Allport & Kramer, 1946; Moses,
1985). No existing research descriptively examines patterns of interminority appraisals to contrast these hypotheses. Using
nationally representative data (2014 General Social Survey) this paper examines social distance between women, nonheterosexuals, and racial minorities (Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians). Multiple regression analyses reveal that membership in
a minority group is associated with decreased social distance toward a minority outgroup. Being female, non-heterosexual,
Black, or Hispanic is associated with decreased social distance from racial minority outgroups. Asian Americans, however,
pattern with Whites’ attitudes toward racial minority outgroups. Follow up analyses examine minority groups’ support for
favorable policies toward women and sexual minorities. These findings comparing intergroup attitudes across different
minority and majority groups are discussed in relation to existing theoretical and experimental work.

Minority-Minority Relations: Towards an Intersectional Understanding
Rashmi Nair
Although social psychology has made great strides in understanding majority-minority relations, research on relations between disadvantaged minorities remains scarce. Moreover, this scare research treats minority groups homogeneously, without accounting for intra-group differences such as gender and class. Addressing these gaps, I will present findings from two
qualitative studies that explored social psychological processes (particularly those related to group-based disadvantage)
underlying minority-minority relations. Importantly, I employed an intersectional lens to further understand how inequalities related to gender and class can shape relations between minorities. To this end, I conducted 32 individual interviews
and 12 focus group discussions among two minorities in the highly understudied context of India - Muslims and Dalits (or
“lower”-caste Hindus). Preliminary analysis found evidence for various social psychological processes related to groupbased disadvantage that can explain tension as well as those that can help build solidarity between minorities. Moreover,
the intersectional approach employed in this project revealed within-group as well as across-group nuances related to gender and class that hold important implications for improving relations between disadvantaged minorities. Findings from
this study have implications for academics as well as practitioners working towards improving the situation of and relations
between disadvantaged minorities.
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Lay Beliefs about Racism and Responses to Perceived Inequality
Julian M. Rucker, Jennifer A. Richeson
Racial inequality, across many important life domains (e.g., wealth, education), continues to be a persistent component
of American society. Though there is a vast body of research examining the psychological factors that contribute to and
maintain these racial disparities, surprisingly little work directly examines the factors that shape reactions to the disparities
themselves. Recent, disconcerting evidence suggests that exposure to increasing racial disparities (e.g., racially-disparate
incarceration rates) may actually strengthen, rather than attenuate, support for policies thought to perpetuate them (Hetey
& Eberhardt, 2014). The present study investigated whether lay beliefs about the nature of racism- as primarily due to prejudiced individuals (“individualists”) or, rather, to structural factors that disadvantage racial minorities (“structuralists”)-may
moderate these harmful responses to racial inequality. White Americans’ racism lay beliefs were measured prior to exposure
to information depicting a relatively stark or modest racial disparity in the national prison population. Participants then
indicated their support for “tough-on-crime” policies. Replicating Hetey and Eberhardt (2014), “individualists” showed more
support for harsh policies when exposed to the starker disparity. “Structuralists,” conversely, showed less support for harsh
policies after exposure to the starker, relative to the more modest, racial disparity in the prison population.

15-Minute Presentations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 2
Gender Stereotypes and Discrimination
Women’s Intuition Steroetypes and the Maintenance of Traditional Gender Roles
Justin P. Friesen, Danielle Gaucher, Aaron C. Kay
Stereotypes of women as communal and nurturing were historically excellent system-justifying beliefs because they not
only justified women’s homemaker roles but also did so in a way that was flattering. As awareness of these stereotypes
has increased, however, it has become harder for them to fly under the radar. We suggest that references to “women’s
intuition” now imply these traits without directly saying so, in a way that is less overtly sexist while still justifying traditional
gender roles. Study 1 found that labelling women as intuitive is construed as less sexist than labelling women as nurturing.
Participants read about an employer that engaged in gender discrimination-putting women in lower-status roles-but justified its actions using women’s intuition stereotypes or communal/nurturing stereotypes. Egalitarian participants punished
the employer less when it explained its actions with reference to women being intuitive than with reference to being
nurturing. More sexist participants were relatively unconcerned about discrimination. Study 2 used an experimental design
and found that manipulating women’s supposed intuitive ability increased the endorsement of traditional gender roles in
other domains. We conclude with a discussion of how stereotypes of women’s intuition may maintain the status quo and
unequal gender relations.

“Being a Scientist” versus “Doing Science”: Language Impacts Women’s Interest
Kathryn L. Boucher, Mary C. Murphy
The consideration of an identity one can or does hold increases behavior consistent with this identity (e.g., Walton, 2014).
For example, thinking about being a voter leads to greater voter turnout than just thinking about the act of voting (Bryan
et al., 2011). We were interested in extending this past research by testing whether language about being a scientist would
lead to greater interest in science than considering doing science tasks. Moreover, we tested for potential differences by
participants’ gender and major. In a pilot study, we found that male and female college students both, irrespective of their
current majors, rated someone described as “being a scientist” as more successful and capable in and more identified with
science than someone described as “doing scientific tasks as their career.” In the main experiment, we then randomly assigned male and female college students from various majors to answer questions about “being a scientist” or “conducting
extensive scientific research.” They were then asked to report their interest in science. Male participants reported greater
interest in science than female participants in the “being a scientist” condition, while the opposite was found for the “doing
science” condition. Implications and future directions will be discussed.
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The Bad Breast: Authoritarian Sexuality and Hostility Toward Women
Marcus D. Patterson, Michael Milburn, Nebojša Petrović, Dragon Popadic
In this presentation, we will review our recent international research findings on attitudes toward women, including breastfeeding and will discuss the significance of these findings and implications for the promotion of breast feeding, which
seems to be rooted in attitudes toward women. Also, will discuss efforts to address these limitations cross-culturally. Our
initial study examined attitudes toward breast-feeding, contraception, unintended pregnancy, hostility toward female
sexuality, motivations for sexual expression. The greatest disparities in attitudes toward breast feeding were between men
and women and between conservative and liberal and between older and younger respondents, which led to the realization that educational campaigns around breast feeding should be targeted to younger, less educated, and more traditional
men. All of the scales were strongly inner-correlated, such that an overall construct of authoritarian sexuality (see the SEM
model) was created. These scales also correlated with Rape Myths and with Sexual Intelligence, suggesting that attitudes
toward breast-feeding are rooted in attitudes toward women. We will also discuss the results of studies that we are currently conducting (correlational and experimental) in Eastern Europe, namely in Serbia and our work with organizations
concerned with the promotion of breast feeding, including Roditelj and UNICEF.

I’m (Not) with Stupid: Collective Threat Activates Intra-Gender Hostility
Morgana Lizzio-Wilson, Barbara Masser, Aarti Iyer
This study investigated whether experiencing collective threat (the concern that the poor behaviour of an ingroup member will be generalized into a negative judgement of the whole group) activates women’s hostility towards other women.
Two hundred and sixty-five women completed measures assessing feminist attitudes and sexism, and then responded to
one of six vignettes that manipulated their experience of collective threat in a 2 (stereotype valence: positive or negative)
by 3 (stereotype content: competence, sexual availability, emotional dependence) independent groups design. Women’s
exposure to negative stereotypes increased their intra-gender hostility, and this effect was mediated by perceptions of collective threat. Importantly, traditional women’s hostility was directed toward sexually available and emotionally independent women, while non-traditional women’s hostility was elicited by incompetent and emotionally dependent women. This
presents activists with an unexpected challenge in achieving gender equality, as women are not an ideologically homogeneous group with unconditional positive regard for all ingroup members. Findings highlight the need to consider the role
of inter-group conflict as a potential barrier to solidarity and collective action. A wider understanding of the contribution
of intra- and inter-group processes and conflict frameworks among activists and educators will help increase the effectiveness of women’s social change strategies.

Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Think 3
Teaching Social Justice in the Undergraduate Curriculum
Andy Tix, Andy Johnson, Jill Peterson
One group to which we can give away Psychology is our undergraduate students. In this interactive discussion, we intend
to examine how the content and activities of undergraduate courses can be connected with the value of social justice. Each
of the three presenters briefly will discuss their philosophy of teaching as it relates to social justice, including what social
justice means to them. Each presenter briefly then will discuss how they seek to nurture social justice as they teach a particular course, including Psychology of the Holocaust, Psychology of Religion, and Psychology and Law. This discussion also
will highlight how these topics could be explored to promote social justice as subtopics within broader courses, such as
Introduction to Psychology. After this introduction, small groups of attendees will be asked to discuss ideas they may have
about promoting social justice in the courses that they teach. A large group discussion then will be facilitated in which ideas
and questions are shared.
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Symposium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inventor 1
Shifting Expectations: How Group Membership Influences Interpretations of Behavior
Chair: Stacey M. Rieck

TALK 1: Following Expectations: Adherence to Racialized Gender Norms Differentially Affects VictimBlaming
Stacey M. Rieck, Andrea D. Haugen, Phia S. Salter, Tarrah Hubbell, Sean D. Chalk
Prior research suggests that individuals are more likely to blame female victims when they are perceived to deviate from
gendered stereotypes. However, this research contrasts with other evidence suggesting that individuals tend to hold more
positive evaluations of African-Americans when described in ways that are counter to racial stereotypes. Three studies
used an intersectionality approach to investigate the role of adherence to gendered racial stereotypes in evaluations of
female mugging victims. In Study 1, participants reported more positive evaluations of White women who conformed to
stereotypes for White women versus those who deviated from the stereotype. In contrast, more negative evaluations were
given to Black women who conformed to stereotypes of Black women versus those who were described as non-conforming. In Study 2, conformity to gender stereotypes reduced victim derogation for both White and Asian women, but increased derogation of Black women. Study 3 found that when Black women were described as consistent with stereotypes
of White women, they were derogated more than White women described with respect to the same stereotype. These
results suggest that adhering to gendered racial stereotypes may decrease the likelihood of secondary victimization, but it
may not afford the same protection to women of color.

TALK 2: What Not to Wear: Intersectionality and Perceived Dress Code Violations
Andrea D. Haugen, Phia S. Salter, Jamilia Blake, Kayce Solari-Williams, Lisako McKyer, Verna Keith
Black students are suspended at higher rates for minor offenses than other students. Researchers have implicated racial
bias as the cause for this disparity, and dress code violations (DCV) represent a unique avenue for examining bias in school
discipline due to their subjective nature. Two studies provide a direct test of gendered racial bias in DCV decisions by
examining factors that might influence adult perceivers: youth race, gender, and their intersection. In Study 1, participants viewed Black and White girls wearing outfits that were either in violation of, in compliance with, or of an ambiguous
nature regarding the dress code policy. Results indicated Black girls received more DCV infractions only when the outfits
were ambiguous. In Study 2, participants viewed Black, White, and Latina girls. Participants indicated the degree to which
each outfit was a DCV and rated the outfits on subjective measures such as whether it was too tight, mature, revealing, or
provocative. Results show that, for White girls, being in clear violation led to their receiving significantly higher provocative
ratings, compared to their Black and Latina female counterparts. However, in the ambiguous condition, Black and Latina
girls received significantly higher ratings on both DCV and the provocative composite.

TALK 3: Tacitness as an Alternative Coming Out Strategy for Gay Latinos
Adrian Villacina, Kevin Delucio, Monica Biernat
Gay identity development models suggest that verbally disclosing one’s gay identity to others, or “coming out,” is a critical
component for healthy gay identity formation. Coming out has also been associated with positive well-being. However, gay
identity formation processes and conceptualizations may not be applicable to gay people of color in the U.S. In particular,
gay Latinos have been described to have a different understanding of gay identity, and research has suggested that gay
Latinos may utilize alternative forms of coming out. We examined tacitness-when one’s gay identity is known to others
but not verbally disclosed or discussed-as an alternative coming out strategy among gay Latino and White men. In Study
1, increased gay identification predicted increased outness for gay White men but not for gay Latino men, who generally
reported being “tacit” regardless of their gay identification. Moreover, tacitness hindered subjective well-being for gay
White men but not for gay Latino men. In Study 2, outness predicted more well-being in gay White men because outness
first predicted increased intrinsic self-expression and stronger endorsement of a relational-interdependent self-construal.
This mediational model did not hold for gay Latino men. We discuss tactiness relative to mainstream understandings of
coming out.
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Interactive Discussion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Inventor 2
Success Means Transformation: Challenges of Student Empowerment in Group Projects
Danielle Kohfeldt, Laura Ramsey, Erin Ellison
As critical social science educators, we often ask that our students engage in project-based experiential learning with their
peers. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that hands-on, peer-based educational opportunities enhance student learning
and development (e.g., Downey, 2013; Lewis & Williams, 1994). Yet, students may struggle with generating project ideas,
taking joint ownership of their projects, and contributing to the group in equitable ways. In this interactive roundtable,
three university-based social psychologists will facilitate a discussion on creating empowering classroom contexts that cultivate student engagement and ownership over their own experiential learning processes. The three facilitators will discuss
their own successes and challenges in fostering student engagement and ownership of group projects within the context of
a research methods course, a community psychology service-learning course, and a psychology of oppression and liberation course, respectively. Attendees are invited to share and discuss their own experiences, with the goal of forging connections among educators, as well as generating a collaborative resource for SPSSI educators.
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